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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Overview of the ENWORKS Programme
The overall objective of the ENWORKS Programme has been to improve business
competitiveness in Northwest England, whilst enhancing its environmental
performance. Its ultimate vision is:
‘An improved environment and economy for the Northwest through the
engagement of business in environmentally sustainable business practice.’
The seven year SRB-funded programme ran from 2000/01 to 2006/07 and has
made an investment of over £30 million available to Northwest companies over this
period. It has comprised a number of key elements, as follows:
¡

A Regional Co-ordination team which directs and co-ordinates the services
provided;

¡

The delivery of practical support and advice to small to medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) via a network of five sub-regional Business Environment
Associations (BEAs);

¡

The co-ordination of seven Green Business Parks to support indigenous
business growth, regenerate industrial areas and attract inward investment;

¡

A ‘Training for Sustainability’ programme to spread the skills and knowledge
required to deliver lasting environmental improvements within the business
environment; and

¡

The appointment of an independent Board and an independent evaluator to
oversee the programme’s delivery and maximise its effectiveness.

A range of targets (scheme ‘outputs’) were set for achievement and allowed regular
tracking of progress on a quarterly basis. Outputs covered the ‘financial’, ‘jobs and
businesses’, ‘environment’, ‘regeneration’ and ‘capacity building’ categories.
Prior to ENWORKS, environmental business support in the Northwest was
characterised by a lack of co-ordination amongst the large number of organisations
offering support. Within the sub-regional BEAs, there was inconsistency in the
approach to services and data management, ranging from reliance on paper-based
systems to electronic databases of varying complexity.
Outputs and Outcomes
It is clear that the programme’s achievements have gone beyond what was
originally intended, with local SMEs and the Northwest’s environment being clear
winners. The scheme’s target outputs have been achieved 1, with outputs for the
categories of ‘Jobs and Businesses’ and ‘Regeneration’, being significantly ahead
of scheme targets. Only in the areas of ‘water initiatives’ and ‘waste initiatives’ has
the programme failed to achieve the required numbers. These outputs were behind
schedule by Year 5 of the programme but their future success may have been
subsequently affected by the establishment of the ENWORKS Resource Efficiency
Programme in 2004. The outcomes arising from these outputs are wide ranging,
1

In the areas of ‘SRB Capital’, ‘SRB Revenue’, ‘Total SRB Spend’, ‘Number of Local Employee
Volunteering Schemes’ performance was slightly behind target at end of quarter 2, 2006/07, but
anticipated to meet the scheme target by the end of March 2007
ENWORKS
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including a reduced environmental footprint, an increase in environmental
awareness and environmental investment amongst local businesses, enhanced
legal compliance, job security for staff in businesses which see the environment as
a business issue, increased competitiveness, land improved or reclaimed and
better links between business and community networks.
Further outcomes have arisen from the strategic efforts of ENWORKS and the BEA
sub-regional partnerships.
ENWORKS has achieved simplification and
enhancement of the Northwest’s environmental business support network and has
provided better links between delivery and top-level political strategy. It has also
acted as a platform from which to access major funding and establish follow-on
projects to further increase benefits for the Northwest. The BEA partnerships
themselves have benefited from increased quality and consistency of service and
from the improved funding security arising from ENWORKS. They have expanded
their teams of advisors which have become more business-focussed and better
trained. There is also more effective engagement between the BEAs and a range
of stakeholders.
Nonetheless, there are weaknesses. Whilst the work of the Regional Co-ordination
Team has been praised by all parties, its inadequate resources have been
highlighted as a limitation. BEAs also feel that ENWORKS’ funding arrangements
have led to too much bureaucracy for them and that there is insufficient
communication with them on issues discussed at Board level.
Some BEA
managers have reported that ‘output-chasing’ can have a detrimental impact on
services / business relationships at times and that the referrals process between
Business Link, Groundwork and other stakeholders is not as good as it could be.
Training has been one area where the BEAs would welcome further support from
the central management team. Some stakeholders feel that ENWORKS would have
benefited from having additional partners involved (such as specialist
environmental support organisations) and many agree that the number of referrals
between members of the business support community should be greater than at
present.
The ENWORKS Model and Processes
The ENWORKS model has proved to have been a successful approach to
environmental business support. The Board’s independence, the knowledge held
by its members and its links with influential individuals within the Northwest
provided a powerful steer to the programme. The members of the Regional Coordination Team have worked effectively with delivery organisations and
stakeholders to develop the regional service, have built good relationships across
the region and have received national (and international) recognition of the
programme’s achievements.
As far as specific elements of the programme are concerned, the Green Business
Parks were well received by the businesses and stakeholders involved, although
recruitment of businesses remained an area of difficulty.
The ‘Training for
Sustainability’ programme exceeded the scheme’s target by 63% and the marketing
identity and campaign were well liked by consulted stakeholders.
The independent evaluation service provided by Enviros comprised a range of
delivery partner and stakeholder consultation exercises on a range of topics,
undertaken throughout the life of the SRB programme. The Regional Co-ordination
Team have found the feedback and recommendations contained within evaluation
reports useful to implement course corrections to smooth out any difficulties and to
maximise the programme’s effectiveness.

ENWORKS
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Data management has been a key aspect of the ENWORKS programme. During
Year 3 a database was introduced to provide consistency in data management
across the BEAs. The database facilitated the storage of client details and collated
output-related data which could be readily sent to the central team for tracking
purposes. The use of a single data recording system represented a significant and
positive step-change to improve and unify data and client management across the
region and most BEA managers found it a useful tool.
One aspect of the programme which was not successful was the use of
environmental key performance indicators (EKPIs). Ten EKPIs were established in
consultation with the delivery partners (to allow environmental improvements to be
tracked) and were included in the data management system. However, there were
considerable problems with data collection, the reasons for which are complex but
arose primarily from the difficulty in obtaining data from small companies. Although
the use of EKPIs was terminated in 2003, the lessons learned ultimately led to the
development of the ENWORKS ‘On-line Toolkit’ which is successfully being used to
capture and collate data within the Resource Efficiency Programme.
Conclusion
It is clear that ENWORKS has acted as a catalyst to environmental business
support in the Northwest and has achieved a high (and well-respected) profile at a
national level. The Board and the evaluation project have ensured that the
programme remained on track, responded to changing circumstances, maximised
its outcomes and extended its scope under additional funding streams. It is clear
that the programme represents good value for money.
Recommendations
A range of recommendations are presented, relating to the programme’s strategic
direction, BEA partnerships, the involvement of stakeholders and interaction with
local businesses. To summarise, ENWORKS should continue to develop new
projects as the need arises and as funding streams become available. Delivery
partnerships should be developed further, to involve a wider range of stakeholders
as appropriate to new projects, and projects should be developed in a way that
encourages outcomes rather than outputs and long-term relationships with local
businesses. A formal referrals process should be developed that encourages
better cross-working between support organisations and referral for specialist
advice.

ENWORKS
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1.

THE ENWORKS SCHEME AND THE EVALUATION PROJECT
1.1

Overview of the ENWORKS Programme

The overall objective of the ENWORKS Programme has been to improve business
competitiveness in Northwest England, whilst enhancing its environmental
performance. The ultimate vision is:
‘An improved environment and economy for the Northwest through the
engagement of business in environmentally sustainable business practice.’
The original SRB-funded programme was established for a seven year period, from
financial years 2000/01 to 2006/07 and is currently in its final year of operation. A
total investment of over £30 million has been made available to Northwest
companies over this period.
The Programme pays particular attention to improving the environmental
performance of small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) as this type of
organisation contributes disproportionately to environmental impacts and accounts
for approximately 60% of total employment in the region.
The ENWORKS Programme comprises a number of elements, as follows:
¡

A central project management team (the Regional Co-ordination Team), which
directs and co-ordinates the service through:

¡

The development of a marketing identity for the scheme and its programmes (to
promote to the business support community);

¡

Development and support for new areas of work across the region;

¡

Accessing funds at a regional level;

¡

The development of quality standards for the programme elements;

¡

The delivery of a comprehensive training programme for BEA staff;

¡

Initiatives to promote the sharing of best practice, in particular dissemination of
information on Green Business Parks

¡

The establishment of an independent evaluator for the programme; and

¡

Co-ordination of the three key projects (see below).

¡

The provision of a co-ordinated, high quality Business Environment Association
(BEA) service providing practical support and advice to SMEs throughout the
Northwest, delivered through a Partnership of Local Agencies;

¡

The co-ordination of seven beacon Green Business Parks (whereby a group of
neighbouring companies work together for mutual environmental and business
benefit) which support indigenous business growth, regenerate industrial areas
and attract inward investment; and

¡

A ‘Training for Sustainability’ programme providing opportunities for staff within
companies to gain the skills and knowledge required to make environmental
practice profitable for their business.

ENWORKS
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ENWORKS is supported by the Northwest regional Development Agency (NWDA),
managed by a number of partners (the Northwest Business Environment
Partnership) and has Groundwork Northwest as the Accountable Body. A Board,
with strong private sector and business support representation, steers the
programme as a whole. The ENWORKS Board provides vital links into the wider
private sector and business support network in the region and has contributed in
many ways throughout the life of the programme. Board members currently include
representatives from:
¡

Business Link

¡

Cumbria Rural Enterprise Agency

¡

Envirolink North West Limited

¡

Environment Agency

¡

Federation of Small Businesses

¡

Groundwork North West

¡

Government Office for the North West

¡

Institute of Directors

¡

North West Chamber of Commerce

¡

North West Development Agency

¡

North West Universities Association

¡

North West Regional Assembly

¡

United Utilities

At a local level, the programme has been delivered via sub-regional BEAs, whose
geographical areas coincide with that of Business Link’s Small Business Service
(SBS):
¡

Cumbria

¡

Lancashire

¡

Greater Manchester (formerly two BEAs, South and North Manchester)

¡

Merseyside

¡

Cheshire

1.2

Objectives and Targets of the Programme

The specific objectives of the ENWORKS Programme were to:
¡

Make a strategic and lasting contribution to enhancing the environmental
performance of SMEs in the Northwest and develop their competitive
performance in the marketplace;

¡

Help influence and drive environmental support services for SMEs to ensure
access to quality, consistency and simplicity in the provision of these services

ENWORKS
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¡

Provide support to SMEs through capital grant aid for the development of Green
Business Parks and support through the development of environmental skills
training.

A range of quantifiable Scheme Outputs (referred to as SRB outputs) were
allocated to the ENWORKS Programme and to individual delivery partners, to allow
the quarterly tracking of progress against these targets by the central management
team. The outputs cover the following areas of activity (see Appendix 1 for
details):
¡

Financial;

¡

Jobs and Businesses;

¡

Environment;

¡

Regeneration; and

¡

Capacity Building (input to the social economy).

Programme targets include: 246 permanent jobs created, 1400 jobs safeguarded,
1313 training weeks delivered, 1225 people attaining formal qualifications, 200
buildings improved or brought back into use, 3000 environmental policies and
action plans developed, 1500 water initiatives and 1500 waste initiatives.

1.3

Rationale for the Programme

Prior to ENWORKS, there were 180 organisations delivering environmental
business support (EBS) services. Whilst these were generally working to similar
aims, most were not working in a co-ordinated manner, services were of variable
quality and there were a wide array of different environmental targets. In addition,
support did not cover the whole region and therefore some SMEs did not have
access to services. At the same time, other organisations were supporting SMEs in
other areas of business support and there was variable integration between the
two.
This situation was associated with two specific areas of concern:
¡

Lack of co-ordination amongst organisations providing environmental business
support services could give confused and different messages to SMEs, who are
traditionally hard to reach, disparate and have the least free resources; and

¡

In the long term, the continued lack of co-ordination could be a significant block
to achieving sustainable environmental and economic improvements in the
Northwest.

Associated with this lack of co-ordination, there had been little learned from any
mistakes made by, or shortfalls in, previous EBS activity since there was little
interaction or sharing of best practice. ENWORKS was established to specifically
address the lack of overall co-ordination and promote a learning environment for
delivery organisations, to ensure that all partnerships involved in the programme
work together to meet the scheme targets agreed by the Partnership Board.

ENWORKS
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1.4

Key ENWORKS Projects

1.4.1

BEA Element

ENWORKS has generated 5 BEA / Business Link partnerships, covering all SBS
area across the Northwest of England to provide a consistent high-quality range of
business environment support services to meet the needs of the business
community, especially SMEs. Prior to ENWORKS, there was a high degree of
variability exhibited by service providers across the region (see 2.3.1).
BEA services have been based upon three levels of business engagement:
1. Awareness Raising – so that businesses become aware that environmental
improvement is a business issue.
This is achieved through access to
knowledge on legislation and sector good-practice via a series of services
(information helpline, seminars, workshops, site health checks, advice
meetings, training courses);
2. Incremental Change – so that businesses are encouraged to adopt an
Environmental Action Plan and set targets for achievement. Advisors provide
support to help companies assess and measure their own performance against
environmental indicators. Help has been made available for SMEs to work
towards BS8555 (a phased approach towards the ISO 14001 standard); and
3. Long Term Change – so that businesses adopt and plan for longer-term
sustainable changes, helping them to meet future legislation requirements and
measure their performance against relevant environmental performance
indicators. This might include the adoption of specific changes through, for
example, waste minimisation, energy management and water management.
Further information on the BEA role and its interaction with the central Regional
Co-ordination Team is provided in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
1.4.2

Green Business Parks (GBPs)

An integral element of ENWORKS has been the development of seven beacon
GBPs across the Northwest, demonstrating how industrial areas can be
regenerated to support business growth and attract inward investment through the
adoption of holistic environmental measures.
The concept of a ‘Green Business Park’ is the creation of a partnership of resident
businesses and stakeholders who, together, address environmental issues and
enhance the competitiveness of the area, be it a business park or industrial estate.
This partnership approach encourages collective action by resident businesses to
increase environmental performance, improve the area’s image, encourage
investment and improve security.
ENWORKS has provided funding for partnerships in the form of capital and revenue
grants, alongside providing support and advice for the individual Delivery Partners
running the Green Business Parks.

ENWORKS
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1.4.3

Training Element

The ‘Training for Sustainability’ programme has comprised two main elements:
1. Developing skills to the workforce
awareness and competence; and

of

SMEs,

increasing

environmental

2. Developing the skills of BEA and other advisors dealing with businesses in the
Northwest, ensuring that companies gain value for money and quality
environmental advice from the service.
BEAs have delivered awareness-raising seminars, workshops and short courses to
companies, covering a variety of subject areas in the fields and environmental
protection and health and safety. Alongside these sessions, specialist training
organisations have provided training for greater in-depth technical qualifications
(aimed at managers, supervisors and shop-floor workers).
Training to support the development of the delivery staff is co-ordinated by the
Regional Co-ordination team and delivery is undertaken by a number of different
training providers. This training has covered ENWORKS management tools (e.g.
database / on-line toolkit), generic skills (e.g. ‘train the trainer’, 5-day IEMA) and
specialist areas (health and safety, energy efficiency, waste minimisation, water
efficiency, etc).

1.5

The ENWORKS Evaluation Project

In January 2002 Enviros was commissioned by Groundwork UK, on behalf of the
Northwest Business Environment Partnership (NWBEP), to undertake an
independent evaluation of the ENWORKS Programme. The evaluation project has
run from 2002 until 2007.
The overall objective of the evaluation project has been to determine and monitor
the success of the ENWORKS programme in reducing the environmental footprint
of businesses in the Northwest. To achieve this aim, the evaluation has:
¡

Tracked the overall success of ENWORKS in developing a high quality,
Northwest-wide environmental advice support service for businesses;

¡

Provided the ENWORKS management team with information that will allow
them to make course corrections to the delivery mechanisms of the programme,
during its lifetime; and

¡

Established mechanisms for best practice information to be generated and
shared by each of the ENWORKS partners.

¡

The evaluation project has comprised five stages, as follows:

¡

An initial review of current data management arrangements across the
ENWORKS service providers and a review of existing environmental
performance data for companies in the Northwest;

¡

Development of evaluation criteria (10 environmental key performance
indicators or EKPIs) and associated ENWORKS information needs, plus the
design of the data collection systems;

¡

Analysis and validation of baseline data collected against EKPIs by Business
Environment Associations (BEA) and Green Business Parks (GBP);

ENWORKS
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¡

Annual evaluation studies and associated annual reports, detailing the progress
of the ENWORKS Programme to the management team and project partners;
and

¡

A final evaluation report at the end of the ENWORKS Programme (this report).

Whilst the year-on-year quantitative assessment of SRB output data used a
standard approach, the focus of attention for the qualitative assessment methods
varied each year, reflecting the current management and other issues affecting the
programme at the time.
For example, the 2002/03 annual management
assessment investigated issues associated with the new ENWORKS database and
the use of the EKPIs. The annual 2003/04 assessment had a strong focus on
relationships with Business Link and BEA staffing. In this way, the evaluation
provided useful feedback to enable course corrections to maximise the
effectiveness of the programme.
A range of evaluation reports, updates for the ENWORKS Board and handbooks to
support data collection have been generated by Enviros during the evaluation
process. A full list of the main evaluation reports generated is presented in
Appendix 2.

1.6

Scope of the Final Evaluation Report

This report represents the final evaluation report. Its main purpose is to summarise
the extent of the achievements of the ENWORKS programme, assess whether
these have benefited the SMEs that the programme was designed to assist and
determine whether the programme has represented good value for money. The
report covers the format laid down by NWDA for final evaluation of SRB-funded
projects:
¡

A summary of the ENWORKS scheme (see 1.1 above);

¡

A summary of the baseline conditions prevailing at the start of the ENWORKS
Programme (chapter 2);

¡

An overview of the programme’s outputs (chapter 3) and outcomes (chapter 4);

¡

A description of the processes used to manage the programme’s elements
(chapter 5);

¡

Conclusions (chapter 6), summarising the programme’s overall performance, its
main achievements, lessons learned and its failings; and

¡

Recommendations (chapter 7) for the ongoing ENWORKS programme and for
other programmes of a similar nature.

ENWORKS
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2.

BASELINE CONDITIONS
2.1

Overview

In July 2003, Enviros undertook a baseline review which examined:
¡

The ‘environmental footprint’ of the Northwest prior to the commencement of
ENWORKS (i.e. prior to January 2002); and

¡

The prevailing management issues relating to the programme.

The key purpose of the review was to provide a baseline from which to judge
ENWORKS’ progress over its seven years of operation. Additionally, the review
provided early feedback on management issues to enable the central management
team to make course corrections to enhance the programme’s effectiveness.

2.2

Environmental Footprint in 2002

2.2.1

The Use of EKPIs in the Evaluation Process

External data sources and statistics represent an independent gauge from which to
monitor environmental trends across the Northwest. However, this data alone
cannot be used as a proxy to monitor the direct progress of the ENWORKS
programme, since there are a relatively small proportion of Northwest companies
involved in the programme. To facilitate the ability of ENWORKS to capture data
related to its environmental performance, in addition to the SRB outputs required
by funders, it was agreed that the programme’s performance should be measured
against 10 Environmental Key Performance Indicators, outlined in Table 1.
Table 1

Environmental Issues Selected for EKPI Development (Bold indicates SRB Output)

Environmental Issues
1

Environmental Management

2

Energy

3

Solvent Management

4

Travel/Transport

5

Climate Change – derived from information on CO 2 emissions from energy
consumption & travel

6

Waste

7

Water

8

Land

9

Training

10

Community Involvement

A range of environmental key performance indicators (EKPIs) were agreed for each
environmental issue, against which year on year progress could be evaluated. The
data collection form presented in Appendix 3 indicates the type of information (and
the units of measurement) required from supported companies to establish
performance levels. The EKPI data were to be collected primarily by the Delivery
Partners themselves.

ENWORKS
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2.2.2

Environmental Baseline Conditions

There had been no pre-ENWORKS requirement for the Delivery Partners to collect
data for all the EKPIs and limited information was available from that source.
Therefore, the baseline review relied on gathering readily available environmental
data for the Northwest from sources such as: National Statistics and the
Environment Agency. This data was supplemented by the limited existing
environmentally-related SRB output data for the financial year 2001/02.
The baseline environmental conditions prevailing at the start of the ENWORKS
Programme were reported in full in the ‘ENWORKS Baseline Review’ report by
Enviros, dated July 2003.
Data availability for the Northwest was good for each of the selected environmental
issues, with the exception of solvent usage and community involvement. Where
data was not expressed in the same terms as the ENWORKS EKPIs, various
assumptions and generalisations were made. Nonetheless, a baseline was
established as shown in Table 2 overleaf.
No specific analysis of the baseline data was undertaken since this was intended to
be a starting point from which to measure progress and achievements during the
ENWORKS programme.
2.2.3

Ongoing Use of EKPIs

EKPIs were intended to minimise the additional burden for both Business Advisors
and businesses being advised. All Delivery Partners were involved in the process
of EKPI selection and full training and support was provided to the advisors who
were expected to collect the data from supported companies. It was essential that
all BEAs submitted information in a uniform and consistent manner to assist the
calculation of environmental performance figures. The ENWORKS database was
designed to facilitate this process and included specific fields for input of the ‘raw’
data, relevant to each company, obtained by advisors during support visits. The
cumulative data from each sub-region were then exported to Enviros on a quarterly
basis for the calculation of gross figures for each EKPI, for inclusion in annual
evaluation reports.
It was recognised that there would be a need to monitor the quantity and quality of
the information submitted against each of the EKPIs over the initial six months. If
deemed necessary, the measured parameters would be amended to ease their
collection or replaced with alternatives to provide more robust EKPI data.
By the time of the 2002/03 annual evaluation report, it became apparent that little
environmental performance data was being recorded by Delivery Partners and data
collection had not been fully incorporated into day-to-day activities by all advisors.
As a result, no meaningful conclusions could be drawn from the limited data. There
were also a range of management issues associated with this problem and the
measurement of the non-SRB EKPIs was finally dropped. This issue is further
discussed in section 5.10.3.

ENWORKS
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Table 2

Summary of Baseline EKPI Data

EKPI
Environmental
Management

Data
Collection
Date

Northwest Baseline
Performance
• 232 ISO14001
certificates

2002

Key Data
Source
IEMA

• 1 EMAS registration
• 80 policies & plans
SRB Output data
Energy

• Electricity: 11,195 GWh

2001

NWDA

No data

Travel /
Transport

• 39 million tonnes (UK
Figure)

Climate
Change

• 61.1 million tonnes CO 2

Waste

• 9.6 million tonnes
industrial & commercial
waste

2001/2002

IEMA data does
not capture all NW
certifications some certifiers
don’t provide this
information
Preliminary data
only – study is
ongoing

• Gas: 22,336 GWh
Solvent
Management

Comments

-

-

Department for
Transport

No Northwest data
available

1995

Carbon Counting
– NW England’s
First Inventory of
Green house
Gas Emissions

Accuracy +/- 15%.
Excludes
emissions of the
other 5 gases
included in the
‘basket of 6’.

1998/99

Strategic Waste
Management
Assessment
2000

Accuracy +/- 2.5%

• Surface/ground water:
384,951Ml/year
(industrial, excludes
power sector)

2000

Environment
Agency (DEFRA
returns)

Environment
Agency data is
accurate to nearest
M/L

• Potable water:
185,457Ml/year (all
non-domestic)

2000

United Utilities

United Utilities
data is accurate to
0.1 M/L

Land

• 10,710 hectares
unused previously
developed land

March 2001

NLUD

Definition of
previously
developed land is
given at
www.nlud.org.uk
along with
calculation
methodology

Environmental
Training

• 432 days

SRB6 data

Does not capture
training by other
public bodies and
private companies.

Community
Involvement

No data

• 4.6 million tonnes to
landfill
• 771,000 tonnes reused
on-site
• 2.4 million tonnes
recycled
• 695,080 tonnes special
waste
Water
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2.3

Management Issues

2.3.1

Prior to ENWORKS

In early 2002, Enviros undertook an initial review of the existing data management
operations of the Delivery Partners (the BEAs) at the start of ENWORKS, with a
view to making recommendations for a co-ordinated data management system.
The majority of the managers contacted during this exercise had operated similar
programmes in the past and were experienced in the services and techniques that
engage and support the SME sector.
There was huge variability exhibited between existing data management systems.
All BEAs used a formal system to store client contact details, although these
ranged from paper-based filing systems to electronic databases of varying
complexity. Generally those BEAs that had been operating for the longest period
of time and which had the greatest number of members had the most formal data
management systems. Conversely the new small-scale BEAs did not have well
developed data management systems.
Additionally, all the BEAs had some system to store information relating to their
project outputs, arising from the need to provide evidence to support claims from
funding bodies. Again, there were a range of conditions observed, with some using
a paper-based system and others having developed their contacts databases to
allow electronic storage of project outputs.
There were also some constraints placed on the data management process of
several of the BEAs due to their contractual relationship with the local SBS and
Business Link services. In addition, some of the Groundwork’s were operating BEA
services on each other’s behalf and common data systems had developed
accordingly.
2.3.2

During the Early Days of ENWORKS

Further investigation of relevant management issues associated with the early
stages of the ENWORKS programme was undertaken by Enviros in October 2002,
primarily via the completion of a questionnaire issued to all Delivery Partners. The
questionnaire covered the local delivery management structure, the nature of the
services provided, relationships with the local Business Link/SBS, feedback on the
EKPIs and the support provided by the central ENWORKS team.
The key findings from the original management assessment were:
¡

At that stage, almost 1000 Northwest companies were engaged in activities
provided by ENWORKS and 92 involved on the Green Business Parks GBPs;

¡

In general the staffing level (i.e. number of business advisors) used by all
Delivery Partners was adequate, although there was some variability in staff
numbers across the region;

¡

The eleven Delivery Partners (BEAs and GBPs) had Partnership Agreements in
place. Four of the ENWORKS BEAs contracted out their ENWORKS Outputs to
other organisations. Service Level Agreement (SLAs) were in place (or almost
in place) between Business Link/SBS and the ENWORKS Delivery Partners;

¡

Only two of the Delivery Partners monitored renewal rates within their BEAs,
although many of the other Delivery Partners indicated that they would do so in
the near future;

ENWORKS
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¡

A wide range of services were offered to businesses via the BEAs and GBPs,
usually at no extra cost (following an initial subscription charge). However,
workshops and training courses were usually offered at additional, but
subsidised, cost;

¡

BEA and GBP managers adopted a variety of methods to market their services
but, at that time, only a few monitored the success of marketing activities;

¡

The majority of the BEA and GBP Managers felt that they had a good
relationship with Business Link and that their services complemented each
other. However, this opinion was not universal with several of the respondents
feeling that relationships with Business Link needed improvement;

¡

Furthermore, the majority of the respondents received referrals from Business
Link but in many cases these were not carried out on a formal basis but upon
personal contact between Business Advisors from both organisations;

¡

The majority of the Delivery Partners were happy with the choice of EKPIs but
many expressed concern that the quantity of data needed may prove to be a
burden both for Business Advisors and companies being assisted;

¡

As the database had only been issued to all the Delivery Partners in the
previous month very few of the respondents felt able to comment on the ease of
use of the database. However, of note are the comments received from a few of
the Delivery Partners, that the database would have been more useful if the full
functionality of a contacts section had been included; and

¡

An overwhelming majority of the BEA and GBP managers felt that the support
from the central management team was very good or adequate, with only one
respondent believing that the support from the central management team
needed improvement.

2.3.3

Summary

The start of ENWORKS was characterised by a lack of co-ordination amongst the
large number of environmental support organisations in the Northwest and
inconsistency in the approach to services / data management amongst the subregional BEAs. However, by October 2002 (mid way through Year 3) a large
number of companies were already engaged on the Programme and were being
offered a wide range of services at low cost. Outstanding difficulties focussed
around data management and the monitoring of renewal rates / the effectiveness of
marketing initiatives. The referrals process between the BEAs and the Business
Links remained informal.

ENWORKS
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3.

PROGRAMME OUTPUTS
3.1

Overview

The assessment presented in this section of the report uses data covering the
lifetime of the programme.
The full schedule of outputs can be found in Appendix 1.
It should be noted that the programme targets were revised by ENWORKS in 2003,
to reflect changes in the programme’s delivery, its experiences and its funding.
These revised targets were purely for the purposes of ENWORKS’ internal
management and have not been reported here. The following analysis focuses on
the original programme target and current programme performance only.

3.2

The Scheme Outputs

3.2.1

Financial

The target figures for the outputs SRB Capital, SRB Revenue and total SRB Spend
were virtually achieved with SRB revenue and SRB spend missing out in the
targets by £3 each.
Figure 1

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: SRB Finances
Financial - SRB

£6,000,000

£5,000,000 £4,999,997
£5,000,000

£3,973,388 £3,973,385
£4,000,000

Target

£3,000,000

Actual

£2,000,000

£1,026,612 £1,026,612
£1,000,000

£0
SRB Capital

SRB revenue

Total SRB spend

The scheme targets for Total Other Spend and Total Private Sector Leverage have
been achieved and are currently 85% and 67% ahead of the target, respectively.
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Figure 2

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: Other Finances
Financial - Other

£16,000,000
£14,570,216

£14,485,441

£14,000,000

£12,000,000

£10,000,000
£8,662,620
£8,000,000

Scheme target

£7,864,329

Scheme Forecast

£6,000,000

£4,000,000

£2,000,000

£0
Total other public spend

3.2.2

Total Private Sector Leverage

Jobs and Businesses

All the outputs in this category have been achieved and are significantly ahead of
the scheme targets. The trend of ‘over achieving’ on these outputs has been clear
since Year 3 and has continued through to Year 7. The performance above the
original targets is as follows:
¡

Number of businesses receiving advice.
38%

¡

FT equivalent permanent jobs created.
328%

¡

FT equivalent permanent jobs safeguarded.
195%

¡

No people in target area who obtain qualifications from formal training.
62%

¡

No training weeks completed.
38%

¡

Area of improved business/commercial floor space (m2).
280%

ENWORKS
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Figure 3

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: Jobs & Businesses
Jobs & Business

4500
4,200

4,123

4000

3500
3045
3000

2500
Forecast
Actual

1,983

2000

1,817
1313

1400

1500

1225
1,052

1000

500

246

0
No of businesses receiving FT equivalent permanent
advice.
jobs created.

FT equivalent permanent
jobs safeguarded.

No people in target area
who obtain qualifications
from formal training.

No training weeks
completed.

Outputs

3.2.3

Environment

There has been mixed success during the programme regarding the ‘Environment’
outputs. The output ‘Number of Environmental Policies & Action Plans’ has
achieved and exceeded it original target of 3000; currently 3195 have been
produced. The outputs ‘Number of EMS initiated’ and ‘Number of Waste
Management / Recycling Schemes’ have achieved their respective targets by 21%
and 310% respectively.
However, the outputs for waste and water initiatives did not achieve their original
scheme targets although the ‘Water Initiatives’ output was close to achieving its
original scheme target of 1500 (final number achieved was 1409). Historically, both
outputs have lagged behind targets although water initiatives did show signs of a
recovery in year four but this has not continued. The ENWORKS Regional Coordination Team accepted that this was likely to be the case, following the
establishment of a new ENWORKS Resource Efficiency programme in 2004.

ENWORKS
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Figure 4

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: Environment
Environment
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3,195
3000
3000

Number

2500

2000

1500
1500

1,409

Forecast
Actual

1500

840
1000
363
500

300
21

86

0
No Env. Policies & Action
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EMS systems initiated

No of Water Initiatives

1500 waste initiatives (re- No Waste management /
recycling schemes
use, reduce, recycle of
resources & wastes)

Outputs

3.2.4

Regeneration

The output ‘Number of Commercial Buildings where Security is Upgraded’ has
performed extremely well exceeding the scheme target by 414%. Both the other
outputs in this category, ‘Area of land improved’ & ‘Number of Buildings Improved’,
have achieved their respective scheme targets by 357% and 30% respectively.
Figure 5

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: Regeneration
Regeneration

400

360

350

300
260

Number

250
200
200

150

100
70
50

31.99
7

0
No of commercial buildings where security is Area of Land Improved/reclaimed/ Serviced
upgraded.
for development (Ha)
Outputs
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3.2.5

Capacity Building

Two of the three capacity building themed outputs have exceeded both their
scheme targets, ‘No. of voluntary organisations supported’ by 567% and ‘No. of
capacity building initiatives carried out’ by 386%. The final output, ‘Number of Local
Employee Volunteering Schemes’ did not meet its target of 35 schemes, falling
short by 4 schemes (-11%).
Figure 6

ENWORKS SRB Programme Outputs: Capacity Building
Capacity Building
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4.

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES
4.1

Overview

Section 3 reported on the SRB ‘outputs’ arising from the ENWORKS Programme.
Outputs are the apparent direct results of programme activity (e.g. jobs created or
number of environmental policies). This section reports on the ‘Outcomes’ which
arise from the outputs as changes in the socio-economic or physical /
environmental conditions across the Northwest.
The outcomes from the ENWORKS Programme are varied, some being more
tangible than others. In general, they can be grouped into:
¡

Outcomes arising directly from the scheme outputs: increased local
employment, better trained workforce, environmental changes, improved land
quality, regenerated areas (these outcomes are closely related to the outputs
reported in Section 3);

¡

Outcomes arising from the strategic efforts of ENWORKS itself; and

¡

Outcomes arising from the new sub-regional partnerships.

Since there are a small proportion of Northwest businesses involved in the
ENWORKS programme, it is not possible to determine the impact that the
programme has had on the 2002 environmental baseline data reported in section
2.2. Therefore, there has been no repeat examination of the data and, instead, the
focus of the ‘outcome’ evaluation has been to determine how far the scheme has:
¡

Improved conditions permanently; and

¡

Initiated improvements which will continue beyond its original lifespan.

4.2

Methodology

Outcomes have been assessed through a combination of past consultation and
evaluation surveys (see list in Appendix 2) and a final consultation and assessment
exercise, during October 2006, with stakeholders and BEA Managers. Appendix 4
presents the list of consultees and Appendix 5 provides details on the areas of
questioning. Whilst this approach does not generate ‘hard evidence’, it gathers
feedback on first-hand experiences and perceptions about the programme which
give a good indication of its successes and weaknesses.
The final stakeholder consultation took the form of telephone interviews aiming to:
¡

Compare changes in perceptions over the latter part of the Programme;

¡

Generate views on what the key outcomes, successes and weakness of the
ENWORKS Programme have been; and

¡

Provide useful input to the forward strategy for the Programme.
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There was no further consultation with the actual businesses involved with the
programme since the 2.7% response rate during the 2004 consultation (see 5.4.2)
was disappointing and not thought to provide representative views from business.
However, data from a recent survey of small businesses 2 has been examined to
identify current views on environmental issues and environmental business
support.
Final consultation with the BEA Managers, in the form of face-to-face or telephone
interviews, aimed to provide final feedback on:
¡

Particular aspects of day-to-day processes within the ENWORKS Programme
(e.g. the role of the central management team, staff training programmes, the
ENWORKS database, referrals process);

¡

The key outcomes, successes and weakness of ENWORKS; and

¡

Providing useful input to the forward strategy for the Programme.

4.3

Outcomes Arising from Scheme Outputs

There are a range of outcomes which arise directly from the outputs achieved
under the scheme:
¡

An increase in the number of Northwest businesses who now see the
environment as a business issue;

¡

An increase in the amount of investment made towards the environment by both
businesses and public sector;

¡

An increase in the number of people who have attended formal training and
gained a qualification relating to the environment;

¡

An increasing awareness of waste issues and related costs to business;

¡

An increase in the number of businesses who are ensuring legal compliance
with environmental legislation;

¡

Job security for staff in businesses who now see the environment as a business
issue (and expansion of the workforce within some of these companies); and

¡

An improvement in the land quality and immediate environment of those
companies who see the environment as a business issue.

4.4

Outcomes Arising from ENWORKS as a whole

It is clear that the programme has initiated improvements in the Northwest’s
environmental business support service which will continue beyond the initial SRBfunded period. The following major outcomes have been achieved from the
programme as a whole:
¡

2

ENWORKS has achieved simplification, better co-ordination, improved and
consistent quality of environmental business support across the Northwest;

Federation of Small Businesses (FSB): Lifting the Barriers to Growth in UK Small Businesses –
The Biennial Membership Survey, 2006 (Northwest results - 1619 respondents).
ENWORKS
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¡

There is raised awareness (amongst the general business support community)
of the environmental support available for Northwest businesses – the
Programme has a high profile across the region, nationally and internationally;

¡

It is believed that Northwest businesses are now more aware of the
environmental support available to them (but see the results of the FSB survey
summarised in 4.6.2);

¡

Increased competitiveness of those Northwest companies involved with
ENWORKS, via improved environmental performance;

¡

Directly linked with the scheme’s outputs (see 4.3), there has been a decrease
in the environmental footprint of Northwest businesses (although a large
proportion of companies have yet to be reached by the programme);

¡

Better links between delivery and top-level political strategy for Northwest
environmental business support;

¡

Enhanced access to funding for the Northwest: ENWORKS has acted as a
platform from which to access funding and to establish other follow-on projects
(e.g. the Resource Efficiency Toolkit 3 , the Workplace Health Connect
Programme, the Corporate Responsibility Programme) to further increase the
benefits for the Northwest.

4.5

Outcomes for the BEA Partnerships

The BEA partners have benefited in many respects from their involvement in
ENWORKS. Many of the outcomes relate to the development of a better organised
and professional service:

3

¡

There is increased quality and consistency in the advice and work delivered at
company level;

¡

A cultural change in working practices, developing a more business-focussed
environmental business service which used better data management and
reporting mechanisms;

¡

Substantial environmental / health and safety teams have been established as a
direct result of ENWORKS involvement and advisors have gained new areas of
expertise and knowledge;

¡

Individual advisors are more business-focussed as a result of the initiatives
driven by ENWORKS;

¡

Groundwork has raised its profile and improved its reputation for environmental
advice, building quality relationships with businesses that deliver real
improvements in practice;

¡

More effective engagement between the BEAs and a range of stakeholders,
including the Business Links, Envirowise and the Carbon Trust (but there are
limitations here, described in 4.6.1;

The online resource efficiency toolkit allows the recording of resource efficiency opportunities,
monitor their progress and quantify environmental savings. The toolkit won SustainIT’s eWellBeing Award in the ‘Climate Change and Environmental Efficiency’ category (for projects
making use of ICT to reduce the environmental impacts of energy, water and resource use) in
2005.
ENWORKS
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¡

There is more security of funding, which has resulted in more management time
available to develop and deliver services (rather than lots of time spent
preparing bids for funds);

The key negative outcome has been some loss of identity by Groundwork to
ENWORKS.

4.6

Weaknesses of the ENWORKS Programme

4.6.1

BEA Feedback

During the 2006 consultation process, the BEA Managers raised the following
weaknesses which they felt the programme exhibited:
♦

The complexity of ENWORKS’ funding arrangements has led to too much
bureaucracy for the BEAs (both for quarterly claims and for project evidence) –
however, it is acknowledged by the author that this matter is largely beyond the
control of the Regional Co-ordination team whilst these funding streams exist;

♦

It is understood that ownership of ENWORKS causes confusion for some BEA
staff (is it the NWDA or is it Groundwork?);

♦

One BEA manager commented that some ENWORKS press and other media
releases contain insufficient acknowledgement of Groundwork’s delivery role;

♦

The level of briefing (about projects and the associated information
requirements) at the start of new projects has been described as poor by one
BEA – examples cited relate to the post-SRB projects (but not the WHC project
which received praise for the guidance provided);

♦

Not much communication of issues from Board level down to the delivery
organisations;

♦

Some BEA managers have reported that ‘output-chasing’ can have a
detrimental effect on services at times: focussing activity on funding-related
outputs, limiting company contact to one or two interactions, or even preventing
referrals by tackling work that more specialist organisations might be better
placed to manage;

♦

Some essential advisor skills were lacking, limiting the effectiveness of parts of
the programme (e.g. specialists in ‘energy’ and ‘process management’ were not
available for the Resource Efficiency Programme); and

♦

The referrals process between Business Link and Groundwork remains informal
for most BEAs and referrals, in both directions, are not always as good as could
be expected.

4.6.2

Stakeholder Feedback

During the 2006 consultation process, the stakeholders raised the following
weaknesses which they felt the programme exhibited:
♦

ENWORKS

Several stakeholders felt that the limited resources of the central management
team were a restraint, although all felt that the team comprised dedicated and
competent individuals who led a successful programme;
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♦

There is still a degree of overlap in the environmental services offered by
business support organisations, which still confuses local companies;

♦

One respondent felt that the programme has focussed on the ‘easy’ side of the
market and needs to market more aggressively to the ‘harder to reach’
companies;

♦

Not enough budget for direct marketing to companies;

♦

Several stakeholders felt that referral to other support organisations was not as
good as it should be, with BEAs tackling work that others may be better placed
to offer – one respondent felt that ‘output-chasing’ might be one cause of this;

♦

Half of the consultees felt that the Groundwork / Business Link model worked
well. The remainder felt that the relationship may have benefited from having
others involved – suggestions included the involvement of specialist
environmental support organisations at a delivery level and more business /
private sector representation at the Board level (to balance the support
agencies);

♦

Two respondents felt that there was variation in the quality of service delivered
across the region and that project management by delivery partners could be
improved, in terms of having a more systematic and consistent approach to
planning and delivery and closer monitoring of the service delivery; and

♦

ENWORKS is still seen as a threat to some business support organisations,
diverting funding away from them.

4.6.3

Business Perceptions

Northwest businesses have not been specifically surveyed on aspects of the
ENWORKS programme. However, the 2006 Federation of Small Business (FSB)
survey results provide some insight into the general effectiveness of environmental
business support organisations (but not specifically ENWORKS) in spreading the
environmental message across the Northwest. The results suggest that there is
still a significant amount of work to do on spreading the environmental message
and ensuring that businesses know where to go for support and advice.
Few businesses were aware of business-focussed environmental initiatives: 58%
were aware of the Carbon Trust and 16% aware of Envirowise. The survey did not
include awareness of ENWORKS or Groundwork in the list of tick boxes, but did
mention waste minimisation clubs (16% awareness). A majority of the respondents
reported an increase in the amount of time spent dealing with environmental
legislation over the past 2 years. The factors that would encourage them to comply
with legal requirements and improve their business’ environmental performance are
clear information about the requirements and information on cost savings, financial
charges and incentives.

ENWORKS
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4.7

Strategic Considerations to Maximise Future Outcomes

In 2004, stakeholders suggested they would like to see ENWORKS raising its
profile with their organisations, improving its market and service focus, and aiming
to be self-sustaining with time. At a local level, stakeholders expressed a desire to
see the Delivery Partners concentrate on the services they are best suited to
deliver, work more closely with local business support organisations and deliver
more services that are charged for.
In 2006, BEA managers and other stakeholders felt the programme had achieved
much more than was originally intended. They felt that its current direction was
appropriate, responding well to new initiatives (such as Environment Connect) and
current environmental concerns. Nonetheless, a number of areas were suggested
for further consideration, some arising from the weaknesses identified in 4.6:
¡

The provision of adequate resources for the central management team;

¡

ENWORKS needs to decide where it best sits to provide the most effective
support: whether it is a ‘company’ or a ‘programme’ or whether it should
become a key component of the NWDA;

¡

ENWORKS should continue to secure funding for regional programmes – but
not to be reliant on one source of funding. Groundwork may also want to deal
directly with funders to ensure its own survival, but needs to understand the
ENWORKS role more comprehensively so that it can work to maximise
opportunities from and for ENWORKS;

¡

Work with BEA managers to clarify responsibilities and support for staff
training, to develop appropriate advisor skills – and to develop specialists in
key areas (who can, perhaps, move across the sub-regions to assist where
required);

¡

ENWORKS should explore links with other environmental specialists (to achieve
a greater depth of service in key areas) and consider involving more business
support organisations (to gain the confidence of the business community), both
strategically and locally;

¡

ENWORKS should continue
Northwest businesses;

¡

Consider the role of ‘charging’ in service provision and how this might impact
on the value that companies assign to the advice provided – however, this has
to be balanced against the ethos for the whole programme and recognition of
the fact that the market for paid services has failed in the past, both of which
might counter this approach;

¡

As the ENWORKS programme grows, increase the marketing budget
accordingly and include a larger element for direct marketing to companies at a
local level;

¡

ENWORKS should continue to broaden its scope into the current
‘environmental’, ‘health and safety’ and ‘corporate social responsibility’ areas
as planned areas - however, some consultees suggest that the programme also
expands into the areas of climate change, sustainable procurement (public
sector supply chain), travel planning and a strategic programme of
environmental work with schools (these may or may not ‘fit’ with the overall
message that ENWORKS is promoting or may already be offered under other
programmes of support); and

ENWORKS
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¡

ENWORKS

Extension of the Green Business Park programme, through the formation of
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) – it should be noted that, at the time of
writing, two of the seven GBPs have subsequently become BIDs
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5.

ASSESSMENT OF THE ENWORKS PROCESS
5.1

Overview

The processes used to implement the ENWORKS Programme were varied and
involved three tiers of management: the BEAs / Green Business Parks, the
Regional Management Team and the Board. The Programme was supported by
marketing initiatives, technology (the ENWORKS database and information
services) and independent programme evaluation – see Figure 7.
This chapter of the report describes how these processes contributed to the
programme and provides an assessment summary for each element, which pulls
together observations and key findings which have arisen throughout the
independent evaluation process.
Figure 7

The ENWORKS Structure

EVALUATION ENVIROS
NORTHWEST BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT PARTNERSHIP
FINANCIAL ADVISORY GROUP
Charles Mckeown
Sharon Andrews
Steve Dolphin (Groundwork UK)

TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP
Walter Menzies Roger Lamming
John Magill
Michael Damms

INFORMATION SERVICE
Groundwork Blackburn

MARKETING PROJECT
Groundwork Northwest
Management / co-ordination staff
Employed by Groundwork UK

6 BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
ASSOCIATIONS

7 GREEN
BUSINESS
PARKS
TRAINING PROGRAMME
EVALUATION ENVIROS

5.2

Role of the ENWORKS Board

The ENWORKS Board comprises representative of the Northwest Business
Environment Partnership, i.e. the Northwest Regional Development Agency and a
range of influential Northwest business and business support organisations (see
Appendix 6). It is supported by Advisors, Finance and Audit Group and a Technical
Advisory Group.
The specific role of the Board has been to monitor the
effectiveness of the ENWORKS Programme and to provide strategic guidance,
where appropriate.

ENWORKS
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The Board meets with the ENWORKS Regional Co-ordination Team every quarter
to discuss quantitative (financial and output data) and qualitative (progress in
specific projects) outputs from the programme. Attendance is understood to be
good.
The composition of the Board and its role have evolved over time: in the early
days, the Board had a strong monitoring and scrutiny role with significant input
from the financial and technical advisory groups, but has now moved into a more
strategic function. Discussions with the Programme Director indicate that the
Board’s strengths include:
♦

Its links with influential individuals within the Northwest;

♦

The knowledge held by Board members;

♦

Its independence and its breadth in terms of opportunity to promote
ENWORKS;

♦

Its ability to provide a platform from which to bring in new work; and

♦

Its ability to provide a ‘reality check’ on new services and raise issues arising
from member organisations and local businesses.

The role of the Board has not been assessed in any detail during the independent
evaluation process, although the October 2006 consultation exercise (see 4.2) did
ask stakeholders to comment on the effectiveness of the Board in steering the
Programme. Most respondents were in agreement that the Board was well
constructed and effective in its monitoring role, as well as facilitating access to
ERDF funds. Its independence has brought a lot of credibility to the Programme.
However, one respondent felt that there was not enough representation from small
businesses and another suggested that the use of ‘stakeholder feedback groups’
could have been a useful mechanism for providing the Board with insight into
specific areas of difficulty or concern.

5.3

Role of the Regional Co-ordination Team

5.3.1

Overview

A key feature of the ENWORKS Programme has been the establishment of a
centrally co-ordinated sub-regional delivery structure across the Northwest of
England.
In fulfilling its role, the central Regional Co-ordination Team has provided a number
of areas of support to the sub-regional delivery partners:
¡

Day-to-day guidance and assistance on request (by phone);

¡

Interface with sub-regional partners at quarterly meetings, to discuss progress
against programme outputs, day-to-day management issues and any specific
events / initiatives ongoing at the time;

¡

The development and provision of training courses for advisors, to broaden
their skills, achieve consistency across the region and keep up to date;
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¡

Co-ordination of the development of the ENWORKS database tool (see 5.5) for
use in day-to-day client management and for the recording of programme
outputs; and

¡

Documentation support, in the form of guidance documents and promotional
materials.

In addition to the support provided to the delivery partners and regular interaction
with the Board, the central management team has also been involved in:
¡

The management of the overall evaluation of the programme;

¡

Management of the development of a marketing identity for ENWORKS and its
programmes;

¡

Development and support for new areas of work across the region;

¡

Accessing funds at a regional level;

¡

Co-ordination of the three key features of ENWORKS (i.e. the BEA service, the
Green Business Parks and the ‘Training for Sustainability’ programme); and

¡

Promotion of best practice amongst partners, in particular around dissemination
of information on Green Business Parks.

5.3.2

Assessment

The various evaluation exercises have included feedback from the BEAs on the
role of the central management team. The consensus of opinion was that:
¡

Support from the central team was seen to be useful and valuable by all BEA /
GBP Managers;

¡

The development of guidance documents, new regional projects (such as the
Resource Efficiency project) and promotional materials were singled out for
particular praise;

¡

There have been concerns about apparent increases in project administration
and bureaucracy, arising from the requirements of funding organisations;

¡

Face-to-face contact between the central and sub-regional teams was not as
frequent as desired and there was little feedback on the activities of the Board;

¡

Considerable training has been provided to BEA advisors, although this needed
to be repeated to deal with staff turnover rates.
However, the training
programme is reactive rather than pro-active, it was not always geared
specifically to the needs of advisors and it did not cover specialist skills in any
depth (see 5.7) – these are issues which need to be jointly tackled by the BEAs
and the Central Management Team; and

¡

The sharing of ‘best-practice’ appears to have had variable success. Although
the central team have circulated case-studies, established a practitioner group
(which later disbanded) and arranged ‘away-days’ focussed on specific issues,
it is understood that the delivery partners still tend to work in isolation from
each other.
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Feedback received from stakeholder consultation in 2004 indicated that over twothirds of the stakeholders felt that the ENWORKS Programme was being effectively
managed at a central level with the remaining stakeholders being unsure. None of
the stakeholders felt that it is being poorly managed. A significant number of
stakeholders acknowledged the hard work of the management team and their high
level of enthusiasm for, and awareness of the programme requirements, outputs
and outcomes.
Consultees in the October 2006 stakeholder consultation exercise were very
complimentary about the effectiveness of the central management team who are
seen as committed and knowledgeable individuals who manage the programme
well. Several respondees felt that the central team’s limited resources were its key
weakness, with too much relying on the commitment of individuals. All respondents
thought that ENWORKS had achieved what it set out to do during its lifetime.

5.4

Role of the Business Environment Associations

5.4.1

Overview

The delivery partners have been responsible for:
¡

The day-to-day management of the BEA service across their SBS area,
including marketing and outreach as well as the employment of advisors and
the provision of advice to companies; and

¡

The provision of advice to companies via: help lines, training courses,
awareness-raising seminars, environmental health-checks, access to specialist
advisors, supply chain programmes, etc.

5.4.2

Assessment

The evaluation exercises (see Appendix 2) undertaken throughout the lifetime of
the ENWORKS Programme have enabled Enviros to conclude that the BEA service
has been a successful element of the ENWORKS Programme, as testified by the
outcomes that have arisen from the service (see 4.5).
When businesses involved with the ENWORKS Programme were consulted about
the BEA service in October 2004 (2.7% response rate), positive feedback on all
aspects of the service was received. Initial visits and bulletins / newsletters were
the most popular services and ‘environmental management’ training was the most
popular training course.
The major benefits arising from the services were
increased legislative compliance and increased legislative understanding. Future
advice and training requirements were cited as covering health and safety, energy
efficiency and resource efficiency.
The October 2006 stakeholder consultation indicated that the ENWORKS BEA
service is seen as a valuable package of business support which has matured and
now provides some very positive benefits to both business and the environment in
the Northwest. But, whilst ENWORKS has simplified environmental business
support, some stakeholders consider that there is still some degree of local
variability in the quality of service. There is also some remaining concern (by
stakeholders and BEAs) about ‘output-chasing’ which may inhibit the referral of
companies for more specialist advice and limits the development of long-term
relationships.
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5.5

Role of the Green Business Parks

5.5.1

Overview

The Programme aimed to deliver a suite of services to meet local needs including:
¡

Participation in business support networks for local firms, residents and support
agencies;

¡

Advice on safety and site security;

¡

Grants and advice on image enhancement for the whole business park;

¡

Advice and support to address common environmental and waste management
problems with the opportunity to achieve cost savings through implementation
of environmental good practice;

¡

Access to improved communications within the estate leading to opportunity for
inter-trading and local sourcing; and

¡

Advice and support leading to the improvement and reclamation of disused
premises.

To support the GBP programme, ENWORKS held a ‘GBP Sharing Good Practice
Day’ during July 2003 which examined the use of steering groups, recruiting and
keeping businesses interested, GBP promotion and financial aspects of the
programme.
Enviros also undertook a consultation exercise with GBP managers, stakeholders
and companies in 2005/06 and produced a ‘user’ guide to GBPs, based on the
lessons learnt within the ENWORKS programme.
5.5.2

Assessment

The Enviros review did not evaluate the success or otherwise of the programme as
a whole, but examined the particular features and approaches which the consultees
felt had worked well and the lessons learned from those which had not. In
particular, the review examined:
¡

Which aspects of the GBP delivery partners thought were successful /
unsuccessful and why;

¡

The involvement of stakeholders;

¡

Ease or difficulty of GBP set-up and delivery;

¡

Exit strategy and its effectiveness; and

¡

Cost to run GBP and cost effectiveness.

A summary of the responses is included in Appendix 7 and the full report was
submitted in July 2006. It is important to note that two of the seven GBPs have
subsequently gone on to become BIDs, reflecting their success in meeting business
needs and improving the local environment.
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In general, the GBP concept was well received by the businesses and stakeholders
involved, although recruitment of businesses was a difficult area. Grant provision,
training, physical and crime reduction improvements were particularly popular with
businesses on the GBPs. GBP Managers indicated that, if they could start again,
they would change the way they monitored effectiveness and the way in which
company needs were assessed at the outset of the programme.

5.6

Role of Other Business Support Organisations

5.6.1

Overview

Whilst ENWORKS is delivered primarily via the BEAs, the original intention was to
ensure that all business support organisations across the Northwest should work
well together and ensure that communication and cross-referrals between
organisations are effectively managed to reach as many companies as possible.
5.6.2

Assessment

In 2004, other business support organisations felt that they had a positive
relationship with the ENWORKS Programme, although they expressed a desire to
see better interaction and communication between ENWORKS and the Northwest
business support community to keep one another better informed (and, ultimately,
to reach a wider target audience). Areas for improvement and enhanced joint
working were suggested: better communications; sharing of databases; better
signposting between programmes; and integration with other programmes.
In 2006, stakeholders described their relationship with ENWORKS as good or
excellent. At a strategic level, it was commented that communication between
ENWORKS and the Carbon Trust, Envirowise and the local universities was very
good. Despite this, at a local level, there still appear to be some concerns about
the current number of referrals between the BEAs and the Business Links which
should be greater. There is also an apparent lack of willingness to refer companies
on for specialist support, driven by the ‘short-term’ view perpetuated by ‘outputchasing’ and, perhaps, by Business Link advisors who do not necessarily see the
environment as a priority or concern for business. The new Business Link structure
proposed for April 2007 will require some changes to the ways in which the BEAs
and Business Link work together.
There is a perception that overlap between environmental support services still
exists in some areas: Business Link do not pass all requests for environmental
support on to Groundwork and environmental advice is also offered by a range of
other organisations (such as training organisations, Enterprise Agencies and Local
Authorities). In addition, there is a view that a number of ERDF-funded projects
are driving a recent increase in environmental business support organisations
which is reversing the simplification that ENWORKS has achieved.
Arising from this overlap, several stakeholders commented that businesses are still
confused about who provides what service and that maybe a central diagnostic
point for brokering support may be appropriate.
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When asked which other business support organisations should have had a
stronger involvement with ENWORKS, some respondents suggested that more
business representatives should have been involved – there is a perception
amongst some organisations representing business that only they (and not the
service providers) can truly understand business needs, although this has not been
examined or found to be true in the current study. Others suggested that the
involvement of more environmental specialists may be appropriate to respond to
more in-depth requests for support. At a Board level, stakeholder sub-groups,
reporting to the Board, were suggested as a mechanism for generating ideas for
dealing with specific issues as they arise.

5.7

The Training Element of ENWORKS

5.7.1

Overview

A variety of training has been provided by the central management team for the
benefit of the BEA advisors. This has included training for ENWORKS project
management purposes (e.g. ENWORKS database), to provide generic skills (e.g.
Chartered Institute of Environmental Health (CIEH) ‘train the trainer’, waste
awareness) and to develop more specialist skills (e.g. waste minimisation, IEMA
foundation course, Project Acorn / BS 8555, etc). Some training was provided inhouse by members of the central team and some by external suppliers.
The training provided to companies by BEAs included the following subject areas:
¡

BS 8555;

¡

Writing environmental policy;

¡

Oil Storage Regulations;

¡

Waste Minimisation / Management; and

¡

CIEH Basic and Advanced Health and Safety.

5.7.2

Assessment

The final consultation with BEA Managers specifically covered feedback on the
training provided to their staff by the central management team. However, it is
acknowledged here that the BEAs also have a role in training their own staff and
should not rely totally on that provided centrally. In the responses received, there
appeared to be some confusion over where responsibility for training provision lies.
It seems that the CIEH ‘Train the Trainer’ course was very well received as was the
5-day IEMA course which allowed advisors to achieve a formal qualification.
Variable comments were made about other training courses.
Most respondents indicated some dissatisfaction with the training provided. It is
understood that much of the training was compulsory and felt that it was not always
appropriate for the advisors who attended, leading to un-necessary expense and
wasted advisor time. Those being trained often included a diverse range of staff
with differing backgrounds and training needs.
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Some respondents also felt that courses were not repeated as often as they should
to take account of the regular turnover of Groundwork staff. Others felt that
training was generally reactive rather than pro-active.
Most felt that more
‘specialist’ training should be offered to a small group of experienced advisors who
could then work across the whole region, responding to requests for specialist
advice from the various BEAs. This training could include, for example, detailed
utilities management, statistical process control, effluent management, etc.
Whilst the training provided to companies by the BEAs has not been examined in
any detail, the training-related outputs reported in section 3.2.2 indicate that this
has been a successful element of the programmes, with the scheme’s target being
exceeded by 63% to date.

5.8

Marketing of ENWORKS

5.8.1

Overview

ENWORKS has been promoted at two levels: to the business support community
and to local businesses.
A central marketing project aimed to increase the awareness of the business
support community of the environmental business support available to local
companies. This was steered by a marketing and communications action plan with
marketing objectives and actions. A marketing identity was developed for the
programme which reflected a consistent and high quality ‘feel’ and ‘look’ to all
marketing activity related to the scheme.
Marketing by the BEAs was aimed primarily at SMEs not engaged with the
environmental business support (EBS) services, as well as those which were
already engaged. A variety of marketing materials and tools have arisen from the
central marketing project, including standard presentations, posters, leaflets, logos,
videos, ICT products and input to the ENWORKS website itself. However, the
BEAs also rely heavily on their own marketing materials which promote their
delivery organisation’s role in ENWORKS to local companies.
The company contact details information was primarily sourced from support
organisations such as Business Link. The BEAs then tried to supplement this
information during the course of the programme.
5.8.2

Assessment

The role of the marketing project and its effectiveness has not been evaluated in
any depth by Enviros. However, we have sought feedback during a number of
consultation exercises during the life of the Programme.
In 2004, most stakeholders considered that ENWORKS marketing had been
effective, although the issue of overlapping services with other Business Support
organisations remained an area of concern to some. At a local level, there was
seen to be a need for better marketing to end-users as well as better signposting of
companies to other environmental and business services to enhance engagement.
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In 2006, it was apparent that the marketing campaign had been well liked by most
parties. It is seen to have been very successful in ‘spreading the message’ across
business support organisations and regional decision makers. However, there is
still some doubt that the environmental message is reaching small businesses,
other than the keen companies who were about to implement environmental change
anyway.

5.9

Use of Technology – The ENWORKS Database

5.9.1

Overview

A key objective of the ENWORKS programme was to drive cultural change amongst
the delivery organisations. Section 2.3 details the wide variability in approach to
data management by the Delivery Partners at the start of the programme, ranging
from paper-based filing systems to electronic databases of varying complexity.
During Year 3 of the programme, a purpose-designed database (the ENWORKS
database) was developed to record company details and information on company
progress, together with SRB and ERDF output-related data. The database aimed
to provide consistency in data management across the BEAs, to automate the
claims process, to facilitate the demonstration of successes (and areas for
improvement) and to provide information and evidence for future funding bids.
The database also provided a means by which EKPIs could be recorded and
reported to the central management team (see 2.2.1).
5.9.2

Assessment

The use of a single data recording system represents a significant and very
positive step-change to improve and unify data and client management across the
region – bearing in mind the variability in approaches exhibited at the start of the
programme.
However, there were a number of initial ‘teething-problems’
associated with the database development and implementation process. It did
cause some conflict with existing IT systems for some BEAs incurring additional
costs to integrate the two and access ongoing system support.
The recent BEA Manager consultation indicates that most now feel the database is
a useful tool. However, there is a feeling that it has reached the end of its useful
life as there are significant limitations arising from the complex process for report
generation and the fact that it is not web-based.

5.10

The Independent Evaluation Process

5.10.1 Overview
The main way in which Enviros provided evaluation feedback to the Regional Coordination Team was via a series of annual assessments and associated reports.
These assessments utilised a number of methods, as follows:
¡

Quantitative assessments – assessment of SRB output data against the targets
set for the programme on an annual basis (and initial EKPI assessment work
during 2002/03);

¡

Qualitative reviews – e.g. to determine BEA management processes at the start
of the programme;
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¡

Questionnaires – e.g. to gather information and feedback from BEAs on an
annual basis on local programme management and opinions on the role of the
Regional Co-ordination Team;

¡

Telephone interviews – e.g. to gather feedback from stakeholders for the 2004
assessment;

¡

Face-to-face interviews – e.g. interviews with BEA Managers (and other
appropriate staff) for feedback at the end of the programme;

¡

One-off specific assessments on key aspects of the programme – e.g. the 2006
assessment of the Green Business Parks programme; and

¡

Board papers: short update on the evaluation project for Board meetings.

The methods employed are described in full in the respective evaluation reports, a
full list of which is presented in Appendix 2.
5.10.2 Assessment
Advice was provided to the Central Management Team in the following areas:
¡

The use of environmental key performance indicators (see 5.10.3 below);

¡

GBP engagement with businesses;

¡

The strengthening of relationships with Business Links;

¡

BEA staffing issues;

¡

Project administration and quality control requirements;

¡

Communication between the central team and the BEAs; and

¡

The sharing of best practice.

The central team have commented that they have found this advice useful to
implement course corrections as the programme progressed.
BEA Managers were asked about the methodology used by Enviros during the
evaluation process, as relevant to their specific role. Most valued face-to-face
interviews more than questionnaires which were viewed as part of the ENWORKS
administrative burden. Several commented that they would have liked to have had
more feedback on the results of the various evaluation exercises.
5.10.3 Experiences on the Use of Environmental Key Performance Indicators
As stated in section 2.2.1, it was the original intention that the evaluation project
would focus around 10 environmental issues, each of which would be associated
with a number of EKPIs for use in the measurement of the environmental
performance of the ENWORKS Programme.
All BEAs were involved in the
consultation process which led to EKPI development and received training / support
materials to facilitate the associated data collection process.
It was envisaged that this information would be collected annually from businesses
to enable year on year comparisons. This information would enable ENWORKS to
determine the environmental benefits it is delivering to SMEs.
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However, this approach failed to generate sufficient data to provide a meaningful
indication of environmental performance and the EKPIs were abandoned in 2004,
following two evaluation reports which identified and investigated the extent of the
problem.
There were a number of reasons for this poor data collection:
¡

Scope of Activity. While the BEAs and Green Business Parks provide a range
of services to companies they can be broken down into five key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Awareness raising
Compliance with legislation
Risk management
Realising opportunities
Physical improvements (GBP only)

The majority of the programme concentrates on the first three areas and the
benefit of this activity in terms of direct environmental outcomes is very
difficult to quantify and the EKPIs did not capture the benefits.
¡

Data Collection. Significant proportions of the companies engaged with the
programme did not have, or understand the need for, adequate data collection
systems. This made collecting even simple data difficult. Generally, adequate
data was collected against the contracted SRB outputs (in the areas of
environmental management, waste, water, land, community involvement and
training), but not for the other non-SRB (non-contracted) EKPIs.

¡

Outcomes. From analysis, and experience during the early use of the EKPIs,
the appropriateness of EKPIs in the areas of energy consumption, travel /
transport, climate change and solvent management became questionable (both
in terms of data availability and whether meaningful conclusions could be drawn
from it):

¡

Energy Consumption – there are significant variables, which were not recorded
(production levels, degree days, etc), providing a low level of confidence in any
emerging information.

¡

Travel and Transport – very few organisations were involved at a level where
adequate information could be captured.

¡

Climate Change – as above

¡

Solvent Management – while ENWORKS will have played some part in this it is
more likely that legislative changes and regulatory pressure will have been
more influential.

After careful consideration, it was recommended to the Board that all non-SRB
contracted EKPIs were no longer measured. The scope of the evaluation project
was amended to focus on the SRB data, supported by in-depth qualitative
information on various aspects of the management of the programme.
Whilst the original approach to data capture was eventually terminated, this
experience (including the difficulties encountered and the lessons learned)
ultimately led to the development of the ‘On-line Toolkit’ which is successfully being
used to capture and collate data within the current Resource Efficiency
Programme.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Overview

The specific objectives of the ENWORKS Programme were to:
¡

Make a strategic and lasting contribution to enhancing the environmental
performance of SMEs in the Northwest and develop their competitive
performance in the marketplace;

¡

Help influence and drive environmental support services for SMEs to ensure
access to quality, consistency and simplicity in the provision of these services

¡

Provide support to SMEs through capital grant aid for the development of Green
Business Parks and support through the development of environmental skills
training.

It is clear that the achievements of the ENWORKS Programme have generally gone
beyond what was originally intended.
Local SMEs and the Northwest’s
environment have been clear winners, although the Programme’s benefits go much
further than this. However, there do remain some areas of weakness.
This section pulls together the issues raised in the preceding sections of the report
and draws conclusions, at a strategic level and operational level, summarising:
¡

The main achievements of the Programme; and

¡

The Programme’s weaknesses.

6.2

Strategic Achievements

6.2.1

The Programme’s Successes

¡

The ENWORKS approach has been very effective in the development and
implementation of a simplified and more consistent region-wide environmental
business service.
The approach has eliminated the detrimental effects of
competition between neighbouring delivery organisations for the attention of
businesses by enforcing strict geographical boundaries. However, there is a
perception that a number of recent ERDF-funded projects are reversing this
trend, increasing environmental business service providers in the region;

¡

ENWORKS has acted as an effective platform from which to access additional
funding (e.g. BREW) for the development of follow-on projects (such as
Workplace Health Connect, the Resource Efficiency Project, the Corporate
Responsibility Project) for the region – this has generated further benefits for
the region and for the delivery organisations themselves (see 6.3);

¡

The ENWORKS Board has played a key role in achieving these successes,
arising from its links with influential individuals, its knowledge and
independence;

¡

The members of the central management team have been widely praised for
their enthusiasm, knowledge and approachability in their management of the
ENWORKS programme (although there are weaknesses – see below);
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¡

ENWORKS has successfully engaged with a wide range of stakeholders across
the Northwest, raising awareness of the ‘environmental message’ and the
support that is available, via ENWORKS, to businesses to help improve their
environmental footprint and their competitiveness;

¡

Beyond the Northwest, ENWORKS has raised its profile at a national (and
international) level, to gain recognition for the excellent business support work
that is being undertaken within the region;

¡

ENWORKS has exceeded most of the scheme’s SRB output targets, with
particular successes in the areas of ‘Financial’ (public spending and private
sector leverage), ‘Jobs and Businesses’ (especially jobs safeguarded) and
‘Regeneration’ (building security and commercial floor space upgraded);

¡

The marketing campaign has been well liked by Northwest stakeholders and
has effectively promoted the environment as a priority business issue; and

¡

Having a year-on-year independent evaluation has enabled the ENWORKS
central management team to identify and to respond quickly to concerns and
difficulties and to get the most from the time available for the programme – the
evaluation also generated a range of reports which were always available to
interested parties and enhanced the transparency of the programme.

6.2.2

The Programme’s Weaknesses

¡

Whilst the central management team has been widely praised for its role in
making ENWORKS a success, the limited resources of this team are a
restrictive factor in maximising the achievements and smooth running of the
programme;

¡

The complexity of the bureaucracy associated with claims / evidence was a
source of frustration for many of those involved with the programme – although
this matter is largely beyond the control of the central team;

¡

Whilst most of the delivery partners were happy with the resources provided by
the central team, the level of project briefing (project methodology and evidence
requirements) was criticised by one BEA for not being inadequate at the start of
new initiatives - examples cited relate to the post-SRB projects (but not the
WHC project which received praise for the guidance provided);

¡

Delivery partners felt that they were not always provided with feedback from the
various evaluation exercises, to which they had contributed;

¡

Of the ‘Environmental’ SRB outputs, progress against the targets for the
number of ‘water’ and ‘waste’ initiatives remain behind schedule and are
unlikely to meet their intended level. This is believed to be a reflection of the
fact that the resource efficiency project has diverted resources and
achievements from the SRB-funded element of the Programme;

¡

There a poor understanding of where responsibility lies for staff training. The
central team considers that the delivery partners should train their own staff,
supported by the central team in specific areas directly relevant to ENWORKS
delivery processes. However, discussions with BEA Managers suggest that
they would have liked more input from the central team – they commented that
training was not always tailored to specific training needs: it did not repeat
courses as often as would have been liked (in response to staff turnover) and
did not cover specialist skills in any; and
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¡

The use of environmental key performance indicators (EKPIs) failed to generate
the level of environmental data required to calculate meaningful environmental
changes arising from the ENWORKS Programme’s activities. The reasons for
this were complex, but arose from the difficulty in gathering information from
SMEs with stretched resources, from the fact that BEAs were not used to
asking for this data, and from the fact that the environmental benefits arising
from many of the services provided were sometimes difficult to quantify.

6.2.3

Value for Money

It is not possible to make a simple comparison of the savings or increased sales
made by local companies involved in ENWORKS against the funds allocated to the
SRB elements of the programme, since this data is not available.
Nonetheless, all the programme’s outputs have been achieved (with the exception
of ‘water’ and ‘waste’ initiatives, as described in 3.2.3 4), with many areas exceeding
the original targets. It is clear that ENWORKS has acted as a catalyst to
environmental business support in the Northwest and has achieved a high (and
well-respected) profile at a national level. The Board and the evaluation project
have ensured that the programme remained on track, responded to changing
circumstances, maximised its outcomes and extended its scope under additional
funding streams. It is clear that the programme does represent good value for
money.

4

6.3

Operational Achievements

6.3.1

The Programme’s Successes

¡

The BEA element of the ENWORKS Programme has been a success,
demonstrated by the range of high-quality environmental services used by more
than 4000 businesses during the life of the programme;

¡

The sub-regional delivery partners have displayed a more stable existence as
part of the ENWORKS Programme, arising from the funding, training and other
support provided by the central team;

¡

Many of the BEAs have demonstrated a cultural change in working practices
since joining the ENWORKS Programme, having a more consistent approach to
projects, enhanced continuous professional development for staff and better
organisational practices;

¡

There are now much better links between general business support and
environmental business support organisations, although cross-referrals to more
in-depth environmental assistance do not occur as often as some stakeholders
and BEA partners would like;

¡

The environmental advice provided to business has directly contributed to the
improved environmental footprint of the Northwest; and

¡

The Green Business Parks have been a successful element of the programme,
with the provision of grants, training, physical improvements and crime
reduction measures being seen as particularly successful by the delivery
organisations and businesses involved.

The ENWORKS Regional Co-ordination Team accepted that this was likely to be the case,
following the establishment of a new ENWORKS Resource Efficiency programme in 2004
ENWORKS
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6.3.2

The Programme’s Weaknesses

¡

Whilst involvement in ENWORKS has increased the competitiveness of those
companies concerned, some stakeholders believe that currently engaged
businesses represent the ‘easy hits’ and that more aggressive marketing is
required to reach more companies;

¡

There have remained some pockets of variable performance within the
Northwest;

¡

There were tensions between the central management team and delivery
organisations but the level of trust between the two increased over time;

¡

The sharing of best-practice between delivery partners was not especially
effective: whilst there were some successful initiatives (such as case studies),
others (such as the practitioner groups) were less so and the BEAs tended to
‘do their own thing’;

¡

SRB output-chasing has been detrimental to the programme as it provides little
incentive to continue working with an individual business beyond the initial work
phase or to refer the business on to other organisations which might be better
qualified to provide the required advice;

¡

Some stakeholders consider that there should have been more business
representation (see 5.6.2) on the Board and more environmental specialists
involved in the BEA partnerships;

¡

The referrals process between BEA partners and the Business Links was too
informal at times and there was rarely any further signposting on to specialist
environmental support;

¡

There are suggestions that small businesses are still confused about the
environmental message and where to go for assistance; and

¡

Consultees indicated that less successful elements of the Green Business
Parks included insufficient assessment of business needs prior to their
establishment and poor monitoring of effectiveness.
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7.

RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Overall Programme Strategy / Central Management

¡

There needs to be wider understanding of how ENWORKS fits into the business
support structure, to reduce any confusion about its identity;

¡

Develop strategic relationships with NWDA and Business Links;

¡

Ensure that the central management team remains fully resourced to allow
effective management and monitoring of the projects delivered under the
ENWORKS banner;

¡

Future programme developments should encourage the development of longerterm relationships (and greater environmental benefits) with businesses through
signposting to more in-depth support and advanced expertise – there may be a
requirement to ‘tie-in’ funding requirements to any such referrals or follow-on
advice to support this;

¡

Avoid output-chasing (and encourage longer-term relationships with business)
by developing a combination of ‘activity-related’ and ‘outcome-related’ targets
in future extensions to the programme – this process has already started with
the Resource Efficiency project;

¡

Continue to work within the new Environment Connect initiative, simplifying the
process for getting businesses involved with the most appropriate local support
programme;

¡

Identify the extent to which other ERDF-funded environmental business service
providers in the Northwest overlap with ENWORKS’ services and examine
whether there are any opportunities to work together to minimise confusion to
businesses;

¡

The Central Management Team should consider the use of stakeholder subgroups to support their role and compliment the evaluation process – there
could be several such groups, each with a specific interest area, which could
meet at regular intervals to discuss current issues or areas of concern and
advise the team on any course corrections that might be required;

¡

Where possible, aim to simplify the bureaucracy associated with future projects,
negotiating any specific requirements with funding bodies to minimise this
burden on delivery organisations – it may be appropriate to examine the ways
in which other programmes deal with claims management and other
administrative aspects of their work;

¡

If the use of tools, such as the ENWORKS database, are to be a contractual
requirement of ENWORKS membership, system support costs should be built
into programme budgets; and

¡

ENWORKS should continue to broaden its scope into the currently planned
areas, but also take into consideration the ideas expressed by stakeholders
(see section 4.7).
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7.2

BEA Partnerships and Stakeholders

¡

A partnership approach between the Central Management Team and the BEAs
should be developed for training and continuous professional development of
ENWORKS advisors – although ultimate responsibility for staff training should
remain with the BEAs themselves. ‘Core competencies’ should be identified, a
formal ‘training needs’ analysis undertaken (repeated at appropriate intervals)
and a training and mentoring programme developed to support these needs and
maintain competency levels;

¡

It may also be appropriate to develop a small core of BEA specialists in various
areas (such as energy efficiency, travel planning, water efficiency, etc) who
work across the region, responding to requests to assist companies with more
in-depth advice;

¡

Maintain and extend relationships between the current BEA partners and key
stakeholders through running regular networking and joint training events;

¡

Review the need to include other business support organisations and specialist
advisors within the BEA partnerships to facilitate further spread of the
environmental message and compliment existing provision – this may include
business representatives and specialist advisory organisations (such as
University departments or specialist consultants);

¡

Establish a formal referrals process between BEA partners, which also
encourages links to more specialised environmental support;

¡

Promote more effective sharing of ‘best-practice’ amongst BEAs. Consider the
reinstatement of practitioner groups, with allocated leadership of the group and
regular interaction between members. A budget should be allocated to support
this essential work;

¡

Encourage the BEAs to publicise the role of Groundwork / Business Link in
ENWORKS successes and not to rely on central marketing materials (which
promote ENWORKS as a whole and not the role of individual partners);

¡

Ensure that there is regular 2-way communication between the central
management team and the BEAs on all aspects of the programme, including
feedback from the Board and from evaluation exercises; and

¡

The ENWORKS database and its functionality should be reviewed to ensure
that it meets the current needs of the programme – there have been
suggestions that a web-based version, enabling multiple contractors to feed into
it on a live basis, may be more appropriate.

7.3

Interaction with Businesses

¡

Continue to identify new ways of reaching local businesses, moving into the
‘must get round to it’ businesses once the more responsive companies have
been exhausted. The ‘piggy-backing’ of meetings of trade associations, NWDA
cluster groups and other business organisations could be used as fora for
spreading the environmental message;

¡

Continue to develop employee training programmes with support from outside
organisations, such as the Sector Skills Councils; and
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¡

There is a perception amongst some members of the business support
community that companies do not fully value free services. Whilst free services
have been popular with Northwest businesses, the uncertainty associated with
future funding streams could be minimised through a progressive shift towards
co-funding with businesses. However, there may remain service areas where it
is appropriate to maintain ‘free’ provision due to the wider regeneration,
educational and environmental benefits that result.
Any future charging
strategy has to take into account the ethos of the ENWORKS programme.

.
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1.

PROGRAMME OUTPUTS - SCHEDULE D

ENWORKS

All Activity

Schedule D Year 7 Quarter 4

Financial
Output Description
Code
SRB Capital

Q1

Cumulative total for the
scheme
Target

Actual

April to June

Forecast

Q2 July to Sept

Actual

Forecast

Q3 Oct to Dec

Actual

Forecast

Cumulative for Year

Q4 Jan to Mar

Actual

Forecast

Actual

Forecast

Percentage
over/under
Achieved

Actual

Actual

£1,026,612

£1,026,612

£6,941

£5,842

£13,004

£1,350

£13,004

£22,380

£13,004

£16,382

£45,953

£45,954

0%

£3,973,388

£3,973,385 £101,335

£90,304

£99,559

£54,090

£99,560

£173,986

£99,563

£75,410

£400,017

£393,790

-2%

£5,000,000

£4,999,997 £108,276

£96,146

£112,563

£196,366 £112,567

£91,792

£445,970

£439,744

-1%

£350,958

£207,364

£33,750

£302,089 £791,750 £1,930,196 £1,210,208

£2,738,280

126%

£40,974

£143,795

£40,974

£235,885

£455,131

178%

SRB revenue
Total SRB spend
9A(i)
9A(ii)

Total other public
spend

£7,864,329

£14,570,216

£33,750 £298,631

£8,662,620

£14,485,441

£40,974

£55,440 £112,564

Total Private
Sector Leverage
9A(iii)

£24,244

£40,975

£51,207

£163,897

Jobs & Business
Output Description
Code
No of businesses
receiving advice.
2D(i)

1A(i)

1A(II)

Forecast

Actual

April to June

Forecast

Q2 July to Sept

Actual

Forecast

Q3 Oct to Dec

Actual

Forecast

Q4 Jan to Mar

Actual

Forecast

Cumulative for Year

Actual

Forecast

Percentage
over/under
Achieved

Actual

Actual

3045

4,200

20

57

25

50

25

10

41

6

111

123

11%

246

1,052

1

26

2

3

3

22

3

16

9

67

644%

1400

4,123

5

119

15

58

15

231

15

0

50

408

716%

1225

1,983

0

35

5

5

10

30

11

23

26

93

258%

1313

1,817

0

19

5

6

10

22

11

20.7

26

68

160%

52,500

199,316

0

3,469

0

5,640

1,000

3,577

1,295

0

2,295

12,686

453%

FT equivalent
permanent jobs
created.
FT equivalent
permanent jobs
safeguarded.

Q1

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

No people in target
area who obtain
qualifications from
formal training.

1C(I)
No training weeks
completed.
1E(i)
Area of improved
business/commerc
ial floor space
(m2).
2B(ii)

Environment
Q1

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

Output Description
Code
Forecast
Actual
No Env. Policies &
Action Plans
3000
12(i)
EMS systems
12(ii)
initiated
300
No of Water
18(iv)
Initiatives
1500
1500 waste
initiatives (re-use,
reduce, recycle of
resources &
19(iv)
1500
wastes)
No Waste
management /
recycling schemes
6F(i)
21

Forecast

Q3 Oct to Dec

Q2 July to Sept

April to June

Actual

Forecast

Actual

Forecast

Q4 Jan to Mar

Actual

Forecast

Cumulative for Year

Actual

Forecast

Percentage
over/under
Achieved

Actual

Actual

3,195

20

68

25

47

30

8

30

9

105

132

26%

363

4

18

4

27

4

1

6

0

18

46

156%

1,409

10

4

20

2

20

0

20

0

70

6

-91%

840

25

3

25

3

30

0

33

28

113

34

-70%

86

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

-100%

Regeneration
Q1

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

Output Description
Code
Forecast
No of commercial
buildings where
security is
5B(ii)
upgraded.
Area of Land
Improved/reclaime
d/ Serviced for
development (Ha)
6B(i)

Actual

April to June

Forecast

Q2 July to Sept

Actual

Forecast

Q3 Oct to Dec

Actual

Forecast

Q4 Jan to Mar

Actual

Forecast

End of Year Position

Actual

Forecast

Percentage
over/under
Achieved

Actual

Actual

70

360

0

18

2

4

2

-4

2

3

6

21

250%

7

31.99

0

0

0

0

0

0.23

1

0.00

1

0.23

-77%

200

260

4

27

6

4

7

1

8

1

25

33

32%

No of Buildings
improved/brought
back into use.
6C(i)

Capacity Building
Q1

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

Output Description
Code
Forecast
No of voluntary
organisations
8A(i)
supported.
No of local
employee
volunteering
8D(i)
schemes
No of capacity
building initiatives
carried out
8F(i)

Actual

April to June

Forecast

Q2 July to Sept

Actual

Forecast

Q3 Oct to Dec

Actual

Forecast

Cumulative for Year

Q4 Jan to Mar

Actual

Forecast

Actual

Forecast

Percentage
over/under
Achieved

Actual

Actual

6

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

35

31

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

#DIV/0!

7

34

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

#DIV/0!

Red is >10% below target
Gold is scheme target achieved

Green is +/- 10% of target

Blue is >10% above target

-100%
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¡
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¡

ENWORKS Evaluation Project Handbook, June 2003

¡

Annual Evaluation Report 2002/03 (Year 3), March 2004

¡

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis 2003/04 (Year 4), March 2005

¡

ENWORKS Stakeholder Assessment (November 2004), March 2005

¡

Business Needs and Customer Perception Assessment (October 2004), March
2005

¡

Annual Management Assessment (October 2004), March 2005

¡

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis 2004/05 (Year 5), October 2005

¡

Managing a Successful Green Business Park (GBP) – Lessons from the
ENWORKS Programme, July 2006
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the findings of the Year 3 (2002/03) evaluation of the
ENWORKS programme, undertaken by Enviros on behalf of the North West
Business Environment Partnership (NWBEP).
The objectives of the annual report were:
¡

To summarise the key developments and overall performance of the ENWORKS
programme in delivering its strategic objectives;

¡

To summarise the changes in environmental performance over the past 12
months of those businesses engaged in the ENWORKS programme;

¡

To assess the current management practices and issues affecting the delivery
partners, allowing the environmental performance findings to be put into context
and highlighting ‘best practice’ to be shared amongst those involved; and

¡

To make recommendations for any course corrections, from an environmental
monitoring and/or management perspective.

Overall Performance during Year 3
The ENWORKS programme performed well against its SRB outputs during Year 3,
exceeding projected targets in most areas of activity. 1114 businesses were
advised and noteworthy achievements were made in the area of ‘Jobs and
Businesses’, where all outputs were exceeded by significant margins. For example,
104 Full Time Equivalent jobs were created and a further 849 safeguarded during
the year, together with 427 people receiving qualifications from formal training.
Financial performance of the programme during Year 3 has also been good with all
output targets exceeded. The end of year position indicates that total SRB
spending and other public spending were close to target (6% above) and a
significant increase of 78% above forecast was achieved in private sector leverage
to bringing the Year 3 total to over £2.7m.
Performance against the SRB ‘environmental’ outputs was mixed with performance
well above targets for ‘environmental management systems initiated’ and for ‘waste
management recycling schemes’. However, performance was behind target in
other areas of environmental advice, such as ‘water’ and ‘waste’ initiatives where
outputs were 14% and 44% behind their respective targets for the year.
ENWORKS cumulative performance is also examined in the report with progress
generally being good against the majority of SRB Outputs. Overall Programme
targets have already been achieved in a number of areas including;
¡

Private Sector Leverage [9A(iii)]

¡

Area of land improved or reclaimed [6B(i)]

¡

Number of commercial buildings with upgraded security [5B(ii)]

¡

Number of voluntary organisations supported [8A(i)]
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Other outputs are generally well ahead of target, with the exception of the areas of
‘water’ and ‘waste’ initiatives [18(iv) and 19(iv)] which remain moderately behind
target 1.
Environmental Performance
The detailed environmental performance of the programme is measured through a
range of environmental key performance indicators (EKPIs) for which the delivery
partners collect data from participating businesses. The EKPIs extend beyond the
‘environmental’ SRB ouputs to report on 10 core themes. The EKPI data is entered
onto the ENWORKS database by the Delivery Partners and submitted to the Central
Management Team and then Enviros with each quarterly claim.
Whilst the database was rolled out to all Delivery Partners during the autumn of
2002, problems were experienced and relatively little EKPI data was recorded
during Year 3 2. Initial IT-related problems were encountered by some Partnerships
, but even when these were resolved data collection was not rapidly incorporated
into day-to-day activity by all advisors.
Available Year 3 data centres on three themes, namely ‘waste’, ‘environmental
management’ and ‘land, training & community issues’ which coincide with several of
the ENWORKS SRB outputs. The extent to which the Delivery Partners used the
database to record other non-SRB EKPIs was extremely variable, ranging from nonexistent for some Partnerships through to good (and improving) data sets for
others. Consequently, no meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the submitted
data for Year 3.
If the current pattern of EKPI data collection persists for future years, it is unlikely
that the evaluation process will be able to show anything meaningful about the
environmental footprint of the ENWORKS programme at a regional level. As a
result, some of the ENWORKS strategic outputs (relating to measured
environmental improvements across the region) may not be demonstrated even by
the end of the project. At a company or Green Business Park level, however, it
would be expected that specific improvements will be demonstrated. Nonetheless,
the exercise does provide useful indicators of which Partners are having the most
difficulty in the transition to a more co-operative and joined up form of working, and
therefore where there may be long term benefits in applying management attention
and effort.
Management Practices
The report examines the activities of the Central Management Team as well as
seeking feedback from Delivery Partners on a variety of aspects of the programme
and interactions with other partners via the annual management assessment
questionnaire. Year 3 has seen continued progress to forge better links and
relationships between Delivery Partners and the regional Business Links.

1 Preliminary data for Year 4 (at Feb 2004) indicates that there has been significant additional activity within
the areas of ‘water’ and ‘waste’ initiatives.
2 Database records at February 2004 indicate that there has been a degree of ‘back-dating’ of outputs and
EKPIs which have not been captured in this report.

ENWORKS
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A key achievement for Year 3 was the development and roll-out of the ENWORKS
database. Notwithstanding the previous comments about EKPI data, it should be
recognised that the use of a single data recording system, via the ENWORKS
database, represents a significant and very positive step-change to improve and
unify data and client management across the region.
Database entries suggest that service provision is currently limited to the
‘traditional’ areas of advice provided by the Delivery Partners; waste management,
environmental management systems and physical environmental improvements.
The reasons for this are unclear, but could include lack of demand from businesses,
a reflection of the early stage in relationships with companies (expected to move on
to other areas over time), inadequate marketing of wider services or reluctance to
diversify services amongst advisors. Another possibility is that the skewing of
activities towards the outputs of the Programme rather than its outcomes (‘output
chasing’) may have a detrimental effect, as it provides no incentive to continue
working with existing businesses in other areas of environmental improvement. A
variety of recommendations are presented to help extend the areas of
environmental advice including: introducing ‘closeout meetings’ with companies
being assisted, the development of working/focus groups for advisors, ensuring that
advisors have the full range of skills available, and establishing a programme of
‘quality audits’ undertaken by representatives from the Central Management Team.
It needs to be recognised that there is considerable variability in the number of
business advisors (and the number of businesses that each has to support) across
the region and this reflects on what can be achieved by each Delivery Partner.
The overall conclusion of the ‘Management’ assessment is that the cultural change
required by and driven by the ENWORKS programme appears to be more
significant than first assumed. This has resulted in a more substantial lead time
being required for establishing better reporting systems, for getting more
comprehensive use and coverage of those systems and, hence, for being able to
report changes in performance.
Recommendations for the Continuing Programme
It is essential that all Delivery Partners use the ENWORKS database for EKPI
entry.
The Central Management Team should continue to emphasise the
importance of this requirement and do what they can to support and encourage
improvements in data collection systems and activities.
To maximise its effectiveness, the ENWORKS programme should continue to
develop relationships between Delivery Partners by sharing best practice to
develop staff skills, but also look towards working more closely with other external
partners beyond these partnerships. A better understanding of, and better linkages
with, organisations such as the Business Links, trade associations, higher
education, government support organisations and the like would provide a less
confusing array of services for businesses and a more co-ordinated approach to
maximise programme benefits.

ENWORKS
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background to Evaluation Project

In January 2002, Aspinwall & Company Ltd (trading as Enviros) was commissioned
by Groundwork UK, on behalf of the North West Business Environment Partnership
(NWBEP) to undertake the evaluation of the “ENWORKS” programme.
The overall objective of the evaluation project is to determine and monitor the
success of the ENWORKS programme in reducing the environmental footprint of
businesses in the Northwest. The evaluation project will run for the duration of the
ENWORKS programme (i.e. until 2007) and will:
¡

Track the overall success of ENWORKS in developing a high quality, North
West wide environmental advice support service for businesses;

¡

Provide the ENWORKS management team with information that will allow them
to make course corrections to the delivery mechanisms of the programme,
during its lifetime;

¡

Establish mechanisms for best practice information to be generated and shared
by each of the ENWORKS Partners. This best practice information will also be
disseminated to a wider audience across the region and possibly further afield.

The evaluation project consists of five key stages as follows:
1. An initial review of existing environmental performance data for companies in
the North West and current data management system arrangements across the
service providers within ENWORKS.
2. Finalisation of evaluation criteria and information needs for ENWORKS and
design of the data and information collection systems.
3. Analysis and validation of baseline data collated against environmental
performance indicators by Business Environment Associations (BEA) and Green
Business Parks (GBP).
4. Annual evaluation studies and production of an annual report, allowing the
progress of the ENWORKS programme to be reported to the management team
and all project partners.
5. A final evaluation report at the end of the ENWORKS programme (2007).
This report is the first of a series of annual reports (Stage 4) that will be produced
in the autumn of each year from 2002/3 until the final year of the programme.
All aspects of the ENWORKS programme will be subject to the evaluation process,
including:
¡

assessing the environmental performance of small
enterprises (SMEs) who are engaged in the programme

¡

examining the management practices used in the BEAs and GBPs

ENWORKS
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Environmental performance will be measured by the use of ten environmental key
performance indicators (EKPIs). These have been designed to be compatible with
the UK Government’s Guidelines for Environmental Reporting 3 and are discussed in
detail throughout this report.
The evaluation project will also draw upon the results and findings of several
external publications and studies including:
¡

SeLECT - Sector Level Environmental Categorisation Tool (Environment
Agency)

¡

REWARD – Regional and Welsh Appraisal of Resource Productivity and
Development (Environment Agency)

¡

State of the North West Region: Vital Signs (Government Office for the North
West)

Relevant findings from these studies will be reviewed in relation to the ENWORKS
Programme, allowing the environmental performance of the companies engaged in
the Programme to be put into context and making recommendations to ensure the
resources of the Programme are appropriately targeted throughout.

1.2

Objectives of the Annual Report

This report has a number of key objectives:
To summarise the key developments and overall performance of the ENWORKS
programme in delivering its strategic objectives.
To summarise the changes in environmental performance over the past twelve
months (April 2002 – April 2003) of those businesses engaged in the ENWORKS
programme.
To assess the current management practices and issues that have affected the
Programme’s Delivery Partners. Allowing the environmental performance findings to
be put into context and highlighting ‘best’ practice to be shared amongst all
involved in the Programme.
To make recommendations for any course corrections, from an environmental
monitoring or management perspective.

1.3

Scope of the Report

This report summarises the findings of the independent ENWORKS Evaluation
Project and reports progress and key developments of the ENWORKS programme
during the period April 1 st 2002 to March 31 st 2003.

3 DEFRA & DTI (2001), Environmental Reporting - General Guidelines, Department for the Environment, Food

and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) & Department for Trade and Industry (DTI), London.
ENWORKS
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A brief overview of the key developments that have occurred during the past year is
provided in Chapter 2 and a summary of the evaluation methodology is contained in
Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 presents the overall performance of the ENWORKS
programme in terms of meeting its strategic objectives. Chapter 5 presents the
changes in environmental performance of the businesses engaged in the
Programme derived from the ENWORKS EKPIs. A management review/assessment
has been conducted which provides useful information for the Delivery Partners and
the Central ENWORKS Management team and the finds of this are discussed in
Chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations to be adopted as the Programme
moves forward are included in Chapter 7.

ENWORKS
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2.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ENWORKS PROGRAMME
2.1

Introduction

The aim of this section is to provide a brief summary of the main changes that have
occurred since the previous Annual Report (in this instance the Baseline Review).

2.2

Key Developments in the ENWORKS Programme

Throughout the past 12 months there have been a number of significant changes
and developments in the ENWORKS programme. The Evaluation Project’s manager
met with the Central ENWORKS Management Team on 8 th August 2003 to discuss
the key developments that have occurred in the previous 12 months. Table 2.1
below briefly lists the key developments that have occurred. For further information
about any specific developments the reader is advised to contact the Central
Management Team.
Table 2.1

Key Developments in the ENWORKS Programme April 2002 – August 2003.

ENWORKS Programme
(Strategic Level)

Baseline environmental review report has now been printed
in ENWORKS format (minus appendices) and will be
circulated to the Delivery Partners
Regional Resource Efficiency Project – This will bring
together all existing resource efficiency (waste minimisation)
programmes and will become the largest programme of its
kind in the UK.
Funding for the programme is now finalised subject to
contract (NWDA, ERDF, Envirowise, private sector). The
project will involve strong associations with the regions’
Business Link organisations.
Business plans from each partnership will detail delivery
mechanisms.
Work to develop closer links with Business Link is
progressing. The ENWORKS Programme manager considers
that partnerships are much stronger than previously.
However, the relationships between ENWORKS and
Business Link Cumbria and Greater Merseyside Enterprise
(GME) require further strengthening to be as strong as other
relationships in the region. Strategic plans are in place to
bring this about.
Further sponsorship of £20k/yr, for the next three years, has
been secured from United Utilities. This funding will be used
to employ a Programme Officer to support the Central
Management Team.

ENWORKS
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BEA Activities

Groundwork Wigan BEA Manager is now Steven Clarke

GBP Activities

Two new GBPs have been created (shown below), taking the
total to eight across the region;
Aintree GBP (Nr Liverpool) - Work has now started with this
very large GBP. ENWORKS funding will be used for coordination activity. Advisors from Groundwork St Helens will
deliver outputs. John Anderson is the GBP Manager.
Pimhole GBP (Nr Bury) – a specialised GBP comprising a
collection of vehicle dismantlers together with a school and
residential properties. A river runs through the centre of the
area. £20k has been provided from ENWORKS. Programme
will focus on ELV Directive. Sandy Mahamatt (Groundwork
Bury) is the GBP Manager.
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). The NWDA has
providing funding for 8 regional BID pilots, including one at
Calder Park GBP (Lancashire). The aim of BIDs is to
encourage joint working and partnership between
businesses in a particular geographic area. The businesses
club together, generate a business plan outlining the
objectives they wish to achieve and then vote to decide what
action to take. The objectives at Calder park are yet to be
finalised but proposed ides include: improved signage on the
estate, improved security fencing and introduction of security
patrols. The proposed scheme at Calder Park will also fulfil
the Delivery Partners’ exit strategy when ENWORKS funding
ceases in 2007.

ENWORKS
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3.

ANNUAL REPORT METHODOLOGY
3.1

ENWORKS Overall Programme Performance

A brief assessment of the Programme’s overall performance against SRB Outputs
has been presented in Chapter 4. This involved the use of data supplied by the
Central ENWORKS Management Team, summarising all SRB Outputs reported by
the delivery partners during 2002/03 (see Appendix 1). A simple descriptive
assessment has been undertaken, highlighting areas of good and poor
performance.

3.2

ENWORKS Database & EKPI Data

The proposed methodology for using the database in the annual evaluation is
described below. Delivery Partners are contracted to collect EKPI data along with
data to meet SRB Output requirements on an ongoing basis throughout the year as
they assist businesses in their BEAs or GBPs. This data is then sent to the Central
ENWORKS Management team on a quarterly basis to supplement the SRB claim
information. The Central ENWORKS Management Team holds a complete dataset
shortly after the end of the financial year (mid-April). Enviros collect the complete
dataset from the Central ENWORKS Management team and upload onto their
database hence having a full dataset for the entire year. This data is then searched
and filtered to provide information for inclusion in the Annual report.
However, due to difficulties in rolling out the database to the Delivery Partners and
subsequently problems with the population of the database with reliable EKPI data
the usefulness of the database for this Annual Report has been limited. Further
details of these difficulties are provided in Chapter 5 of this report.

3.3

External Data

A number of external data sources have been considered for inclusion in this
report. The scope of coverage, date of publication, degree of accuracy and source
of data from these external sources has been examined. In most instances external
data was not deemed suitable for inclusion as the date of publication was not
recent enough to provide new information for this report and in most cases the
same as that presented in the ENWORKS Baseline Review.
A key external data source that has been examined includes the Regional and
Welsh Appraisal of Resource Productivity and Development (REWARD) database.
The REWARD Project has been funded by the Environment Agency and is a study
of regional resource productivity, setting out the current picture of resource use in
key industries and highlighting the potential for environmental and economic
improvements. By presenting regional data on environmental impacts per unit of
economic value added the REWARD database allows inter-regional comparisons of
performance.
However, the data contained in the REWARD database is historical (much of it
taken from the same or similar sources used in the ENWORKS Baseline Review)
and for this reason it cannot at present be usefully used in this Annual Report.
REWARD will provide a very useful mechanism for tracking regional performance if
it continues to be updated and is likely to be of maximum value at the end of the
ENWORKS Programme when the North West Regional performance can be mapped
against the performance of the ENWORKS businesses.

ENWORKS
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3.4

Management Assessment

The management assessment element of the Evaluation Project has been
conducted using a similar format to that used during the Baseline Report. An
electronic questionnaire was issued to all Delivery Partners to obtain information
relating to the management structure, the nature of support provided to companies
and relationships with the local Business Link’s. In addition, the Delivery Partners
were asked to provide feedback on the ENWORKS database and the support
provided by the Central ENWORKS Management team.
Responses were received from all Delivery Partners. The information and feedback
has been assessed and summarised in Chapter 6 of this report. A full set of
responses has been supplied separately, in matrix format alongside electronic
copies of the original completed questionnaires, to the ENWORKS Regional
Manager.
The North Manchester Co-ordinator was also interviewed (30 th September 2003) as
part of the Management Assessment process to obtain her feedback and opinions
of the following areas:
¡

Communication with the Business Advisors in the North Manchester BEA

¡

Competencies across the BEA

¡

Sharing best-practice

¡

Relationships with Business Link

¡

Database and Evaluation Project

¡

Interaction with the Central Management Team

Responses from the interview are included under the relevant sections in Chapter 6
of this report.
A further survey was conducted with the various Business Links across the Region
as listed below:
¡

Active8 Business Solutions (Cumbria)

¡

Business Link Cheshire and Warrington

¡

Business Link North Manchester

¡

Chamber Business Enterprise (CBE) – Manchester

¡

Greater Merseyside Enterprise (GME) - Merseyside

¡

Business Link Lancashire (Including East, North & West Lancashire)

The aim of this survey was to determine the levels of engagement and the strength
of relationships between the Business Links and the respective Delivery Partners in
each of the sub-regions. Responses were received from all and these have been
incorporated into Chapter 6 of this report.
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4.

ENWORKS PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE
4.1

Introduction

The ENWORKS Programme has adopted a range of quantifiable scheme outputs
(SRB Outputs) in the following areas of activity:
¡

Financial

¡

Jobs and Businesses

¡

Environment

¡

Regeneration

¡

Capacity Building (input to the social economy)

These areas reflect the ultimate vision of the ENWORKS programme which is ‘An
improved environment and economy for the North West achieved through the
engagement of businesses in environmentally sustainable practice’. ENWORKS
SRB Outputs fall into two categories:
¡

Regular activity areas (20 SRB Outputs relating to day-to-day interface between
business advisors and the businesses themselves)

¡

Strategic objectives (18 SRB Outputs relating to achievements over the
Programme’s lifetime)

Delivery partners have tailored their advisory services to assist with the delivery of
the 20 SRB Outputs for company assistance and report quarterly on their
achievements against each. This section of the evaluation report summarises the
overall achievements of the Programme against these SRB Outputs and compares
them to the forecasted figures. The individual performance of Delivery Partners
has not been included.
Chapter 5 of the report then goes on to examine the detailed environmental
performance of the Programme, which contributes towards the strategic SRB
Objectives.

4.2

Overview of Performance

SRB Output codes and total outputs recorded for Year 3 (2002/03) are summarised
in Appendix 1.
Overall the ENWORKS Programme performance against forecasted figures has
been very good, especially in the area of ‘Jobs and Businesses’. However,
performance against targets has been poorer in some areas of environmental
advice, namely for waste and water initiatives. This is because these Outputs relate
to the company being advised actually taking action, this is outside the direct
control of the Business Advisors who can only try to persuade a company to
adopt/implement the advice they have been given.

ENWORKS
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4.3

Financial

All target outputs in this area were exceeded. The end of year position indicates
that total SRB spending and other public spending were close to target. However,
a significant increase of 78% above forecast was achieved in private sector
leverage to bring the year 3 total to £2,725,605.
Cumulative financial performance for ENWORKS to date is shown in Figure 4.1
below. It can be seen that the overall scheme target for total private sector leverage
has already been exceeded (by over £0.5m) at this stage of the programme and
that progress against the other financial targets remains on track.
Figure 4.1

Financial - Cumulative Progress at end of Year 3 against overall Scheme Targets

9A(iii) - Total Private Sector
Leverage
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Cumulative Performance - Yr3

Remaining against Scheme Target

Jobs and Businesses

All SRB Outputs for Year 3 were exceeded in this area. 1114 businesses were
advised bringing the cumulative total to 1458. Of particular note, this advice
assisted with the creation and safeguarding of full-time equivalent (FTE) permanent
jobs at levels of 126% and 211% above respective forecasts (equivalent to a total
of 953 jobs). The number of people who obtained qualifications from formal training
during the year was 427, ahead of the year target of 81 by 427%. In addition, a total
of 555 training weeks were delivered, again ahead of forecasts by 44%. The final
SRB output in this category is the area of improved business / commercial floor
space (m 2 ) which was 171% above the year target at 29,066 m 2 . Cumulative totals
for the scheme to date have also been exceeded for each of the outputs and
progress towards the overall targets is shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 below.
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Figure 4.2

Jobs & Businesses - Cumulative Progress at end of Year 3 against overall Scheme
Targets
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Figure 4.3
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4.5

Environment

SRB Outputs relate to environmental policies and action plans, environmental
management systems (EMS) initiated, water and waste initiatives, and waste
management recycling schemes.
In Year 3, the 88 EMS initiated were 31% above target and the 21 waste
management recycling schemes were 62% above target, reflecting the well
established nature of this work within the Delivery Partnerships. Similarly, the 763
environmental policies and action plans developed were slightly above target (5%
ahead) for Year 3, with a cumulative total of 843 being 13% above target for the
scheme to date.
However, by the end of Year 3, the number of water initiatives and waste initiatives
were 14% and 44% behind target (respectively) and behind by similar figures for
the scheme to date. Nonetheless, the increased level of outputs reported in these
two areas in Quarter 4 suggests that new initiatives had been implemented by the
Delivery Partners to improve performance in this area of advice.
Figure 4.4 below shows cumulative performance against the scheme forecasts in
the environment category. Further discussion and assessment of the environmental
performance is presented in Chapter 6 of the report.
Figure 4.4

Environment - Cumulative Progress at end of Year 3 against overall Scheme
Targets
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4.6

Regeneration

Outputs in this category relate to the upgrade of building security, buildings being
upgraded or brought back into use, and land being reclaimed and upgraded for
development. The year forecast of 34 security upgrades on commercial buildings
has been significantly exceeded by 91%, with 65 being conducted. In addition, 97
buildings improved/brought back into use this year, again exceeding the forecast by
98%.
However, the progress in land reclamation has been slower and is 68% behind
target for Year 3, with approximately 6 Ha reclaimed against a forecast of 18 Ha.
Cumulative progress against the scheme targets is shown in Figure 4.5 below and it
can be seen that the scheme targets for the area of land reclaimed and upgraded
and also the number of buildings where security has been upgraded have both
been exceeded.
Figure 4.5
Targets

Regeneration - Cumulative Progress at end of Year 3 against overall Scheme
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Capacity Building

SRB Outputs in this category relate to voluntary organisations supported, local
employee volunteering schemes and capacity building initiatives. A total of 12
voluntary organisations were supported in Year 3 (200% above target), although the
actual number of employee volunteering schemes was 55% behind target with only
five in place. Five capacity building schemes have been undertaken this year, 67%
above target.
Progress against the overall scheme targets is shown in Figure 4.6 and it can be
seen that the total number of voluntary organisations supported has surpassed its
target and the number of capacity building initiatives carried out is only one behind
the overall scheme target.
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Figure 4.6 Capacity Building - Cumulative Progress at end of Year 3 against overall Scheme
Targets
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5.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE – 1 ST YEAR FINDINGS (2002/03)
5.1

Introduction

This section of the report examines the Environmental Performance of the
businesses engaged in the ENWORKS BEAs and GBPs. Environmental
performance has been monitored through the use of EKPIs developed and refined
from an initial list of ten environmental issues proposed by the NWBEP Board. The
EKPIs have been developed by Enviros and the ENWORKS Regional Manager in
consultation with the Delivery Partners. A full list of the EKPIs is provided in
Appendix 2.
The Delivery Partners have been asked to capture the ‘raw’ data used to generate
the EKPIs and record this using the ENWORKS database. This methodology was
chosen as it provided the most suitable means of collecting, storing and managing
the data. The full methodology has been described in Section 3.2 of this report.
However, due to numerous difficulties with the rollout of the database to the
Delivery Partners a limited amount of data has been submitted and hence the
environmental performance of businesses engaged in the ENWORKS Programme
cannot be assessed at this time as completely as was initially intended. It may be
possible to re-visit this data in the future when any inhibiting factors have been
overcome. The reasons for the lack of data submitted by the Delivery Partners are
discussed in the following section.

5.2

Key Issues Affecting Submission of EKPI Data

Delivery Partners are required to use the ENWORKS database to record EKPI data
collected whilst working with businesses within their BEAs and GBPs. The database
was issued in September 2002 to all Delivery Partners when they were asked to
enter EKPI data backdated to April 2002 and then to use the database on an
ongoing day-to-day basis. However, the database was at this stage not fully
completed with some elements (Contact sections and Search & Send) due to be
rolled out during the autumn of 2002.
The database roll-out was severely affected due to IT technical issues within the
Delivery Partnerships; each operates their own IT infrastructure, some wished to
have the database installed on local networks and a plethora of other issues were
identified during this period. For this reason many of the Delivery Partners became
reluctant to use the database until it was ‘fully-functional’, whilst others took the
approach that they would let other Delivery Partners use it first before trying it
themselves. This became apparent to the Evaluation Team in January 2003 when a
copy of the database following the January 2003 claim was obtained from the
Central Management Team and which contained very little data. This issue was
discussed with the Central Management Team and Delivery Partners were
contacted and reminded about the importance of collecting EKPI data and using the
database to record this information.
As few Delivery Partners were using the database it meant that software bugs and
operational issues went unnoticed. It was only when the ‘complete’ database was
issued to the Delivery Partners in April 2003 that many of these problems
appeared.
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In April 2003 the use of the database became a contractual requirement for the
Delivery Partners and they are now required to submit their data to the Central
Management Team with their ENWORKS quarterly claims.
Delivery Partners were further encouraged to enter backdated data for the period
April 1 st 2002 to March 31 st 2003 on to the database. A cut off date of June 30 th
2003 was imposed by which time Delivery Partners were required to have submitted
yearly data to the Central Management Team thus allowing the analysis of the data
for the Annual Report to take place.
Cheshire & Warrington and Merseyside did not submit EKPI data by this deadline
and both Delivery Partners were contacted by the Evaluation Team to obtain their
justifications for not submitting data. These are summarised in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1

Reasons for no EKPI Data – July 2003

Delivery Partner

Reasons for no EKPI data

Cheshire & Warrington

No EKPI data collected yet (July 2003) as the systems for
data collection not currently in place. Currently reviewing the
scope of existing services and revising data collection forms
to incorporate EKPI data.
EKPI data should be coming through for October 2003 and
there may be some scope for back-dating where data exists
but has not been formally recorded on the database

Merseyside

Focus has been on health & safety work recently, limiting the
potential for collecting EKPI data.
Approximately 30 Contour benchmarking assessments have
been carried out by external sub-contractor but EKPI data has
not been extracted from these. No resources available to go
back through these to obtain backdated data.
ENWORKS provides only a small proportion of funding and
resources are prioritised elsewhere. Future work is likely to
focus on Quality and Health & Safety Management Systems
and there may be scope to get some EKPI data here.

A comment received by the Evaluation Team from a number of the of the Delivery
Partners was that the ENWORKS funding stream only contributes a small
proportion to their overall funding, but the requirements from ENWORKS to collect
EKPI data and to use the database were out of proportion to the amount of funding
received.
The quality of the data submitted by the other Delivery Partners was in the majority
of instances disappointing, but this was not universal with Manchester, Lancashire
and Cumbria all submitting good quality data for the period where possible.
A further issue with the quality of the EKPI data includes the fact that the SIC codes
and size of business (No. of employees) do not appear to be being regularly
recorded by Business Advisors despite them being informed about the importance
of recording such information. This limits the usefulness of any EKPI data for
evaluation purposes.
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Despite these issues the Central ENWORKS Management Team and the
ENWORKS Evaluation Team remain convinced that the work that the Delivery
Partners are undertaking is having a positive impact on the environmental
performance of the businesses they are assisting. However, as EKPI data has not
been adequately recorded the magnitude, variations between BEAs/GBPs and
performance changes over time cannot be analysed for this report.

5.3

Available EKPI Data

Table 5.2 shows the output information that is held on the database for the Annual
Report period April 1 st 2002 to March 31 st 2003. The EKPIs have been grouped by
environmental themes (Water, Waste, Energy Consumption etc) in the table and it
can be seen that data is concentrated mainly in three of the seven themes namely
‘waste’, ‘environmental management’ and ‘land, training and community issues’.
This is not unexpected when we consider that the main SRB Outputs are related to
these themes and that these are also the ‘traditional’ business support areas that
the Delivery Partners provide.
Table 5.2

CODE

Data held on the database for Period April 1

st

2002 – March 31

EKPI DESCRIPTION

st

2003

DATABASE
INFO

UNITS

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
12i
ER15
Z001
ER10
Z002
Z003
Z004a
Z004b
Z004c
Z004d
Z004e
Z004f
Z004g

no of environmental policies / action plans
Does the company have an environmental
policy?
Does the company have an environmental
action plan?
Businesses achieving ISO14001
Does the company operate an EMS
registered to EMAS?
Has the company had any recent
environmental prosecutions?
conducted a CONTOUR assessment
project ACORN stage 1 achieved
project ACORN stage 2 achieved
project ACORN stage 3 achieved
project ACORN stage 4 achieved
project ACORN stage 5 achieved
project ACORN stage 6 achieved

No
N

124

o

Y/N
No

14

Y/N
Y/N
tick
tick
tick
tick
tick
tick
tick

1

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Z005
Z006

Grid Electricity Use
Natural Gas Use

kWh/yr
kWh/yr

Z007

Diesel Oil Use

litres/yr

Z008
Z009
Z010

Heavy Fuel Oil Use
Coal Use
LPG Use

litres/yr
tonnes/yr
litres/yr

12505149
887935

4 This ERDF Code is also used to record ‘Jobs Safe Guarded ‘ and not ISO 14001 achieved in the Manchester

BEA for this reason on the database the actual entry is 151, this has been amended for the above table
following discussions with Manchester BEA Staff.
ENWORKS
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CODE
Z011a-e
Z012

EKPI DESCRIPTION
Renewables (Remember to record against
correct type of renewable on the database)
Does the company have an energy reduction
plan?

DATABASE
INFO

UNITS
kWh/yr
Y/N

SOLVENT MANAGEMENT
Z013

Does the company have a solvent reduction
plan in place?

Y/N

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Z014
Z015a
Z015b
Z016a
Z016b
Z017a
Z017b
Z018a
Z018b
Z019a
Z019b

Does the company have a green travel plan
in place?
Number of business road miles travelled per
annum (Petrol)?
Actual volume of petrol consumed per
annum?
Number of business road miles travelled per
annum (Diesel)?
Actual volume of diesel consumed per
annum?
Number of business road miles travelled per
annum (LPG)?
Actual volume of LPG consumed per annum?
Number of business road miles travelled per
annum (Compressed Natural Gas (CNG))?
Actual volume of CNG consumed per annum?
Number of HGV business road miles travelled
per annum (Diesel)?
Actual volume of diesel consumed per annum
by HGVs?

Y/N
miles/yr
litres/yr
miles/yr
litres/yr
miles/yr
litres/yr
miles/yr
litres/yr
miles/yr
litres/yr

90983

WASTE
19(iv)
Z020
Z021
Z022
Z023
Z024

No. of waste initiatives / transactions
Total annual waste disposal costs
Amount of waste sent to landfill
Amount of waste reused (reused on-site)
Amount of waste recycled (sent off-site)
Special waste produced

No
£/yr
tonnes/yr
tonnes/yr
tonnes/yr
tonnes/yr

48
2500

No. of water initiatives
Annual Water Consumption
Annual Water Consumption
Annual Trade Effluent Charges
Annual Trade Effluent

No
£/yr
m 3 /yr
£/yr
m 3 /yr

41
2500
4050

No

10

858

WATER
18(iv)
Z025
Z026
Z027
Z028

LAND, TRAINING & COMMUNITY ISSUES
5B(ii)
6B(i)
8D(i)
Z029
Z030

ENWORKS

No. of commercial buildings where security is
upgraded
Area of land improved, reclaimed/serviced for
development (Ha)
No. of local employee volunteering schemes
Financial or in-kind support to voluntary
organisations
Number of environmental training days
attended

20

Ha
No

1

£/yr
days/yr

3
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The Delivery Partners are required to report SRB Outputs and where these are also
EKPIs (e.g. SRB Output 12(i) - no of environmental policies / action plans) data of
sufficient quality has been recorded and is discussed in the sections below.

5.4

EKPI Data for 2002/03

5.4.1

Environmental Management

The ENWORKS SRB Outputs 12(i) (Number of Environmental Policies & Action
Plans) and 12(ii) (Number of EMS systems initiated) relate directly to the
Environmental Management EKPIs. Data submitted to ENWORKS for the annual
claim for both outputs is shown for BEAs and GBPs in Figures 5.1 to 5.4 below.
Figure 5.1

No. of Environmental Policies and Action Plans - BEAs (2002/03)
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Figure 5.2

No. of Environmental Policies and Action Plans - GBPs (2002/03)
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Figure 5.3

Number of EMS Initiated - BEAs (2002/03)
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Figure 5.4

Number of EMS Initiated - GBPs (2002/03)
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The Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA) manage a
database that contains details of those companies in the UK who operate an EMS
meeting the requirements of ISO 14001, along with a register of those companies
registered under the EMAS scheme. This database and register have been
examined and the findings are presented in Appendix 3.
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5.4.2

Waste

The ENWORKS SRB Output 19(iv) (Number of Waste Initiatives) is also used as
one of the waste EKPIs. Data submitted to ENWORKS for the annual claim for this
output is shown for BEAs and GBPs in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 below.
Figure 5.5

Number of Waste Initiatives – BEAs (2002/03)
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Figure 5.6

Number of Waste Initiatives – GBPs (2002/03)
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5.4.3

Water

The ENWORKS SRB Output 18(iv) (Number of Water Initiatives) is also used as
one of the Water EKPIs. Data submitted to ENWORKS for the annual claim for this
output is shown for BEAs and GBPs in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 below.
Figure 5.7

Number of Water Initiatives – BEAs (2002/03)
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Figure 5.8

Number of Water Initiatives – GBPs (2002/3)
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5.4.4

Land, Training and Community Issues

Land, Training and Community issues are covered by ENWORKS SRB Outputs and
a number of EKPIs specifically developed for the Evaluation Project. Data
submitted during 2002/03 against the various ENWORKS SRB Outputs shown in
Table 5.3 below is summarised in the following section.
Table 5.3 ENWORKS SRB Outputs for Land, Training and Community Issues

Output
Code

Description

Unit

5B(ii)

No. of commercial buildings where security is upgraded

No

6B(i)

Area of land improved, reclaimed/serviced for development
(Ha)

Ha

8D(i)

No. of local employee volunteering schemes

No

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the level of outputs recorded against the ENWORKS
Output code 5B(ii) for the BEAs and GBPs respectively.
Figure 5.9

5B(ii) Number of Commercial Buildings where security is upgraded – BEAs 2002/03
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Figure 5.10

5B(ii) Number of Commercial Buildings where security is upgraded – GBPs
2002/03
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It can be seen from Figures 5.9 and 5.10 that security upgrades are more prevalent
on the GBPs than in the BEA regions reflecting the nature of the services being
provided. The highest number of security upgrades (25No.) have been initiated at
Portland Basin GBP which is more than twice as many at Maryport GBP with the
second highest total of 12.
Output 6B(i) (Land improved/reclaimed or serviced for development) is also
applicable to both BEAs and GBPs. However, during 2002/03 only two hectares of
land were improved by the BEAs and this was solely by Cheshire and Warrington
BEA. The GBPs recorded a higher level or activity against this output and Figure
5.11 shows the performance of each of the GBP.
Activity varied across the region with the highest levels recorded at Wardley and
Sharston GBPs respectively, at which GBP activity is coordinated from Groundwork
Manchester.
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Figure 5.11

6B(i) - Area of Land Improved/reclaimed/ Serviced for development (Ha) – GBPs
2002/03
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No activity was recorded against Output code 8D(i) at any of the GBPs, whilst five
schemes were recorded by the BEAs. Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of these
schemes amongst the BEAs.
Figure 5.12

8D(i) - No. of local employee volunteering schemes – BEAs 2002/03
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5.5

EKPIs for which there is little/no data

The following EKPI areas have little or no data associated with them in the
database for the period April 1 st 2002 to March 31 st 2003.
¡

Solvent Management

¡

Travel & Transport

¡

Energy

¡

Climate Change

In addition, for many of the other EKPI areas the level of data submitted is
restricted to the ENWORKS SRB outputs. This pattern of little data, apart from SRB
related EKPIs, occurs across all the EKPI areas. The reasons for this are not clear
but a number of factors discussed previously are likely to have had an impact.
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6.

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT – 1 ST YEAR FINDINGS (2002/03)
6.1

Introduction

In addition to monitoring the environmental performance of the companies engaged
in the ENWORKS programme through the use of the EKPIs, the Evaluation Project
is also concerned with identifying the management practices that are used across
the region by the Delivery Partners. It is imperative that this information is collected
for a number of reasons:
¡

To put EKPI data into a managerial context

¡

To understand how individual BEAs/GBPs are being managed, to enable best
practice to be shared with others

¡

To establish how BEAs and GBPs relate to their stakeholders, including the
Business Link, the Central Management team and companies engaged in the
Programme

¡

To get feedback on the Evaluation Project to date, to feed into the ongoing
process.

The following sections summarise the responses of the Delivery Partners, the North
Manchester Co-ordinator and the various North West Business Links to the
management assessment questionnaire issued in September 2003.
The full
responses have been provided to the ENWORKS Central Management Team.

6.2

Business Environment Associations (BEAs)

6.2.1

BEAs – Staffing

At the end of September 2003 there were a total of 54 Business Advisors working in
the six ENWORKS BEAs, this is an increase of eight advisors since the Baseline
Review (Sept 2002). The largest BEA, in terms of number of advisors, is the North
Manchester BEA (comprising of Groundwork Bury, Groundwork Wigan & Chorley,
Groundwork Oldham & Rochdale and Bolton Business Environment Network
(BBEN)) with 18 advisors.
All BEA Business Advisors are required to hold minimum qualifications with IEMA
Associate (AIEMA) level membership being the predominately requested
professional qualification. In addition, most Business Advisors hold environmental
related degrees and many also possess MSc degrees. Staff competencies and
training requirements are monitored and kept by BEA Managers in all BEAs.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the changes in the numbers of business advisors over the
previous 12 months across each of the BEAs.
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Figure 6.1

ENWORKS BEAS – Number of Business Advisors
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6.2.2

Number of Business Advisors - 2003

Engagement with BEA Member Businesses

The total number of businesses which are current members of the ENWORKS BEAs
is in excess of 1600, an increase of approximately 65% from the Baseline
(September 2002). Figure 6.2, provides a comparison of the membership numbers
between the Baseline and September 2003. The largest BEAs are North
Manchester and Merseyside with approximately 454 and 400 member businesses
respectively, accounting for 53% of the total number of member companies.
Figure 6.2

ENWORKS BEAs – Number of Member Businesses
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Merseyside, Cheshire and Cumbria BEAs have grown significantly over the past
twelve months with membership increasing by 413%, 233% and 135% respectively.
ENWORKS
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Table 6.1

Number of Member Businesses per Business Advisor 2002-03

2002

2003

Businesses per Advisor

Businesses per Advisor

Cheshire BEA

3

10

Cumbria BEA

85

67

Lancashire BEA

44

48

Manchester BEA

11

15

Merseyside BEA

13

33

North Manchester BEA

20

25

176

198

BEA

Average

The number of Business Advisors per member business is given in Table 6.1 and
shows that the number of businesses per Business Advisor has increased in each
of the BEAs, except Cumbria where it has fallen from 85 to 67 as two new advisors
have been appointed.
The North Manchester Co-ordinator advised that a Business Advisor in the North
Manchester BEA is currently (Sept 2003) undertaking a study examining working
relationships between Delivery Partners in the BEA. This may bring out some useful
findings and suggestions for improvement and the Central Management Team
should investigate the outcomes of this study.
Merseyside BEA do not operate a formal membership scheme and Cumbria BEAs
do not charge for membership. In addition, business support services in some areas
of the North Manchester are also provided free of charge. The remaining BEAs
operating a sliding scale of membership charge based upon the number of
employees in a member company as shown in Table 6.2. These are typical
charges, as BBEN and Groundwork Bury (part of the North Manchester Partnership)
charge slightly higher rates than the other Delivery Partners. This variance is not
significant but the North Manchester BEA Coordinator should consider whether
charges across the North Manchester BEA should be aligned.
Table 6.2

ENWORKS

ENWORKS BEA Membership Charges

Number of employees

Membership Charge (£/yr)

1 to 5

£50

6 to 25

£100

26 to 49

£200

50 to 99

£300

100 to 149

£350

150 to 200

£400

200 +

£500

Patrons

£1000
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Monitoring of membership renewal rates is now carried out by the majority of the
BEAs with rates typically in the region of 90%, the range being between 75%
(Lancashire BEA) and 95% (Wigan & Chorley). Reported renewal rates have not
altered significantly since the Baseline Review (2002). However, it should be noted
that when the baseline survey was conducted only two Delivery Partners were
recording renewal rates. The increase in the number of Delivery Partners
monitoring renewal rates should be recognised and the ‘Customer Care’ element of
the ENWORKS database will allow renewal rates to be monitored in a systematic
and formal manner. Delivery Partners are now (from April 2003) contractually
required to monitor membership renewal rates in their BEA/GBPs.
The support services offered to member businesses have not altered since the
Baseline and although there are some differences in the actual services offered in
each of the BEAs a core set, listed below, is provided by each of the Delivery
Partners.
¡

Telephone Helpline

¡

E-mail Helpline

¡

Newsletters

¡

Initial Visit/Scoping Study/Green Start Review

¡

On-going support

Workshops, seminars and training courses are provided by the majority of the BEAs
although nominal charges (all less than £250, and usually less than £100) are
charged for delegates from member businesses who attend these courses.
Specialist consultancy services and advanced support are provided by the BEAs
but charges (time-based) are applied in these circumstances.
6.2.3

BEA Partnership Arrangements

All BEAs have the correct governance and contractual procedures in place
(Partnership Agreements and Contracts with other relevant Delivery Partners).
Lancashire, Manchester, Cheshire and Merseyside BEAs contract out a number of
their ENWORKS Outputs and use progress meetings and audits to ensure the level
of service delivery is at the required standard.
6.2.4

Business Membership - Recruitment and Contact

The BEAs use a variety of techniques to recruit members including cold calling,
press releases, flyers and supply-chain pressure.
‘Word of mouth’
recommendations and referrals from other organisations (mainly Business Link)
were also listed as sources of recruiting new BEA members. Interestingly the
Manchester BEA use ‘cold visits’ where Business Advisors visit companies direct.
The Manchester BEA cite that this approach is more personal than cold telephone
calling and provides an instant and valuable insight into the business; this
technique has also proved to be more successful than other marketing techniques.
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The Lancashire BEA has moved away from ‘traditional’ marketing approaches and
now recruits the majority of new members through their strategic links with other
partner organisations (Business Link, Chamber of Commerce etc.) and through
workshops and seminars. Lancashire BEA believe that the ‘traditional’ recruitment
approaches such as advertisements in the local press, cold calling and blanket
mailings are not as successful as other techniques especially now the BEA is firmly
established in the sub-region.
Monitoring the success of marketing campaigns is obviously a useful exercise and
the vast majority of the Delivery Partners conduct some form of monitoring, albeit in
most instances at a relatively informal level.
Customer contact or ‘Customer Care’ is an important aspect of the BEA activities
and each of the BEAs use a variety of methods to contact and communicate with
their clients. The ENWORKS database, with its ‘Customer Care’ functionality,
should enable the Delivery Partners to manage client relationships in a coordinated and effective manner allowing individual client history to be accessed
easily. Manchester BEA allocate a personal contact for each member business,
providing a single point of contact, and Merseyside BEA are continuing to use
supply-chain working groups to generate ongoing and new business opportunities.

6.3

Green Business Parks (GBPs)

Six GBPs, listed below, were included in the September 2003 Management
Questionnaire.
¡

Calder Park - Lancashire

¡

Portland Basin – Greater Manchester

¡

Sharston Industrial Estate – Greater Manchester

¡

Wardley Industrial Estate – Greater Manchester

¡

Winsford 1-5 Industrial Estate – Cheshire

¡

Risehow & Glassen Industrial Estate - Cumbria

The Aintree GBP (Merseyside) and Pimhole (Bury) were not included as activities at
the GBPs were not underway during the period of this report (Financial Year
2002/03). These GBPs will be included in future years.
6.3.1

GBP Partnership Arrangements

Partnership agreements between the GBPs and the accountable body/lead partners
are in place for all GBPs with the exception of the GBPs in the Manchester region
(Sharston, Wardley and Portland Basin) where the GBP Delivery Partners are the
same organisations as the accountable bodies.
Each of the GBPs has a Steering Group comprising of their major stakeholders (i.e.
local businesses based on the GBPs, Local Authority, Environment Agency,
Business Link, community groups, residents associations, regeneration partnerships
and NGOs).
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6.3.2

GBP Staffing

With the exception of Risehow and Glasson GBP all the GBPs have a dedicated
Business Advisor assigned to them who has relevant experience and qualifications
(normally AIEMA and registered Environmental Auditor Status) to be able to provide
advice businesses.
6.3.3

Engagement with GBP companies

The GBPs range in size (expressed as number of businesses) between 40 and 108,
as shown in Table 6.3, which also shows the current levels of active engagement
with the businesses on the respective GBPs.
Table 6.3

Number of Businesses & Number of Actively Engaged Businesses per GBP (2003)

Number of Businesses
on the GBPs

No. of Businesses
actively engaged

%
Engagement

64

50

78

Portland Basin GBP

100

28

28

Risehow & Glasson GBP

40

30

75

Sharston GBP

75

35

47

Wardley GBP

70

30

43

Winsford 1-5 GBP

108

52

48

Totals

457

225

-

GBP
Calder Park GBP

Figure 6.3 presents the levels of active engagement in 2003 compared against the
baseline whilst Table 6.4 shows the changes in the percentage of actively engaged
businesses as a percentage of the total number of businesses in each of the GBPs.
It can be seen from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 and also Figure 6.3 that at each of the
GBPs a greater number of businesses are receiving support than in 2002 and that it
appears that the levels of engagement are not related to the number of businesses
on the GBPs.
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Figure 6.3

Number of Businesses Actively Engaged on ENWORKS GBPs (2002-03)
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Table 6.4

Percentage of Businesses Actively Engaged 2002-03

Percentage of
Businesses Actively
Engaged 2003

Percentage of
Businesses Actively
Engaged 2002

Calder Park GBP

78%

35%

Portland Basin GBP

28%

15%

Maryport GBP

75%

40%

Sharston GBP

47%

37%

Wardley GBP

43%

Winsford 1-5 GBP

48%

GBP

a)

No. of Businesses actively engaged - (2003)

-

a

22%

Data for Wardley GBP combined with Sharston GBP

Businesses on the GBPs are generally included as members of their local
ENWORKS BEA and are usually charged the same rates as other BEA member
companies. This is not the case for the Risehow and Glasson GBP and Portland
Basin GBP where no membership charges are applied.
It follows from this that in the majority of cases the services provided on the GBP
are complementary to those provided to local BEA members including services such
as; access to a dedicated helpline, newsletters, Search & Send, initial visits and
audits. However, additional services such as access to capital grants to improve
security and visual appearance of the GBP are also provided.
Monitoring of business renewal rates occurs where membership charges are applied
and is comparable to BEA renewal rates at around 90%.
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6.4

Engagement between
Business Link’s

6.4.1

Introduction

ENWORKS

Delivery

Partners

&

Local

The levels of engagement between the Delivery Partners and the North West
Business Links are an important indicator of a cohesive, seamless and extensive
environmental business support network which as a Strategic Objective of the
ENWORKS Programme. The BEA and GBP managers and managers from the
Northwest Business Links were asked about their perception of the current levels of
engagement, referrals and relationships between their respective organisations.
6.4.2

Level of Engagement perceived by the ENWORKS Delivery Partners

ENWORKS’ Delivery Partners were asked about their level of engagement with
their local Business Link’s. Table 6.5 and 6.6 shows the responses for this year
(2003) and last (2002) for the BEAs and GBPs respectively.
Table 6.5

BEA Managers’ perceived level of engagement between Business Link and
themselves

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Business Environment Association
(BEA) and Business Link.

No. of
Responses
2002

No. of
Responses
2003

We have close interaction with Business Link with our
services complementing each other

3

3

We work with Business Link but both our services need
further development before they fully complement each
other.

2

2

We have limited interaction with Business Link, our level
of engagement needs improvement.

1

1

6

6

TOTAL

Table 6.6

GBP Managers’ perceived level of engagement between Business Link and
themselves

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Green Business Park (GBP) and
Business Link.

No. of
Responses
2002

No. of
Responses
2003

We have close interaction with Business Link with our
services complementing each other

2

2

We work with Business Link but both our services need
further development before they fully complement each
other.

2

3

We have limited interaction with Business Link, our level
of engagement needs improvement.

1

1

5

6

TOTAL

It can be seen that there has been little overall change in the perceived levels of
engagement with Business Link by the Delivery Partners with a mix of responses
being submitted.
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It should be noted that during both the Baseline survey and this survey neither
Aintree nor Pimhole GBPs were contacted as activities on these GBPs had not
commenced. In addition, no response to this question was received from Calder
Park GBP during the Baseline survey hence the disparity with the total number of
responses.
Business Link representatives from across the region were also asked about their
level of engagement with their local ENWORKS BEAs/GBPs and their responses
are shown in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7 Business Link perceived level of engagement between BEAs/GBPs and themselves

How would you describe the level of engagement between
your Business Link and your local ENWORKS BEA/GBP?

No. Responses 2003

We have close interaction with our local ENWORKS BEA/GBP
with our services complementing each other.

3

We work with our local ENWORKS BEA/GBP but both our
services need further development before they fully
complement each other.

1

We have limited interaction with our local ENWORKS
BEA/GBP, our level of engagement needs improvement.

2

TOTAL

6

Business Link responses were similarly mixed with a number of the respondents
believing that the services offered by both organisations complemented each other,
whilst two respondents stating that levels of engagement needed improvement.
Relationships between the Delivery Partners and Business Link are also important
and both groups were asked about these relationships. The responses received
from the Delivery Partners are summarised in Table 6.8 and the responses from
Business Link are shown in Table 6.9. The majority of Delivery Partners and
Business Link respondents felt that they had a positive relationship with the other
organisations.
Table 6.8

Relationships between Delivery Partners and their local Business Link

How would you describe your relationship
with your local Business Link?

No. of
Responses 2002

No. of
Responses 2003

We have a positive relationship with Business
Link.

5

5

Our relationship with Business Link needs
improvement

1

1

6

6

TOTAL
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Table 6.9

Relationships between Business Link and their local Delivery Partners

How would you describe your relationship
with your local ENWORKS BEA/GBP?

No. Responses 2003 (Business Link)

We have a positive relationship with the local
ENWORKS BEA/GBP.

4

Our relationship with the local ENWORKS
BEA/GBP needs improvement.

2

TOTAL

6

Comments received from both groups of respondents indicate that most Delivery
Partners believe that relationships with Business Link have improved over the past
year and that a greater understanding about the services that each offers has been
developed. In the sub-regions where engagement and relationships need
improvement the respective parties are working together to explore ways to achieve
greater unity.
In the Merseyside region, for example, both the Delivery Partners and Greater
Merseyside Enterprise (GME) are now actively working together to improve
relationships and the levels of engagement. This is also the case in North
Manchester were both groups commented that relationships have improved and
continue to do so as the ENWORKS Programme evolves.
The mechanisms for engagement and partnership building include both formal and
informal techniques such as; joint meetings/seminars, reviews of service provision
in the sub-region and formal training for Business Link Advisors about the activities
of the BEA.
6.4.3

Business Link Referrals and Service Level Agreements (SLA)

All Delivery Partners receive referrals from Business Link which are predominately
direct through personal contact between Business Advisors from both
organisations. In addition, formal systems for referrals, and referrals monitoring,
have been introduced across all Delivery Partners a key development from previous
years. This is confirmed by the responses received from the Business Links across
the region.
Manchester and Merseyside are believed to have put Service Level Agreements
(SLA) in place with their local Business Links since last year and as such all
Delivery Partners now have these in place. However, when the Business Link
respondents were asked whether they had a SLA with their local Delivery Partners,
Active8 Business Solutions (Cumbria) and GME both responded that they did not. It
is likely that the SLA’s are in place at a strategic level within the organisations but
that the respondents were not aware of these.
6.4.4

Improving Relationships
Delivery Partners

between

Business

Link

and

ENWORKS

Delivery Partners and Business Links respondents were asked for their comments
on how relationships and working practices could be improved between themselves.
The comments received are given in Table 6.10 and 6.11 below;
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Table 6.10

Comments from Delivery Partners about how to develop relationships with
Business Link

Respondent
North Manchester

ENWORKS

Comment
¡

More opportunities for Environmental advisors to meet
BL advisors (e.g. through workshops organised on
business issues, away days, visits made to businesses
by both BL and Environmental advisor, business
projects).

¡

Providing literature / info clearly linking both
organisations and their services (this is being produced
by North Manchester). Presentations from both parties
to help raise awareness of our services would be of
benefit

¡

Developing services / projects in collaboration with BL –
e.g. integrated management system service (quality,
H&S, environment), greening the ETS sector, greening
other specific sector of activity.

¡

Getting advisors in both organisations to attend
common training / information sessions (e.g. about the
ETS market and its impact on business environmental
and financial performance / advice to business start
up).

Merseyside

¡

GME could nominate a senior contact through which to
liaise with us. Further support at a strategic level from
ENWORKS could help address this issue.

Cheshire & Warrington

¡

The key to developing the relationship will be ensuring
that the current levels of communication and contact
are maintained, and that Personal Business Advisors
(PBA) are engaged. To facilitate this a PBA newsletter
is being drawn up to thank PBAs for their support, and
promote some the case studies.

Manchester

¡

Our main objective is to improve our working
relationship with CBE and streamline services. We are
working with CBE on this and are looking forward to a
closer working relationship.

Cumbria

¡

No Comments

Lancashire

¡

No Comments
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Table 6.11

Comments from Business Link about how to develop relationships with Delivery
Partners

Respondent

Comment

Active8 Business
Solutions (Cumbria)

¡

Regional ENWORKS partnership needs to focus on
business needs more clearly and take an approach
which seeks to include/develop business providers of
environmental services. (This comment applies to the
whole programme not solely Cumbria).

Business Link North
Manchester

¡

The funding arrangements are not ideal. This means
that the Partnership spends a lot of time dealing with
management of the funding rather than being able to
concentrate more on the service to clients. Ideally the
Partnership would receive one stream of funding giving
longer-term security, therefore reducing staff turnover.

Business Link
Cheshire & Warrington

¡

No Comments

Chamber Business
Enterprise (CBE)

¡

No Comments

GME

¡

No Comments

East Lancashire
Business Link

¡

No Comments

Information from these comments should be examined by the ENWORKS
Management Team to assess if the suggestions put forward require further
investigation or support to help improve relationships between the different Delivery
Partners and other business support organisations further.

6.5

ENWORKS Database

The ENWORKS Database is a crucial tool in the ENWORKS programme providing a
uniform mechanism across the region for recording and reporting ENWORKS
Outputs, EKPI data and managing records of company details, services delivered
and other useful information. The development of the database took approximately
twelve months and was provided to Delivery Partners in June 2003.
However, the development and roll-out of the database has not been without its
difficulties and because of its importance and the problems that have been
encountered Delivery Partners were asked several questions about it. This section
the report examines these responses.
6.5.1

Opinions of the Database

Delivery Partners were asked to give their opinions on the development and
usefulness of the database. Table 6.12 shows that 5 of the 6 respondents
recognised the database as a useful tool that has aided administration.
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Table 6.12

Delivery Partners’ Opinions of the Database

The development of the database

No. of
Responses

The database is a beneficial and useful tool that has aided our
administration processes.

5

We have no strong opinion about the database; we are yet to see any
real benefits or disadvantages with it.

1

The database is not useful and has further complicated administration,
previous systems were better.

0

TOTAL

6

Many Delivery Partners experienced problems with setting up and getting the
database to function correctly. These were primarily IT related technical issues
rather than actual lack of understanding about the database and how to use it.
Problems were encounted as Delivery Partners were using differing Windows
operating systems, network configurations and the fact that the database was rolled
out in a phased approach rather than being a complete package. It is due to these
problems that little EKPI data has been included in this report.
Support to remedy these issues has been provided primarily by staff from ERIC
(Jamie Bearman) and the external IT Consultant who was commissioned to
undertake the development of the software. Delivery Partners were quick to praise
the support they received. However, the technical issues that some Delivery
Partners faced were of sufficient complexity that additional IT support had to be
acquired resulting in additional costs for these Delivery Partners.
Despite these issues, seven out of the ten respondents felt they had received
enough support and training in the use of the database. The three respondents who
felt that the training and support was not adequate were from the Delivery Partners
that had experienced the most complex problems or had to pay for additional
support.
6.5.2

Using the Database

The use of the database was assessed by asking the Delivery Partners about their
opinions about the ease of data entry, ease of data extraction and the time taken to
use the system compared to any existing systems they previously used. The
findings are mixed, as would be expected given the subjective nature of this topic.
Table 6.13 provides a brief overview of the responses. These have not been
compared to previous years as the database was only operational in most Delivery
Partnerships in June 2003.
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Table 6.13

Using the Database – Opinions of the Delivery Partners

Ease of data entry onto the database

No. of
Responses

Entering data into the database is simple and straight-forward

4

Entering data into the database is relatively straight-forward but
sometimes we have a few problems

2

Entering data into the database is difficult

0
TOTAL

6

Ease of data extraction/export (i.e. for claims) from the database
Extracting data from the database is simple and straight-forward

4

Extracting data from the database is relatively straight-forward but
sometimes we have a few problems

2

Extracting data from the database is difficult

0
TOTAL

6

Time needed to enter and extract data in comparison to any previous systems
you operated
The time needed has been reduced

2

The time needed hasn’t really changed

1

It now takes longer using the database

3
TOTAL

6

Although the majority of the Delivery Partners felt that the time needed to enter and
extract data had increased it should be remembered that in the vast majority of
cases the complexity and amount of data that can and now needs to be accessed
has increased considerably.
The database has generated a large number of comments and opinions that cannot
usefully be addressed in this report as such the responses from the Delivery
Partners have been passed to the ENWORKS Central Management Team. In
summary most Delivery Partners acknowledge the benefits that the centralised
system has, and will, bring about but in some cases believe that greater
consultation with them in the development stages and further financial support from
ENWORKS would have produced an improved tool. The North Manchester BEA Coordinator felt that the despite the problems that the Delivery Partners had faced in
the BEA that the database was a useful tool that would help to unite all the Delivery
Partners in the ENWORKS Programme.
Considering the fact that at the beginning of the Programme there was huge
disparity between the existing data management systems being used by the
Delivery Partners the implementation and success of the database should be
acknowledged as a positive step that will continue to be a useful tool to aid
administration for all involved in ENWORKS.
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The ease of EKPI data collection was also assessed with a mixture of responses
received from respondents. These have varied since the management review of
September 2002 as Business Advisors have become more familiar with the EKPIs
and have gained greater experience in their collection. Environmental Management,
Training and Community Involvement were cited by many Delivery Partners as
being amongst the easiest to collect and that collecting information for the Solvent
Management, Travel & Transport and Waste EKPIs was the most difficult. However,
there is great variation between responses, perhaps as the response is very
subjective and likely to be dependent partly upon the experience of the Business
Advisor and/or the attitude of the businesses providing the data.
6.5.3

Database Development and Support

The Delivery Partners were asked about the best and worst features of the
database along with their suggestions for improvement. The best and worst
features promoted a variety of responses that are primarily relate to operational
issues rather than being at a strategic level, these will be passed to the Central
Management Team for further action.
The Delivery Partners were asked about the need for ongoing technical support for
the database and what form this support should take. Responses were conclusive
with all the Delivery Partners stating that they felt that ongoing support was
required. The preferred mechanism for providing this support varied but a majority
of respondents felt that a helpline would be useful with on-site support and further
training sessions when updates or new elements were added to the system.

6.6

Support from the Central ENWORKS Management Team

The Delivery Partners were asked about the support they had received from the
Central ENWORKS Management Team, firstly in terms of the quality of the support
and then secondly about which type of support is most valuable. Table 6.14 below
shows the response to the first point.
Table 6.14

Support from the Central ENWORKS Management Team

No. of
Responses
2002

No. of
Responses
2003

The support provided by the central management team is
very good

4

4

The support provided by the central management team is
adequate

2

2

We don’t receive enough support from the central
management team and this needs improvement

0

0

6

6

Do you feel that appropriate support is provided by the
core management team (Todd Holden & Dan Aris)

TOTAL

Opinions about the most valuable type of support varied with support with funding,
claims and outputs being referred to by a number of the Delivery Partners. In
addition, the training provision that has been provided was welcomed by many.
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In terms of enhancing support opinions were again varied, reflecting the differing
circumstances faced by each of the Delivery Partners. A number of the Delivery
Partners felt that more personal contact would be a benefit. North Manchester
respondents commented that further information on the strategic direction of the
Programme would be a benefit allowing the BEAs and GBPs to contribute more fully
to the programme, whilst in Merseyside greater collaborative support to aid
engagement within the sub-region.

6.7

ENWORKS Networking Event

6.7.1

Introduction

In addition to feedback via the Management Questionnaire, a broader scope of
project management issues were discussed at an ENWORKS networking event
held in Preston on 16 th October (in conjunction with the Envi-Safe Environment,
Safety and Health Conference and Exhibition).
A wide variety of environmental service providers attended this meeting, including
representatives from:
¡

ENWORKS

¡

Business Links

¡

Groundwork Trust (7 Northwest Offices)

¡

Groundwork UK

¡

North West Development Agency (NWDA)

¡

North West Regional Assembly

¡

Environment Agency

¡

Further/Higher Education Establishments

¡

Local Authorities

¡

Enviros

A workshop at this event examined barriers to the effective delivery of
environmental advice to companies across the North West region and the potential
opportunities and mechanisms for removing these barriers. Outputs from this
workshop provided valuable feedback to the ENWORKS management team for
improving the effectiveness of the programme.
6.7.2

Barriers to Effective Service Delivery

Table 6.15 below summarises the workshop findings. Individual comments have
been grouped, since there was considerable overlap and duplication amongst the
feedback.
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There are a large number of service providers across the North West, ranging from
academic institutions, to local authorities / government funded roles, to nongovernmental organisations (such as the Groundworks) and private consultancy
support. The services offered are equally wide ranging and, in many cases, overlap
with or are complimentary to one another. Delegates agreed that local service
delivery could be improved, especially for joint projects and complimentary projects.
Key barriers related to the nature of interactions between organisations, such as
conflicting roles and services, poor understanding of one another’s activities,
complicated projects and poor sharing of ‘best practice’. Whilst not all these
barriers are specifically applicable to the ENWORKS partnerships themselves,
some of the issues are relevant. For example, the possible detrimental effects of
‘output chasing’ were highlighted, whereby ongoing advice to companies may cease
once initial outputs have been achieved even though further environmental
improvements could be made. The scope of the current review has not included
further assessment of the highlighted barriers.
The barriers to company involvement (as perceived by the service providers) are
thought to focus on the low priority allocated to environmental issues within the
business agenda and confusion about where to get help.
Table 6.15

Summary of Workshop Comments

Barriers/Opportunities

Key Issues

Barriers: For Service Providers
Providers have different
roles

¡

Competition between providers (real or perceived?)

¡

Partners have differing focus from one another

¡

Conflict between services provided makes it difficult to
standardise services

¡

Different funding streams necessitate varying state aid
requirements

¡

Some Governmental / national services duplicate local
services

¡

Perceived Groundwork / Envirowise barrier

¡

Don’t understand one another’s roles

¡

Poor communication

¡

No common identity for environmental service provision

Awareness of business
needs

¡

Not asking companies what they want.

Project set-up

¡

Complex array of projects

¡

Some projects are short-lived and unrealistic

¡

Where Outputs are linked to payments, work may be
focussed too narrowly to the detriment of overall project
aims (e.g. ongoing advice to companies may be limited
after targets have been achieved).

¡

NWDA funding is piecemeal

¡

Not always sharing best practice

¡

Poor follow-up on some promised initiatives

Overlap of service
provision

Complexity of service
providers

Back-up resources
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Barriers/Opportunities

Key Issues

Barriers: For Target Companies
Awareness of services
available
Expectation of service
provision

Environment as a
business priority

¡

Lack of awareness and confusion

¡

Too many agencies to choose from

¡

Bad advice in the past?

¡

Perception that service provider has own agenda

¡

Overly bureaucratic process

¡

Concern over data provision and confidentiality

¡

Environment not a priority

¡

Many pressures on available time

¡

Policy and regulatory system not promoting environmental
requirements

¡

Vocational courses
sustainability issues

¡

Continual
professional
development
not
implemented (contributes to lack of awareness)

not

covering

environmental

and
being

Opportunities: For Service Providers
More co-ordinated
project / partnership setup

Better understand of one
another

Better promotion to
companies

ENWORKS

¡

Over-arching bids which pull partners together

¡

Develop strong partnerships with consistent quality of
output

¡

Develop new partnerships (e.g. with trade associations
and universities)

¡

Joint marketing, training and other events

¡

Better referral systems (make referral an output?)

¡

Examine where targets may be detrimental to project aims

¡

Set realistic project targets that deliver returns for
businesses, funders and the environment

¡

More sharing of ‘best practice’ and specialist knowledge

¡

More networking

¡

Develop ‘map’ to show support services / linkages

¡

Involve the local authorities (who have lots of contact
opportunities)

¡

Sector-specific / cluster approaches may enhance ‘hit
rate’

¡

Regulatory bodies to increase awareness raising

¡

Raise awareness within local colleges
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Barriers/Opportunities

Key Issues

Opportunities: For Interface with Target Companies
Company needs

¡

Evaluate company needs (include customer satisfaction
surveys upon completion)

Promotion of
environmental services

¡

Better targeted information to
awareness and service awareness

¡

Clear, simple, consistent, joined up services – targeted to
company needs

¡

Simplified ‘map’ or information source to guide companies
on services available

¡

More SME project control (e.g. use of Teaching Company
Scheme)

¡

Delivery via Trade Associations

6.7.3

raise

environmental

Opportunities for Enhanced Environmental Services

It is clear that service providers need to understand one another’s roles, skills and
services more clearly and there is still scope for further co-ordination of services
through joint bids.
The workshop findings need to be discussed and developed further to identify the
best course of action to further enhance environmental service provision for the
North West. As a minimum, this could include a ‘map’ showing service provision
and regular networking and information events.
Some of the identified opportunities are already in place within some or all of the
ENWORKS partnerships (such as those relating to co-ordinated projects/
partnerships in Table 6.15). However, the suggested mechanisms for increasing
company uptake of environmental services are worthy of further exploration within
ENWORKS and with other environmental service providers.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Operational Level Conclusions & Recommendations

This section presents the findings of this Annual Report that can be classed as
‘operational’ in nature. They are predominantly relatively small-scale issues that
should be addressed in the near future but are not critical to the Programme’s
delivery.
7.1.1

Service Level Agreements

Responses received during the Management Review exercise indicated that there
was a discrepancy between the answers regarding Service Level Agreements
(SLA). The ENWORKS Delivery Partners all responded that SLAs were in place
with local Business Links but when the Business Links were asked about SLAs both
Business Link Cumbria and Greater Merseyside Enterprise both responded that
they did not have SLAs in place with the Delivery Partners.
Further investigation into the exact situation regarding SLAs in these sub-regions
should be conducted.
7.1.2

Partnership Working Arrangements and Relationships

A Business Advisor in the North Manchester BEA is currently (Sept 2003)
undertaking a study examining working relationships between Delivery Partners in
the BEA. This may bring out some useful findings and suggestions for improvement
and the Central Management Team should investigate the outcomes of this study.
7.1.3

BEA Memberships Charges in the North Manchester BEA

Two of the Delivery Partners in the North Manchester BEA charge slightly higher
rates than the other Delivery Partners in the BEA. The variance is not significant
but the North Manchester Partnership should consider whether charges across the
North Manchester BEA should be aligned.
7.1.4

Database EKPIs and Other Output Codes

During the analysis of data on the ENWORKS database a potential area for
confusion in future Annual Reports was identified. For each of the EKPIs and other
Outputs a unique code is allocated allowing data to be queried and filtered
accurately. Care was taken during the development of the database to ensure that
this occurred. However, Groundwork Manchester, Salford and Trafford have ERDF
funding for some of their projects and unfortunately a duplicate code has occurred
(i.e. a single code used to record two separate and unrelated outputs).
The code in question is ER10 which for the purposes of the Evaluation Project is
“ISO14001 EMS systems achieved”. In Groundwork Manchester, Salford and
Trafford this code is used report “Jobs Safe Guarded”.
Hence if a query for ER10 is run on the database then the result produced is
incorrect. Staff at Groundwork Manchester, Salford and Trafford are aware of the
problem but are not able to change the ERDF codes as these are fixed for the
project in question.
This issue needs to be rectified to avoid further confusion in later years, it may be
prudent to remind the Delivery Partners that codes should not be duplicated.
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7.1.5

Marketing activity in Lancashire BEA

The Lancashire BEA has moved away from ‘traditional’ marketing approaches and
now recruits the majority of new members through their strategic links with other
partner organisations (Business Link, Chamber of Commerce etc.) and through
workshops and seminars. Lancashire BEA believe that the ‘traditional’ recruitment
approaches such as advertisements in the local press, cold calling and blanket
mailings are not as successful as other techniques especially now the BEA is firmly
established in the sub-region.
The effect that this shift in marketing approach has on BEA membership (renewals
and new companies) should be carefully monitored and if successful the lessons
that can be applied elsewhere in the region should be explored.
7.1.6

Central Management Support

The ENWORKS Delivery Partners all felt that support from the Central Management
Team is good. However, the majority were keen to have more regular face-to face
contact with staff from the Management Team.
In particular comments from Delivery Partners in the North Manchester Partnership
indicated that further information on the strategic direction of the Programme would
provide benefit and would allow the BEAs and GBPs to contribute more fully to the
Programme. Support from the Management Team would also be appreciated in
Merseyside to aid engagement within the sub-region.
This support and further information would aid the planning and delivery of services
within the BEAs/GBPs as the Delivery Partners would have a greater depth of
understanding about the long-term aims and objectives of the programme.

7.2

Strategic Conclusions & Recommendations

These conclusions and recommendations are the high-level strategic findings of the
Annual Report and are issues that need to be considered for the overall strategic
direction and success of the ENWORKS Programme.
7.2.1

The ENWORKS Database

At the beginning of the ENWORKS Programme there was huge diversity between
the existing data management systems being used by the Delivery Partners and the
implementation and success of the ENWORKS database should be acknowledged
as a very positive step that will continue to be a useful tool to aid administration
for all involved in ENWORKS.
For the database to achieve its maximum potential the Delivery Partners need to
understand and use it effectively. The findings of the Management Questionnaire
and feedback from the database training sessions indicate that the Business
Advisors understand the EKPIs and how to collect them from businesses. In
addition, it is now a contractual requirement that Delivery Partners use the
database to record activity/outputs.
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However, it appears (based upon the lack of data and feedback obtained by Enviros
at the Regional Networking Event) that the use of the database and the issue of
collecting EKPI data are not fully embedded into the day-to-day activities and
‘mindset’ of the Business Advisors. In addition, not all Business Advisors are
recording SIC codes and company size (no. employees) both of which are vital
pieces of information needed during the evaluation process.
Furthermore, it is vital that the database is maintained and that support is provided
to users (i.e. the Delivery Partners). The findings of the Management Questionnaire
support this case with all respondents indicating that ongoing support for the
database is required. A telephone helpline was suggested by many as being the
best mechanism for providing this support with further training and on-site support if
any significant changes/developments to the database occur.
7.2.2

Service Delivery

The data submitted to the ENWORKS database relates to a relatively narrow range
of ‘traditional’ environmental services primarily in the fields of:
¡

Waste Management/minimisation (including water minimisation)

¡

Environmental Management and Training

¡

Physical Environmental Improvements

This suggests that either that EKPI data for ‘other’ services are not being recorded
effectively on the database or that these ‘other’ services are not being delivered on
a wide-scale basis by the ENWORKS Delivery Partners. The reasons for nonrecording of EKPI data have been discussed in the previous section (7.2.1) and the
issues surrounding whether a wide range of services are being delivered are
discussed below. Further investigation into the situation should be conducted by the
ENWORKS Management Team to ascertain the exact nature and range of services
being provided by the Delivery Partners.
Possible causes for the apparent narrow range of service provision are given
below; these are not exhaustive and are based upon the opinions of the evaluators,
and feedback from the ENWORKS Delivery Partners and Central Management
Team.
¡

This could be a reflection of the early stage of relationships between Delivery
Partners and companies, during which traditional services (typically of most
interest to companies) are offered but which would be expected to diversify with
time.

¡

Business Advisors may not have sufficient training and awareness of wider
environmental issues, such as Solvent Management or Green Transport
(despite being associate members of IEMA), and hence are not comfortable in
providing advices or delivering services in these areas.

¡

The businesses themselves do not believe that they require these other
services as they are not aware of these issues and subsequently don’t request
that type of support from the Business Advisors.

¡

Whilst Business Advisors have the skills and expertise to undertake the work at
present the services are not marketed as effectively as they could be.
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¡

The manner in which the Programme has been set up provides little incentive
for Business Advisors to provide services outside those that have associated
SRB Outputs. This issue of so-called ‘Output Chasing’ was raised during the
ENWORKS Networking Event (October 2003) as a possible detrimental issue as
it provides no incentive to continue working with an individual business on other
areas.

Recommendations for improving engagement and widening service delivery are
given below:
¡

Development of formalised closeout meetings where Business Advisors firstly
obtain feedback from the businesses about ‘customer satisfaction’ and have the
opportunity to identify further opportunities for assistance (including referrals to
other support organisations).

¡

Development of a Training/Experience Matrix that contains information about
the knowledge and skill set of Business Advisors across the region promoting
cross-BEA/GBP working. It may be appropriate to introduce a mentoring
scheme for less experienced or new Business Advisors allowing them to ‘buddyup’ with a more senior and experienced Advisor.

¡

The Central Management Team should undertake ‘quality audits’ focussing on
the quality and depth of service provision being provided by the Delivery
Partners. These audits should begin as soon as practicably possible to help
develop service uniformity across the region

¡

The impact of the forthcoming ‘Regional Resource Efficiency Project’ needs to
be assessed. A potential issue that might become apparent, and that will
require careful management, is that the Business Advisors may focus their
attention to Resource Efficiency related activities/services to the detriment of
other wider environmental services.

¡

A full and extensive ‘Business Needs and Customer Satisfaction’ survey should
be conducted by all the Delivery Partners to determine what businesses in the
BEAs and GBPS want and expect from the ENWORKS Programme. It would be
prudent to support such a survey centrally maximising efficiency and ensuring
that a complete picture for the Region can be obtained. The survey findings
could then be used to assist in the future planning of business support services.

¡

Consideration should be given to forming specific focus/working groups across
the Delivery Partner organisations examining core issues such as;
-

legislative driven environmental issues

-

resource efficiency

-

public image/customers/quality of service

-

marketing

These focus/working groups would strengthen relationships between Delivery
Partners whilst simultaneously helping to advance the levels and quality of
service through sharing of best practice.
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¡

Opportunities for ENWORKS Delivery Partners to work with other service
providers should be explored to further enhance environmental service
provision for the North West. Table 6.15 presents a number of ideas that were
raised at a networking event in October 2003. This would need to be coupled
with better information provision to businesses in the region (e.g. a ‘map’
showing service provision) so that they have a better understanding of the
services that are available to them.

7.2.3

Lack of EKPI Data

The level EKPI data submitted on the database for the Annual Report period April
1 st 2002 – March 31 st 2003 has been a problem that has inhibited a detailed
analysis of environmental performance in this report. Since much of the data that
has been available relates to SRB outputs then it should be a relatively straightforward exercise to revisit the evidence forms and any reports that may have been
produced whilst assisting a business to provide EKPI data.
It is important however, to ensure that this process of ‘looking back’ does not
detract from the overall objectives of the programme and that it doesn’t further
exacerbate the feelings that the some of the Delivery Partners felt at the beginning
of the Programme; principally that the Programme is too bureaucratic and that they
should be focussing attention/resources on assisting businesses. These feelings
were discussed in the Baseline Review Report and where brought about as a result
of The ENWORKS project being accelerated in its initial stages due to funding and
administrative requirements. This had knock on effects including a high level of
administration which been acknowledged by the Central Management Team but
cannot be reduced as much of the administration is needed to meet the
requirements of ENWORKS funders.
7.2.4

Staffing Levels within the BEAs/GBPs

There remains a large level of variability in the number of businesses that a single
Business Advisor supports across the region. It is not possible to determine
whether this has a significant impact on the quality of the service provision but
through the development of a service delivery auditing and increased customer
feedback this information should become available. When this information is
available a complete assessment of the impact of staffing levels on quality of
service delivery can then be made. Business renewal rates could also be used as a
proxy measure to determine whether this issue can be substantiated.
Feedback from the ENWORKS Networking event also indicated that the ‘short-term’
projects that are managed in parallel to the ENWORKS Programme by the Delivery
Partners are felt by many to be less effective than long-term strategic programmes.
Attendees at the Networking Event cited that increased staff turnover results in
skills being lost and that high levels of staff turnover inhibit relationship-forming
with external partners.
7.2.5

Relationships with other Partners

There has been little overall change since the baseline in the perceived levels of
engagement with Business Link by the Delivery Partners. Business Link responses
were mixed with approximately half the respondents claiming that levels of
engagement needed improvement, whilst the other half felt that relationships were
good with services offered by both partners complimenting each other.
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The strategic focus of the Programme should now spilt into two; continuing the work
on developing relationships within the ENWORKS Delivery Partner organisations
and also continuing to develop linkages with, and understanding the activities of,
partner organisations that are outside the existing ENWORKS ‘box’ including the
regional Business Links, Trade Associations, Higher Education establishments and
other support organisations such as Envirowise and Action Energy.
This has already started (the ENWORKS networking event being a key example)
and is a crucial element of the overall Programme. A potential short-term impact
may be downtime (in terms of Business Advisors time) but investment in building
knowledge and relationships with external partners will produce long-term strategic
benefits.
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APPENDICES
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1.

SRB OUTPUTS FOR YEAR 3

Output
Code

Description

Overall
Scheme
Target

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

End of Year Position

Forecast

Actual

Forecast

Actual

%
over/under
Achieved

Financial
SRB Capital

£1,227,324

£312,847

£345,975

£225,857

£259,826

15

SRB revenue

£3,772,676

£1,319,315

£1,337,668

£769,007

£793,343

3

9A(i)

Total SRB spend
(000s)

£5,000,000

£1,632,162

£1,683,643

£994,864

£1,053,169

9A(ii)

Total other
public spend
(000s)

£7,864,329

£2,453,474

£3,070,393

£2,023,474

£2,153,975

Total Private
Sector Leverage
(000s)

£8,662,620

£3,240,990

£6,186,808

£1,529,907

£2,725,605

9A(iii)

6
6

78

Jobs & Business
2D(i)

No of businesses
receiving advice.

3045

1108

1458

786

1114

42

1A(i)

FT equivalent
permanent jobs
created.

246

37

135

46

104

126

1A(II)

FT equivalent
permanent jobs
safeguarded.

1400

272

964

273

849

211

1C(I)

No people in
target area who
obtain
qualifications
from formal
training.

1225

170

510

81

427

427

1E(i)

No training
weeks
completed.

1313

471

664

386

555

44

2B(ii)

Area of improved
business/commer
cial floor space
(m2).

52500

19180

36187

10710

29066

171

Environment
12(i)

No Env. Policies
& Action Plans

3000

748

843

728

763

5

12(ii)

EMS systems
initiated

300

72

99

67

88

31

18(iv)

No of Water
Initiatives

1500

392

320

333

286

-14

19(iv)

1500 waste
initiatives (reuse, reduce,
recycle of
resources &
wastes)

1500

398

236

341

192

-44
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Output
Code

6F(i)

Overall
Scheme
Target

Description

No Waste
management /
recycling
schemes

21

Cumulative total for the
scheme to date

End of Year Position

%
over/under
Achieved

Forecast

Actual

Forecast

Actual

14

25

13

21

62

Regeneration
5B(ii)

No of
commercial
buildings where
security is
upgraded.

70

37

71

34

65

91

6B(i)

Area of Land
Improved/reclai
med/ Serviced
for development
(Ha)

7

13.5

10.63

18.25

5.84

-68

6C(i)

No of Buildings
improved/broug
ht back into use.

200

81

111

49

97

98

Capacity Building
8A(i)

No of voluntary
organisations
supported.

6

5

16

4

12

200

8D(i)

No of local
employee
volunteering
schemes

35

17

6

11

5

-55

8F(i)

No of capacity
building
initiatives
carried out

7

5

6

3

5

67
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2.

ENWORKS EVALUATION ENVIRONMENTAL KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS (EKPI)
CODE

EVALUATION OUTPUT QUESTION

UNITS

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
No

ER15

Does the company have an environmental policy?

Z001

Does the company have an environmental action plan?

ER10

Businesses achieving ISO14001

Z002

Does the company operate an EMS registered to EMAS?

Y/N

Z003

Has the company had any recent environmental prosecutions?

Y/N

Z004a-g

Stage of Project Acorn achieved to date (Level 1-6) (Contour
Assessment = Level 0)
(Remember to record against the correct level achieved on the
database)

No

Y/N
No

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Z005

Grid Electricity Use

kWh/yr

Z006

Natural Gas Use

kWh/yr

Z007

Diesel Oil Use

litres/yr

Z008

Heavy Fuel Oil Use

litres/yr

Z009

Coal Use

tonnes/yr

Z010

LPG Use

litres/yr

Z011a-e

Renewables (Remember to record against correct type of
renewable on the database)

kWh/yr

Z012

Does the company have an energy reduction plan?

Y/N

SOLVENT MANAGEMENT
Z013

Does the company have a solvent reduction plan in place?

Y/N

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Z014

Does the company have a green travel plan in place?

Z015a

Number of business road miles travelled per annum (Petrol)?

miles/yr

Z015b

Actual volume of petrol consumed per annum?

litres/yr

Z016a

Number of business road miles travelled per annum (Diesel)?

miles/yr

Z016b

Actual volume of diesel consumed per annum?

litres/yr

Z017a

Number of business road miles travelled per annum (LPG)?

miles/yr

Z017b

Actual volume of LPG consumed per annum?

litres/yr

Z018a

Number of business road miles travelled per annum
(Compressed Natural Gas (CNG))?

miles/yr

Z018b

Actual volume of CNG consumed per annum?

litres/yr

Z019a

Number of HGV business road miles travelled per annum
(Diesel)?

miles/yr

Z019b

Actual volume of diesel consumed per annum by HGVs?

litres/yr

ENWORKS
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CODE

EVALUATION OUTPUT QUESTION

UNITS

WASTE
19(iv)

No. of waste initiatives / transactions

No

Z020

Total annual waste disposal costs

£/yr

Z021

Amount of waste sent to landfill

tonnes/yr

Z022

Amount of waste reused (reused on-site)

tonnes/yr

Z023

Amount of waste recycled (sent off-site)

tonnes/yr

Z024

Special waste produced

tonnes/yr
WATER

18(iv)

No. of water initiatives

No

Z025

Annual Water Consumption

£/yr

Z026

Annual Water Consumption

m 3 /yr

Z027

Annual Trade Effluent Charges

£/yr

Z028

Annual Trade Effluent

m 3 /yr

LAND, TRAINING & COMMUNITY ISSUES
5B(i)

No. of commercial buildings where security is upgraded

No

6B(i)

Area of land improved, reclaimed/serviced for development (Ha)

Ha

8D(i)

No. of local employee volunteering schemes

No

Z029

Financial or in-kind support to voluntary organisations

£/yr

Z030

Number of environmental training days attended

days/yr
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3.

EKPI DATA FROM THE IEMA ISO 14001 DATABASE & EMAS
REGISTER
The EKPIs for Environmental Management also include the number of organisations
operating an environmental management system (EMS) certified to ISO 14001 and
the number of organisations operating an EMS registered to the EMAS standard.
The Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment (IEMA) manages a
database that contains details of companies operating ISO 14001 systems, along
with a directory of companies registered under EMAS.
IEMA database records show that in March 2003 the total number of ISO 14001
certified EMS in the UK was 2917. The ISO 14001 database is searchable by
Government Office Region and the results of such a search are presented in the
following table.
ISO 14001 EMS by Government Office Region

Government Office Region

Number of ISO 14001 EMS
March 2003

March 2002

+ % Change

North West

274

232

18

North East

113

99

14

Wales

141

119

18

West Midlands

355

310

15

East Midlands

192

147

31

South East

299

229

31

South West

140

128

9

London

123

99

24

Eastern

152

123

24

Yorkshire & The Humber

176

136

29

Scotland

208

180

16

Northern Ireland

123

122

1

2296

1924

19

TOTAL

It can be seen that the Northwest has 274 companies operating ISO 14001
systems, an increase of 18% from the previous year.
However, there are some inaccuracies in the data due to incomplete datasets being
sent to IEMA from the UKAS accredited bodies. In some cases no address
information is provided to IEMA, meaning that is impossible to ascertain which
Region to assign the record. It is for this reason that the total given in the table
above is 2296 (i.e. showing a shortfall of 621 from the total of 2917). It is not
possible to accurately allocate a proportion of this shortfall to the Northwest.
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The number of organisations operating EMS that are EMAS registered is also an
EKPI. The uptake of EMAS in the UK has been considerably less than for ISO
14001 and the IEMA records show that in June 2003 there were 85 registrations in
the UK (this has increased from 75 in June 2002) with only four in the Northwest,
(an increase of one since June 2002). The majority of EMAS registrations in the
UK are in the power and oil/gas sectors neither of which are well represented in the
Northwest.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
The ENWORKS Programme continues to use a variety of quantifiable scheme
outputs (SRB Outputs) in the following areas of activity:
¡

Financial;

¡

Jobs and Businesses;

¡

Environment;

¡

Regeneration;

¡

Capacity Building (input to the social economy).

As in previous years, the Delivery Partners report quarterly on their achievements
against each SRB output. This evaluation report summarises the overall
achievements of the Programme against these SRB Outputs and compares them to
the forecasted figures. The individual performance of Delivery Partners has not
been included.
Data on the associated Key Performance Indicators of Energy and Community
Initiatives has been captured through direct contact with the Delivery Partners and
representative companies, and has been presented qualitatively in this report in
Appendix 1 and 2.
This report should be read in conjunction with the other Evaluation Reports for Year
4 (2003/04):
¡

Annual Management Assessment

¡

Business Needs and Customer Perception Assessment

¡

ENWORKS Stakeholder Assessment

ENWORKS
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2.

ENWORKS PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE
2.1

Overview of Performance

In general, the performance of the ENWORKS Programme against forecasted
outputs continues to be very good, with exceptional performance in the area of
“Jobs and Business”. However, performance against targets is behind in some
areas of environmental, regeneration and capacity building advice, full details are
provided in Section 2.4 of this report. It should be stressed that whilst performance
is behind it only relates to one output in each area (namely: “waste initiatives”;
“area of land improved/reclaimed/serviced for development”; and “number of local
employee volunteering schemes”) and the ENWORKS Central Management Team
are aware of the situation.
For similar reasons to those referred to last year, the poor performance recorded
against a number of environmental outputs is due to the fact that these outputs are
linked to the company being advised implementing the advice they receive.
Obviously, this is outside the direct control of Business Advisors/Delivery Partners
who can only attempt to persuade a company to implement their advice.

2.2

Financial

Target outputs for SRB Capital, SRB Revenue and total SRB Spend were not
achieved. However, the end of year position indicates that both the SRB Revenue
and total SRB Spending were close to target (at only 1% and 7% behind
respectively).
In contrast, an increase of 38% above forecast was achieved in other public
spending. Similarly, a significant increase of 180% above forecast was realised in
the level of private sector leverage to bring the Year 4 total to £4,181,472.
The overall scheme target for total private sector leverage was actually exceeded in
Year 3, ahead of schedule. Progress against the other financial targets continues
to remain on track during Year 4. Figure 1.1 below illustrates the cumulative
financial performance for the Programme to date.

ENWORKS
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Figure 1.1

Financial – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Revised Scheme
1
Targets

9A(iii) - Total Private Sector Leverage

£8,662,620

9A(ii) - Total Other Public Spend

£1,985,810

£5,878,519

9A(i) - Total SRB Spend

£2,218,980

£2,781,020

SRB Revenue

£2,080,354

£1,705,660

£1,692,322

£700,666 £526,658
SRB Capital

£0
Cumulative Performance - Yr4

2.3

£2,000,000

£4,000,000

Revised Scheme Target Achieved

£6,000,000

£8,000,000

Ahead of Revised Scheme Target - Yr4

£10,000,000

£12,000,000

Remaining Against Scheme Target

Jobs and Businesses

Following the trend set in Year 3, SRB Outputs for Year 4 were again exceeded in
this category. The total number of businesses advised during Year 4 was 1,239
bringing the cumulative total to 2,698 to date. Significantly, this advice assisted
with the creation and safeguarding of full-time equivalent (FTE) permanent jobs at
levels of 598% and 245% above respective forecasts (equivalent to a total of 1,600
jobs). It should be noted that these levels were considerably higher than those
achieved in Year 3. This has resulted in the overall scheme targets being met and
exceeded for both these outputs in Year 4.
The number of people who obtained qualifications from formal training during the
year was 457, ahead of the year forecast of 181 by 152%. In addition, a total of
514 training weeks were delivered, again ahead of forecasts by 26%.
The final SRB Output in this category is the area of business/commercial floor
space improved (m 2 ) which was 50% above the year target at 31,597 m 2 and has
resulted in the overall scheme target being surpassed.
Progress towards the overall targets in this category is shown in Figures 1.2 and
1.3 below.

1 The original ENWORKS SRB6 Scheme targets of £5million for ‘Private Sector Leverage’, ‘Public Spend’ and ‘SRB Spend’
respectively have been revised and these revised targets are those referred to in this report.
ENWORKS
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Figure 1.2
Targets

Jobs & Businesses – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

1,177

1E(i) - No training weeks completed.

1C(I) - No people in target area who
obtain qualifications from formal
training.

136

967

1A(II) - FT equivalent permanent jobs
safeguarded.

258

1,400

1A(i) - FT equivalent permanent jobs
created.

246

749

301

2D(i) - No of businesses receiving
advice.

2,698

0
Cumulative Performance - Yr4

Figure 1.3
Targets

500

1000

Revised Scheme Target Achieved

1500

2000

Ahead of Revised Scheme Target - Yr4

2500

3000

3500

Remaining Against Scheme Target

Jobs & Businesses – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

2B(ii) - Area of improved
business/commercial floor space (m2).

52,500

0

10,000

20,000

30,000

Revised Scheme Target Achieved

ENWORKS
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15,284

40,000
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2.4

Environment

SRB Outputs relate to environmental policies and action plans, environmental
management systems (EMS) initiated, water and waste initiatives, and waste
management recycling schemes.
Overall, the ENWORKS Programme performance against forecasted figures for the
environmental category continues to improve, building on its strong performance for
Year 3.
During Year 4, 119 Environmental Management Systems (EMS) were initiated,
ahead of target by some 45%. 29 waste management recycling schemes have been
established, 164% above target. Similarly, the 1,020 environmental policies and
action plans developed were above target (16% ahead) for Year 4, with a
cumulative total of 1,863 being 3% above target for the scheme to date.
Energy reductions, and subsequently reductions in CO 2 emissions, are not formally
monitored as an official Output. However, a number of Delivery Partners have been
able to provide a short overview of some projects/clients where significant
reductions in energy use have been achieved. These examples are provided as
Appendix 1.
The number of water initiatives implemented increased and exceeded forecasts by
8%; this is from being 14% behind target at the end of Year 3. However, this
Output (the number of water initiatives) remains 14% behind target for the overall
scheme to date. Similarly, by the end of Year 4, the 250 waste initiatives that have
been implemented this year remain behind the year target by some 44%. A
cumulative total of 486 waste initiatives have been achieved by the end of Year 4
which is 48% behind the scheme target.
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 below show cumulative performance against the scheme
forecasts in the environment category.

ENWORKS
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Figure 1.4
Targets

Environment – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

19(iv) - 1500 waste initiatives (re-use,
reduce, recycle of resources & wastes)

486

18(iv) - No of Water Initiatives

1,014

771

12(ii) - EMS systems initiated

218

729

82

12(i) - No Env. Policies & Action Plans

1,863

0

500

1000

1,137

1500

2000

Cumulative Performance - Yr4

Figure 1.5
Targets

3000

3500

Remaining Against Scheme Target

Environment – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

6F(i) - No Waste management /
recycling schemes

21

0

33

10

20

Revised Scheme Target Achieved
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2.5

Regeneration

Outputs in the Regeneration category relate to the upgrade of building security,
buildings being upgraded or brought back into use, and land being reclaimed and
upgraded for development.
The excellent performance against forecast which was achieved in Year 3 for the
number of commercial buildings where security has been upgraded, and the
number of buildings improved/brought back, continues to be repeated in Year 4.
The year forecast of 43 security upgrades on commercial buildings has been
significantly exceeded by 207% with 132 upgrades being reported. In addition, 79
buildings have been improved/brought back into use this year, again exceeding the
forecast by 44%.
However, in line with Year 3’s performance, progress in land reclamation remains
slower, sitting at 39% behind target for Year 4, with approximately 13 Ha reclaimed
against a forecast of 22 Ha. However, it should be noted that the scheme targets
for the area of land reclaimed and upgraded were actually surpassed in Year 3.
Similarly, the cumulative progress against the scheme targets shown in Figure 1.6
below, illustrates that the scheme target for the number of buildings
improved/brought back into use has almost been achieved.
Figure 1.6
Targets

Regeneration – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

6C(i) - No of Buildings
improved/brought back into use.

190

6B(i) - Area of Land
Improved/reclaimed/ Serviced for
development (Ha)

7

17

5B(ii) - No of commercial buildings
where security is upgraded.

70

0
Cumulative Performance - Yr4
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2.6

Capacity Building

SRB Outputs in this category relate to voluntary organisations supported, local
employee volunteering schemes and capacity building initiatives.
A total of 13 voluntary organisations were supported in Year 4 (225% above target),
although the actual number of local employee volunteering schemes was 42%
behind forecast with only 7 in place. Twelve capacity building schemes have been
undertaken this year, 200% above forecast.
The end of year positions for the number of voluntary organisations supported and
the number of local employee volunteering schemes outputs, have experienced
slight improvement since Year 3. Example case-studies of these local employee
volunteering schemes are provided as Appendix 2.
A more significant improvement in performance has been observed in the number of
capacity building initiatives carried out. Year 3 saw performance against this output
surpass forecast by 67% and in Year 4 this has risen to 200%.
Progress against the overall scheme targets is shown in Figure 1.7 below.
Figure 1.7
Targets

Capacity Building – Cumulative Progress at end of Year 4 against overall Scheme

8F(i) -No of capacity building initiatives
carried out

7

11

8D(i) - No of local employee
volunteering schemes

18

8A(i) - No of voluntary organisations
supported.

6

0
Cumulative Performance - Yr4
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Financial performance of the Programme remains on target with a slight deficit
during Year 4 in some areas (SRB Capital (-17%), SRB Revenue (-1%) and SRB
Spend (-7%)) but notable over-achievement in others such as public spending
(+38%) and private sector leverage (+180%).
Excellent progress has been made in the “Jobs and Business” category with over
1,200 businesses assisted through the Programme in Year 4. In excess of 1,600
permanent jobs have also been created and safeguarded since the beginning of the
Programme. The number of people who have received formal training during
2003/04 through ENWORKS is also ahead of target by some 152%.
Outputs in the environmental performance category have also improved during
2003/04. The majority of output targets in this category have been achieved.
However, the number of waste and water initiatives implemented remains
significantly behind target. The launch of the ENWORKS Resource Efficiency
Programme in summer 2004 is expected to significantly improve performance
against these outputs in the remaining years of the main ENWORKS Programme.
Performance in the Regeneration Category has been excellent with total scheme
targets being surpassed for the majority of these outputs. The only scheme output
not achieved in this category is “Number of Buildings Improved/brought back into
use” (6C(i)), with 10 buildings, or 5% of the total scheme target, remaining before
the target is met.
Performance against targets in the ‘Capacity Building’ category has also been
excellent, with the only output target not achieved being “Number of Local
Employee Volunteering Schemes” (8D(i)). Further work against this output will need
to be undertaken to enable the scheme output to be achieved; although it should be
recognised that persuading companies to set up volunteering schemes is
particularly difficult.
The overall performance of the ENWORKS Programme against original forecasted
outputs continues to be very good. However, attention should be paid to ensuring
the deficits in SRB financial performance are addressed and that the ENWORKS
Resource Efficiency Programme contributes to the number of waste and water
initiatives that are implemented. Performance should continue to be monitored on a
quarterly basis to help ensure that annual targets are achieved. Consideration
should also be given to formally extending the scheme targets in some areas, or
alternatively introducing new targets. If this is not possible for the existing
Programme this option should be included in future programmes with similar
themes.

ENWORKS
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1.

SELECTED CASE-STUDIES DEMONSTRATING ‘SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTIONS IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION’

James Dewhurst - Lancashire
Grant funding (£2,000) provided through the ENWORKS programme allowed James
Dewhurst Ltd to invest in extraction equipment facilitating waste separation and reducing
waste sent to landfill by over 50 tonnes. Machine efficiency has also improved as a result of
this investment and annual savings of £12,000 in energy costs have been predicted. This is
equivalent to a CO2 reduction of around 120 tonnes/year, based upon the energy costs
being solely related to electricity consumption.
Winsford 1-5 GBP
Several schemes have been initiated on the Winsford GBP with the aim of reducing mileage
travelled by companies based on the industrial estate. Of particular note is the installation
of a new post box which is able to take franked mail. This simple initiative has eliminated
the need for businesses on the estate to travel to the nearest post office saving an
estimated 30,000 miles per year; this is equivalent to a CO 2 reduction of around 11
tonnes/year.
Ninemeister - Cheshire
An ENWORKS capital grant of £3,000 helped Ninemeister fund the installation of a new
insulated suspended ceiling in their car repair and servicing workshop in Warrington. The
new ceiling has reduced the volume of dead space in the building that requires heating,
hence reducing energy consumption and costs by a predicted 30%. The installation is also
requires little maintenance and therefore ongoing costs have been minimised, whilst the
savings will continue into the future.
Newgate Kennels - Cheshire
The refurbishment of several buildings at Newgate Kennels has given the company
opportunity to incorporate energy efficient equipment and design into the new buildings.
Wall, floor and roof insulation, combined with the latest storage heaters, have enabled the
company to save in excess of £8,000 per annum in heating costs. This is an equivalent
saving of around 57 tonnes of CO 2 per year.
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2.

SELECTED CASE-STUDIES DEMONSTRATING ‘LOCAL EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERING SCHEMES’
Prosperity Recycling - Lancashire
Prosperity Recycling Ltd won the Award for Business in the Community (for Small and
Middle Size Enterprises (SME’s)) and New Business Start Up at the annual Lancashire BEA
Awards in November 2003.
Prosperity Recycling Ltd was created at the end of 2002 and began manufacturing at their
premises in Charter Street, Accrington in April 2003. The not for profit company,
manufacture products, including street furniture, from waste materials such as wood, plastic
and cardboard. The company provides wide ranging training, life experience and
employment opportunities for local adults with disabilities.
Rolls Royce Plc - Lancashire
Rolls Royce Plc won the Award for Business in the Community in the Larger Company
Category and Wardle Storeys Ltd won the Water Wise Award also in the Larger Company
category at the annual Lancashire BEA Awards in November 2003.
Rolls Royce, won their award for cleaning up an area next to their factory, called Stock
Beck, in Victoria Park, Barnoldswick in September this year. The clean up was organised by
a team of apprentices who visited several local schools to raise the pupils awareness of the
environment and the need to keep the Beck clean, and which the Company will continue to
maintain.
St Peter's School - Portland Basin GBP (Tameside)
Teachers at St Peter's School in Tameside, part of the Portland Basin GBP, co-ordinate and
run an after school 'Eco-club' for pupils at the school. Working alongside the local Delivery
Partner the teachers have received guidance and support on a variety of environmental
issues. A neglected area of a local park, next to the Ashton Canal, has been adopted by the
pupils who have undertaken a series of physical improvements to the landscaping. This has
helped to improve the local environment whilst encouraging both staff and pupils to take an
active interest in the environment that surrounds them.
The club has achieved the 'John Muir Award' for its engagement with the local environment.
Staff from the school have also helped to organise a social event in conjunction with the
Delivery Partner and other stakeholders who helped to involve disaffected young people in
a range of sporting activities.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHOLODGY
1.1

Introduction

A survey of stakeholders and partners with varying involvement with the ENWORKS
Programme, but not responsible for its direct delivery, was undertaken during
November 2004. The purpose of the survey was to provide feedback on the
Programme, the quality of services provided, to ascertain engagement with
companies, to assess relationships between stakeholders and the Programme and
to help determine the future direction for the Programme.
This report summarises the survey findings in Chapter 2, with conclusions and
recommendations provided in Chapter 3.
In some instances the views and opinions expressed in this report concern the
ENWORKS Programme, including both the original SRB6 funded element and also
the separately funded ENWORKS Resource Efficiency Programme. The evaluation
project is primarily concerned with the SRB6 funded element but it was deemed
impracticable to ask stakeholders about only this element or to disaggregate the
responses once they were received. Direct quotes, where it is clear the respondent
is referring the non-SRB6 elements of the Programme have not been included in
this report.
This report should be read in conjunction with the other Evaluation Reports for Year
4 (2003/04):
¿

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis

¿

Annual Management Assessment

¿

Business Needs and Customer Perception Assessment

1.2

Methodology

1.2.1

Consulted Partners

Stakeholders from whom feedback on the ENWORKS Programme was sought
included representatives of other business support organisations, Government
Office for the Northwest, North West Development Agency, Learning and Skills
Council and Envirolink Northwest
The full list of stakeholders who participated fully in the survey is presented in
Appendix 1. A number of stakeholders did not wish to participate in the assessment
and a list of who these stakeholders are has been made available to the ENWORKS
Programme Manager.
1.2.2

Survey Questions

The survey was conducted using a written questionnaire (see Appendix 2), the
content of which was drafted by Enviros with input from the ENWORKS
Management Team.

ENWORKS
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There were four sections to the questionnaire, which covered the following areas of
investigation:
1. Service Provision
2. Marketing and Engagement with Companies
3. Partnerships and Relationships
4. Management and Future Developments

1.2.3

Interview Process

The survey questionnaire was initially distributed by e-mail to the agreed list of
ENWORKS stakeholders. The e-mail explained the purpose of the research, timing,
and giving an overview of the types of questions that were being asked. A mutually
convenient date and time for the interview was then set to discuss answers to the
questionnaire.
Telephone interviews were considered essential to the survey, since they allowed
the research to be conducted in a controlled environment, collecting data in a
standardised way that enables responses to be compared between stakeholders.
The interview process also allowed for interactive discussion on key issues,
enabling us to gather useful feedback and suggestions from the stakeholders. The
interviews were conducted by an experienced researcher who was thoroughly
briefed on the purpose and scope of the study and the ENWORKS Programme
1.2.4

Management of Responses

Full responses were obtained from eighteen stakeholders following the telephone
interviews, with each completed questionnaire comprising a mixture of qualitative
and quantifiable data (e.g. Yes/No/Unsure answers). This type of feedback is
invaluable as the qualitative data helps to supplement the quantifiable data and
provides useful comments and opinions of the ENWORKS Programme.
Of the eighteen completed surveys, two stakeholders responded on behalf of
colleagues with identical answers to themselves. Therefore, to avoid skewing the
data the ‘effective’ number of responses has been treated as sixteen.
A summary of the survey findings have been discussed in the following chapter,
taking each of the four subject areas in turn.
Individual stakeholder responses have not been made available to the ENWORKS
Programme Manager, since a number of the stakeholders wished to remain
anonymous. However, reference numbers (which bear no relation to the order
listed in Appendix 1) have been inserted into the text to facilitate further feedback
from those that did not mind being cited.

ENWORKS
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2.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
2.1

Overview

The following sections provide a summary of the questionnaire responses against
each of the 21 main questions asked in the telephone survey. Quotations have
been provided where considered useful to support the discussion.
In general, the responses from stakeholders and partners were positive recognising
the major achievement of the ENWORKS Programme in providing a more cohesive
service provision across the Northwest. However, there are some areas of concern
and suggestions for improvement, largely focusing on better communication with,
and working with, other business support organisations.

2.2

Service Provision

2.2.1

Do you think the variety of services currently offered is adequate and
appropriate for businesses in the region?

62% of the stakeholders consider the current service offering to be appropriate,
with only 12.5% answering ‘no’ and the remaining 25.5% being unsure. Of the
small percentage of negative comments these included the observation that
(anon)
(18)
services were too basic
and another respondent
commented that services
should be targeted towards company needs and should be more cost effective (by
increasing the use of web-based material, CD-ROMs/DVDs, seminars and
workshops rather than the use of more expensive 1:1 meetings with companies).
2.2.2

What other services do you think should be offered?

Mixed responses were received and there was no common consensus amongst the
stakeholders. Suggestions for additional services included advice on environmental
legislation, environmental management systems (EMS) and environmental policy,
corporate social responsibility and making environment a core business issue.
A small number of stakeholders consider that, rather than increasing the service
provision, the current offering should be targeted at more companies, together with
better signposting to other areas of specialist expertise or to complimentary
projects. The use of Bank Managers and Accountants to promote the ENWORKS
(3)
services was also suggested by one stakeholder .
2.2.3

How would you rate the overall quality of services provided by
ENWORKS and associated delivery partners?

Reflecting the above comments, almost 70% of stakeholders perceived the quality
of service to be ‘good’, with the remainder being split approximately evenly between
‘excellent’ and ‘unsure’. No stakeholders felt that services provided were poor or
very poor.

ENWORKS
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2.3

Marketing and Engagement with Companies

2.3.1

At a strategic level do you think the ENWORKS Programme has been
successfully promoted?

Over half of the stakeholders consider that the Programme has been well promoted,
two stakeholders (12.5%) felt that it had not and the remaining five (31.3%) were
unsure. Of those who felt that the Programme had been well promoted, marketing
materials were complimented, as was the level of lobbying and involvement at the
(14)
strategic level in the Region. One respondent
said that ENWORKS had become
a ‘very well known brand’ across the Northwest (although they stated that they were
not totally convinced that it was fully engaged with all the business support
organisations in the Region).
A number of negative comments were received and these were predominantly from
(4, 11, 13 & 15)
representatives from other business support organisations
who felt that
they were insufficiently informed of the ENWORKS Programme and its aims. One
(18)
stakeholder
raised an interesting point related to the issue of overlapping and
duplicate services stating that ‘there is a role for NWDA, Business Skills NW and
the Business Links in eliminating duplication of service provision by publicly funded
schemes’.
2.3.2

What changes/improvements can you suggest to promote ENWORKS at
a strategic level?

The most common improvement theme, suggested by about half of the
stakeholders, was that there should be better interaction with the business support
community to better co-ordinate support services and keep each other informed of
activities and programmes. One stakeholder believed this would assist with ‘a
better understanding at a diagnostic level about environmental issues in the
(9)
(4)
business community’ . Another stakeholder felt that a simple early step would
be to distribute an up to date list of ENWORKS contact names and the services that
can be offered as part of the Programme.
(11)

Another stakeholder
stated that ‘ENWORKS needs to focus on its core
environmental remit and avoid engaging in projects on the limits of its role, such as
Health & Safety, which often duplicate other services in the market’.
The need for greater private sector involvement and buy-in was also raised by two
(7 & 8)
stakeholders
who stated that ‘ENWORKS needs to be at the centre of
a
strategic decisions if larger companies are to be attracted to the Programme’.

a

It should be noted that the ENWORKS was established to assist businesses in the SME sector rather than larger
organisations and hence this comment is not wholly appropriate. However, it does demonstrate that some stakeholders
are not fully aware of the Programme and its aims.
ENWORKS
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2.3.3

At a business level, what are your general opinions regarding
marketing and promotion and what can be done to improve engagement
with companies across the region?

Approximately half of the stakeholders commented that, although they liked
ENWORKS marketing material and thought it was professional, they thought that a
large number of potential clients were still largely unaware of the Programme. The
majority of stakeholders who commented on this felt that better links with, and
signposting to, other business support organisations and better marketing to endusers would improve this situation. A number of stakeholder comments are given
below:
¿

One stakeholder

(11)

felt that marketing should be aimed at two levels:

-

To other business support organisations

-

To end users of services (being careful to avoid causing market confusion,
applying consistent but discrete branding with partners).
(7 & 8)

¿

Two other stakeholders
believed that marketing to businesses could be
improved through more pro-active and innovative means ‘…something like
advertising on local buses would be a good start’.

¿

One stakeholder
suggested that the targeting of resources would be better
focussed on ‘the 15-20% of businesses who will implement advice and achieve
growth…..trying to service companies who are unwilling to make change is
b
probably a waste of resources’.

2.3.4

(18)

Do you feel that the services offered by the Delivery Partners are
marketed as effectively as they could be and what suggestions do you
have to improve marketing?

Eight (50%) of the stakeholders said that services are marketed effectively.
However, seven stakeholders (44%) were unsure as they had little direct
(11)
experience or knowledge of the materials. Only one stakeholder
said that the
services were not marketed well and felt that ENWORKS should facilitate a more
consistent approach by Delivery Partners.
2.3.5

Do you think the Delivery Partners consider a company’s particular
needs when targeting services, or do you think that other issues may
have an impact?

The view of the majority of stakeholders (75%) was that company needs are taken
into account when targeting services, but 10 (62.5%) of the stakeholders felt that
‘other issues’ sometimes take priority.
Of the ten stakeholders who felt that ‘other issues’ took priority, most thought that
programme delivery needs were often the likely cause. However, a number of
(anon, 7, 8 & 9)
stakeholders
recognised that there needs to be some measure of
success built into the Programme.

b

This approach is very difficult to achieve as the reasons for engaging with ENWORKS vary from organisation to
organisation and it is only once working with a company that levels of ‘commitment’ can be assessed
ENWORKS
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(10 & 15)

However, two stakeholders expressed concern was
that meeting Programme
targets could be a dominant factor for Delivery Partners, since the targets are
linked to the survival of their organisations and may mean that services provided
are not always what the company needs.
No stakeholders thought that company needs were not taken into account and 25%
were unsure.
(anon)

One stakeholder raised concern
about the level of skills provided to
companies and their ability to create the cultural change needed to promote
environmental improvement and lasting impact.
2.3.6

Do you think that there is variability in this issue (consideration of
company needs) across the region?

Responses from stakeholders varied significantly to this question with a slight
majority (44%) believing that there is regional variability, 37.5% being unsure and
just under 20% believing that there is no variability. Taking into account previous
comments on better co-ordination within the business support community, one
(11)
interesting comment from one stakeholder
was that ‘not all partner
organisations, in particular Groundworks, fully exploit the opportunity to work with
c
Business Link and provide a more joined up service’.
2.3.7

Do you think that your organisation could assist Delivery Partners
further with recruiting companies to their BEAs and GBPs? How could
this be achieved?

The majority of stakeholders, over 60%, believed that they could assist further,
whilst around 20% did not and a further 20% were unsure whether they could or
couldn’t. Stakeholders provided a variety of ideas for assistance and improvement
including:
¿

Closer working with the Business Links, helping one another to promote
(1, 14, 15 & 16)
services
;

¿

Help with engaging other agencies such as Bank Managers, the Small Business
(3)
Service, Asian Business Federation, etc ;

¿

Improve links with cluster organisations who could possibly share information
(4)
on their own databases and act as marketing agents for ENWORKS ;

¿

Development of personal working relationships between Personal Business
(12)
Advisors (Business Link Advisors) and BEA advisors
;

2.3.8

Do you think adopting a sector-specific/cluster approach (in line with
NWDA) would improve engagement?

Half of the stakeholders (50%) thought that this was a good idea, whilst 37.5% were
unsure and two (12.5%) thought that it was not.

c

This comment should not be viewed in isolation but considered as part of the whole Evaluation Project. The comment
supports findings made in the Management Assessment report but is relatively minor when considering the overall
relationships between the ENWORKS Delivery Partners and other Business Support Organisations.
ENWORKS
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Whilst many agreed that there were merits in getting companies with similar
concerns/issues to work together, several stakeholders thought that companies may
be reluctant to share ideas or problems with their competitors. Another stakeholder
raised an interesting point; ‘clusters are a good idea if there is a genuine
opportunity for clustering, but there needs to be careful consideration first to target
these at the most beneficial sectors (e.g. those with the largest carbon footprint?)’.
(9)

One stakeholder
felt that clusters are a very good recruitment mechanism
(14)
because; ‘more companies can be targeted in one ‘hit’’. Another stakeholder
felt that independent ‘Sector Champions’ for the Northwest would be a good idea,
helping to unite business support with sector-related issues.
However, two other stakeholders noted limitations to the usefulness of clusters.
(anon)
One stakeholder
being of the opinion that ‘the environmental problems
experienced in some sectors (e.g. chemicals) may be beyond the level of service
that Delivery Partners can currently offer’.
(13)

Whilst a further limitation put forward by another stakeholder
was ‘this approach
requires advisors to be very knowledgeable about the sector and the current remit
of the ENWORKS Delivery Partners and Advisors may restrict this approach. To be
successful, Delivery Partner advisors would probably need to work alongside a
sector specialist’.
2.3.9

Could regulatory bodies such as the Environment Agency provide
greater support in terms of marketing/promotion?

Stakeholders were split about whether regulatory bodies could (50%) and could not
(43.8%) provide more promotional support.
Many stakeholders thought that the Environment Agency was already doing a good
job, although there was the comment that they tend to concentrate on the larger
(3)
companies. However, another stakeholder
thought that the Agency could readily
issue ENWORKS marketing materials with their other company correspondence, as
well as ensuring that their environmental protection officers are fully briefed on the
ENWORKS Programme and how it can help companies.

2.4

Partnerships and Relationships

2.4.1

As a key stakeholder how would you describe your relationship with
the ENWORKS Programme?

Three-quarter of the stakeholders believe that they have a positive relationship with
the ENWORKS Programme, with the remaining four stakeholders saying that their
relationship with the Programme needed improvement. Two of these four
stakeholders represented organisations from the education, skills and training
sector and whilst they felt relationships could be improved all of the four
stakeholders also recognised the progress that has been made in recent years.

ENWORKS
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2.4.2

What suggestions do you have to further develop your relationships?

A key theme suggested by a many stakeholders is the need for better
communication to get the various business support parties/organisations working
better together. This was suggested by many stakeholders both with positive
relationships with the Programme, and those who felt relationships could be
improved. A number of initiatives and mechanisms were suggested including; Joint
(9)
working initiatives, the sharing of databases between Programmes
and cluster
(10 & 18)
development
. The use of a ‘partner organisation consultation panel’ in
13)
addition to the ENWORKS Board was also a suggested by one stakeholder ( .
The hard work of the ENWORKS management team has been cited by a number of
(3, 6 & anon)
(3)
stakeholders
, but one stakeholder
also commented that ‘more time
needs to be set aside to discuss forward planning and enhancing stakeholder
relationships’.
2.4.3

Do you think the links between ENWORKS and other regional
Programmes are strong enough, and if not what would you like to see
happen to strengthen these links?

The vast majority of stakeholders believed that links were strong between
ENWORKS and other regional programmes. However, it was acknowledged by
many that these links could be improved further via better communications,
involvement in specific partner projects, better signposting to other organisation’s
services and perhaps through better integration with the NWDA’s Cluster
Programme.

2.5

Management and Future Developments

2.5.1

At a central level do you think the Programme is being effectively
managed?

Over two-thirds of the stakeholders felt that the ENWORKS Programme was being
effectively managed at a central level with the remaining stakeholders being
unsure. None of the stakeholders felt that it is being poorly managed. A significant
number of stakeholders acknowledged the hard work of the management team and
their high level of enthusiasm for, and awareness of the Programme requirements,
outputs and outcomes.
2.5.2

If applicable, do you think the Programme is being effectively managed
at a local level?

Stakeholders responded similarly when asked about Programme delivery at a local
(Delivery Partner) level with over two-thirds believing it is effectively managed, with
the remaining, 31%, being unsure. No stakeholders felt that the Programme is
being poorly managed at a local level. However two stakeholders went on to
comment that, at the individual business advisor level, they had some concerns that
(anon)
some staff were largely unaware of the Programme’s aims
and that some
(9)
pockets of poor service remain .

ENWORKS
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2.5.3

ENWORKS has been running for over 3 years. Has it achieved what you
would have hoped it would have done at this stage in its lifetime?

When asked about the achievements of ENWORKS over half (56%) of the
stakeholders are unsure as to whether the Programme is on track. This uncertainty
d
arising from a lack of detailed knowledge of the Programme and its outputs. The
remaining stakeholders felt that the Programme had achieved what they would have
hoped it would have done at this stage.
2.5.4

What do you think has been ENWORKS’ greatest success/achievement
to date and why?

Whilst not all stakeholders responded to this question a significant proportion did
and a general consensus of opinion was evident with stakeholders believing that
the biggest achievement of the Programme has been the creation of a coherent and
improved standard of service across the Northwest.
(12)

For example one stakeholder
wrote; ‘ENWORKS has enabled the delivery of
environmental support services to SMEs across the whole of Cheshire and
Warrington; replacing what was previously a disjointed and patchy delivery service’.
(9)

Whilst another
stated; ‘ENWORKS has successfully raised the level and standard
of advice that is on offer across the region’.
Other individual stakeholder comments referring to specific elements of the
(2)
Programme included; the delivery of good training courses/programmes
and the
(3)
expansion of the Green Business Parks concept .
(1 & 14)

Two stakeholders
also acknowledged the development of a brand which is
recognised regionally, supported by a coherent approach to business support
across the region.
2.5.5

What areas/aspects of ENWORKS would you like to see improved in the
future?

Stakeholders suggested a variety of areas/aspects for improvement many of which
are similar or overlap. For clarity these have been grouped into broader categories
e
as summarised below :

d
e

¿

Better co-ordination with and promotion of ENWORKS through other support
organisations, especially Business Link;

¿

Improved targeting of companies that need help (e.g. large energy consumers
and those that fall between SMEs and larger organisations);

¿

Improving the dissemination of the lessons learnt to other business support
organisations;

¿

More work on derelict sites; and

¿

Greater levels of private sector involvement and funding.

It is intended that feedback and information about the Programme, and its performance, can be shared with
stakeholders through reports such as this which will be made available on the ENWORKS website
When considering these recommendations for improvement the reader should bear in mind that these are based on the
opinions of individual stakeholders which may be influenced by other factors outside the control of the ENWORKS
Programme.
ENWORKS
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(anon)

However, one stakeholder
is not happy with the current level of delivery and
feels that ENWORKS should have been established differently, ‘The level of service
should have been fixed at the start and then consideration should have been given
to who could deliver this - at present all we are doing is propping up existing
support mechanisms/organisations’.
2.5.6

ENWORKS is currently funded until 2007. How would you like to see it
evolve, both at a strategic and local level?

The range of responses from stakeholders varied considerably, and as with the
previous questions the comments have been summarised into broader categories
as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1

The ongoing evolvement of ENWORKS - Stakeholders’ suggestions (November
2004)

At a Strategic Level
Raising the profile of ENWORKS with stakeholders and clarifying the role of stakeholders
within the Programme;
(4)

ENWORKS should be aiming to sustain itself without funding
– ultimately companies
should be paying the full cost of the services received ‘that is the true test of how
successful a Programme has been’;
Improved market focus, with pro-active development of new services to meet future
company needs;
Raising the profile of ENWORKS with Chief Executives/Directors of companies;
Expand and improve services, moving forwards from delivering good or best practice,
towards ‘advanced practice in terms of design and delivery of services to companies in the
(anon
region’
);
Increase the innovative use of ICT;
Become less rigidly tied to the Groundwork Trust organisations;
Develop improved measures to assess the performance of both the companies receiving
assistance and well as the Delivery Partners (learning from practices overseas, such as
(18)
business support in Queensland, Australia
.
At a local level
Delivery Partners should try not to deliver too wide a range of services, they should decide
what they are best at and concentrate on these areas;
Provide a more detailed individualised approach to support, with ‘less focus on the
(4)
‘numbers game’ and more on the real impacts for the companies concerned’ ;
More flexibility with budgets to variable services between parts of the Northwest;
Improve integration with local business support organisations; and
Deliver more services on a paid-for basis.

ENWORKS
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1

Conclusions

3.1.1

Service Provision

The vast majority of stakeholders are happy with the current variety of service
offering and its quality. However, a number of specific concerns have been raised
by a small minority of stakeholders which are discussed earlier in the report.
Stakeholders have suggested that future service offerings include environmental
legislation, Environmental Management Systems (EMS), environmental policy
development, corporate social responsibility and ‘making the environment a core
business issue’.
3.1.2

Marketing and Engagement with Companies

At a strategic level, most stakeholders consider that ENWORKS marketing has
been effective, although the issue of overlapping services with other Business
Support organisations still remains an area of concern to some stakeholders.
Stakeholders would like to see better interaction and communication between
ENWORKS and the Northwest business support community to keep one another
better informed (and, ultimately, to reach a wider target audience).
At a local level, there is seen to be a need for better marketing to end-users as well
as better signposting of companies to other environmental and business services to
enhance engagement.
Most stakeholders feel that, whilst company needs are taken into account other
issues (such as output targets) sometimes take priority. A small proportion of
stakeholders believe that this leads to the delivery of services which may not
always be in the best interests of the company concerned.
Stakeholders feel that they are in a position to assist Delivery Partners more than
they are asked to do so at present. Closer working and interaction with Business
Link was the most frequently suggested type of assistance that should be pursued.
The support for sector specific clusters is mixed, with some stakeholders believing
that these would be appropriate for some sectors where there is a genuine
opportunity to work together to address common environmental issues. However,
two stakeholders put forward arguments highlighting limitations of the cluster
approach including; companies may be reluctant to share problems with
competitors and that environmental problems experienced in specific sectors (e.g.
chemicals) are beyond the current level of service offered by Delivery Partners.
3.1.3

Partnerships and Relationships

Over three-quarters of the stakeholders questioned felt that they had a positive
relationship with the ENWORKS Programme. The remaining stakeholders
recognised that relationships could be improved and many suggested mechanisms
to bring this about.
Suggested improvements for stakeholder relationships, and links with other
programmes, included better communications; sharing of databases; better
signposting between programmes and integration with other programmes.

ENWORKS
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3.1.4

Management and Future Developments

Over two-thirds of the stakeholders believe that the Programme is being effectively
managed at a central level and none thought the programme is being poorly
managed. A significant number of stakeholders acknowledged the hard work of the
management team and their high level of enthusiasm for, and awareness of the
Programme requirements, outputs and outcomes.
A similar proportion of stakeholders believe that the Programme is effectively
managed at a local level with the remaining, 31%, being unsure. No stakeholders
felt that the Programme is being poorly managed at a local level. However two
stakeholders went on to comment that, at the individual business advisor level, they
had some concerns that some business advisors are largely unaware of the
(anon)
(9)
Programme’s aims
and that some pockets of poor service remain .
There is a lack of detailed knowledge about ENWORKS and its targets amongst
stakeholders. However, most stakeholders are aware of the general aims and
objectives of the Programme.
Comments about the achievements of ENWORKS varied between stakeholders.
However, a general consensus of opinion was evident with many stakeholders
believing that the biggest achievement of the Programme has been the creation of a
coherent and improved standard of service across the Northwest.
The most popular suggestion for future Programme improvement is in enhanced coordination with, and promotion through, other business support organisations,
especially Business Link.
At a strategic level, stakeholders would like to see ENWORKS raising its profile
with their organisations, improving its market and service focus, and aiming to be
self-sustaining with time. At a local level, stakeholders would like to see the
Delivery Partners concentrate on the services they are best suited to deliver, work
more closely with local business support organisations and deliver more services
that are charged for.

3.2

Recommendations

All the above conclusions should be considered for feasibility of action within the
scope and resources of the ENWORKS Programme.
The strongest themes arising from this survey which need to be considered by the
Programme are as follows:
¿

Raise the profile of ENWORKS within the stakeholder organisations to get a
higher level of buy-in and support at both strategic and local level. Including
considering the development of a ‘partner organisation consultation panel’.

¿

Consider more interaction between ENWORKS and the wider business support
community to keep one another informed of services, to promote joint working
and promotions, to share contacts and to provide better signposting of
companies to services across the Northwest.

¿

Examine mechanisms for closer working with the Business Links across the
Northwest as a key area where Delivery Partners can be assisted in meeting
Programme targets.

ENWORKS
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¿

Examine new ways of marketing to end-users. Suggestions included in this
survey are summarised in sections 2.3.3, 2.3.7 and 2.5.5.

¿

Undertake a feasibility study to ascertain the usefulness of a sector cluster
approach within parts of the Programme. The study would need to examine the
sectors represented, their environmental needs, services which are currently
being provided within other cluster-related projects, the services which Delivery
Partners are able to offer and the mechanisms for facilitating this approach.

¿

Examine mechanisms for helping Delivery Partners assess the suitability of
services they offer to companies to ensure company needs remain the main
driver for the targeting of services.

ENWORKS
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APPENDICES
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1.

PARTNERS CONSULTED IN THE STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
Stakeholder Responses

ENWORKS

Organisation

Name

Business Link Cheshire & Warrington

Les Kipping for Sandra Brusby

Business Link East Lancashire

Phil Burgess

Business Link North Manchester

Chris Greenhalgh for Mike Ashton

Business Link West Lancashire

Clive Memmot

Chamber Business Enterprise (CBE) (Manchester)

Chris Greenhalgh for Mike Ashton

Envirolink Northwest

Jackie Seddon

Federation of Small Businesses

Charles McKeown

Greater Merseyside Enterprise (GME)

Peter Morton

Government Office North West (GONW) Environment

Peter Wilson

Government Office North West (GONW) Sustainable Development

Neil Cumberlidge

Learning and Skills Council (LSC) - Greater
Manchester Sector Development Team

Alan Pemberton

Learning and Skills Council (LSC) - Lancashire
(ED)

Steve Palmer

North West Development Agency (NWDA) Energy

Joe Flanaghan

North West Development Agency (NWDA) Environmental Technology Cluster

Bill Greenhalgh

North West Development Agency (NWDA) Sustainable Development

Mark Atherton

North West Regional Assembly (NWRA)

Tim Hill

North West Universities Association (NWUA)

Celia Brigg for Keith Burnley

Sustainability North West (SNW)

Erik Bichard
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2.

STAKEHOLDER SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

ENWORKS

ENWORKS - Stakeholder Telephone Survey (November 2004)

Section 1 - Service Provision
A variety of services are offered by the various ENWORKS delivery partners including,
initial site audits, training workshops/seminars and dissemination of environmental
information through bulletins and such like.
1.1

Do you think that the variety of services currently offered is adequate and
appropriate for businesses in the region?
Yes

Comments -

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

1.2

What other services do you think could or should be offered?

1.3

How would you rate the overall quality of services provided by ENWORKS and
associated Delivery Partners?
Excellent

Good

Unsure/Not
aware of
services

Poor

Very Poor

Section 2 - ENWORKS Marketing and Engagement with Companies
The ENWORKS Programme has been running for a number of years now and we are
interested in your opinions on how the programme is promoted and marketed at a
strategic level and also at a company level (in other words how ENWORKS is marketed to
businesses in the Region).
2.1

At a strategic level do you think the ENWORKS Programme has been successfully
promoted?
Yes

Comments –

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

2.2

What changes/improvements can you suggest to promote ENWORKS a strategic
level

2.3

At a business level what are your general opinions regarding marketing and
promotion, and what can be done to improve engagement with companies across
the region?

2.4

Do you feel that the services offered by the Delivery Partners are marketed as
effectively as they could be and what suggestions do you have to improve
marketing?

2.5

Yes

Improvements -

No

Improvements -

Unsure

Improvements –

In general do you think that Delivery Partners consider a company’s particular
needs when targeting services, or do you think that other issues may have an
impact, for example Delivery Partners may have greater concern with achieving
their SRB target outputs (i.e. jobs created, businesses advised etc..)?
Yes, the needs of
companies are always
considered first by the
Delivery Partners

Comments -

Companies needs are
considered but other
issues sometimes take
priority

Comments –

Delivery Partners don’t
seem to take the needs
of companies into
account.

Comments -

I am unsure about this
issue / No comment

Comments -

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

Do you think that there is variability in this issue (consideration of company needs)
across the Region?
Yes

Comments -

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

Do you think that your organisation could assist Delivery Partners further with
recruiting companies to their BEAs and GBPs. If so how could this be achieved?
Yes

Comments –

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

Do you think adopting a sector-specific/cluster approach in line the NWDA approach
would improve engagement?
Yes

Comments –

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

Could regulatory bodies such as the Environment Agency provide greater support in
terms of marketing/promotion i.e. through awareness raising etc…
Yes

Comments -

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

Section 3 - Partnerships and Relationships
A core aim of the ENWORKS Programme is to develop an environmental advice support
service which through a co-ordinated regional approach that avoids duplication of effort
and maximises impact. To achieve this aim it is obliviously crucial that Delivery Partners,
funders and other key stakeholders in the Region work together and foster partnerships
amongst one another.
3.1

As a key stakeholder how would you describe your relationship with the ENWORKS
Programme
We have a positive
relationship with
ENWORKS
Our relationship with
the ENWORKS
Programme needs
improvement

3.2

What suggestions do you have to further develop your relationships?

3.3

Do you think the links between ENWORKS and other regional programmes
(perhaps your own) are strong enough, and if not what would you like to see happen
to strengthen these links.

Section 4 - Management and Future Developments
ENWORKS is a high profile and large-scale Programme which requires a high degree of
management if it is to successfully achieve its objectives. We are interested to ascertain
your opinions about how you feel the programme is currently being managed at both a
central and local level (if you have dealings with local Delivery Partners).
4.1

At a central level do you think the programme is being effectively managed?
Yes

Comments –

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

4.2

4.3

If applicable, do you think the programme is being effectively managed at a local
level?
Yes

Comments -

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

ENWORKS has been running for over 3 years now, has it achieved what you would
have hoped it would have done at this stage in its lifetime.
Yes

Comments -

No

Comments -

Unsure

Comments -

4.4

What do you think has been ENWORKS greatest success/achievement to date and
why?

4.5

What areas/aspects of ENWORKS would you like to see improved in the future?

4.7

ENWORKS is currently funded until 2007. Looking forward how would you like to
see it evolve, both a strategic (top) level and a local level (i.e. services offered to
companies etc..)
Strategic Level -

4.8

Local Level -
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
1.1

Introduction

A business needs and customer perception survey was conducted by Enviros in
October 2004 as part of the ENWORKS Evaluation Project. The aim of the survey
was to identify the business support needs of BEA/GBP member businesses and
their perceptions of the services they have received via the Programme. This report
summarises the survey findings (Chapter 2) and conclusions and recommendations
are provided in Chapter 3.
This report should be read in conjunction with the other Evaluation Reports for Year
4 (2003/04):
¡

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis

¡

Annual Management Assessment

¡

ENWORKS Stakeholder Assessment

1.2

Methodology

The survey was conducted using a written questionnaire which was distributed by
e-mail. The questionnaire, a copy of which is included in Appendix 1, examines
business needs, the perceived quality of service, and the drivers for using
ENWORKS’ services. This survey method was chosen for a number of reason
including; the size of the sample (approximately 800 companies), time availability,
likely response rates and cost.
1.2.1

Survey Sample

The aim of the survey was to ascertain business needs and perceptions of the
services provided through the ENWORKS Programme. Therefore, only businesses
which had received services from any of the ENWORKS Delivery Partners since the
start of the Programme were included. Of this set only those with e-mail addresses,
taken from the ENWORKS database, were contacted. In total 800 questionnaires
were issued by e-mail, to businesses located across the entire ENWORKS region.
Businesses were given three weeks to return the questionnaire either electronically
or by post. After two weeks a reminder e-mail was sent to all original recipients.
1.2.2

Responses

Of the 800 questionnaires sent out, 170 failed to reach the intended recipients due
to an incorrect, or expired, e-mail address. Therefore, 630 companies received the
questionnaire.
A total of 17 completed questionnaires were returned at the end of the survey
period, this represents a return rate of 2.7%.
Two-thirds of the businesses who responded were from the manufacturing sector
with the remaining businesses being service/tertiary organisations.
Responses were received from the businesses in the following ENWORKS Subregions; Cheshire, Lancashire, North Manchester and Manchester. No responses
were received from businesses in the Cumbria and Merseyside sub-regions.

ENWORKS
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2.

SUMMARY OF BUSINESS NEEDS AND CUSTOMER PERCEPTION
ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
2.1

Section 1 - Services Received

Businesses were asked to comment on the services they had received through the
ENWORKS programme. A variety of questions were asked regarding how they
found out about the services, which services they had received and how they rated
the services. The following section of this report examines the responses to these
questions.
2.1.1

How did you find out about the services provided by your local
Environmental Business Service?

The most popular method for finding out about ENWORKS services was via Press
Releases, Flyers and Leaflets which was selected by 47% of the companies. Those
respondents who selected ‘other’ contributed the second highest proportion at 29%
Other known responses (e.g. Internet Search, Word of Mouth etc.) were roughly
equal at around 12%. These included referrals from Business Link and also Local
Authorities. Some respondents selected more than one option, but those selecting
‘Press Releases, Flyers and Leaflets’, chose only one.
Figure 2.1

How did you find out about the services offered?
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2.1.2

Which Services have you received through your local Environmental
Business Service?

The uptake of both Initial Visits and Bulletins/Newsletters was over 85%, with
Search & Send also being extremely popular with over 70% of the respondents.
The least used service was Energy Advice/Training, with less than 30% of

ENWORKS
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respondents receiving advice in this area. However, all those businesses that had
received energy advice/training also received advice on water management and
had used the waste brokerage services. This suggests that businesses receive
broad advice on ‘resource efficiency’ rather than on a single element and this is a
positive finding.
Over 60% of businesses reported that they had received more than five different
services. Only two businesses (12%) had only received one service.
Figure 2.2

Which services have you received?
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2.1.3

What were the main reasons for using these services?

Legislative compliance was cited by all businesses (100%) as a main reason for
using the services of the ENWORKS Delivery Partners. Over three-quarters (75%)
used the service to improve their environmental performance and 65% wanted to
reduce the risk of unforeseen incidents. From these responses it can be concluded
that risk management is most important to businesses. Interestingly, direct fiscal
incentives (i.e. cost savings, increased productivity and profits) were amongst the
least popular reasons for using the services. This is likely to be because the
environment, and environmental issues, are seen by many organisations as a
financial cost rather than as an area where financial savings can be made.
In addition, few businesses used the services as a means of improving links with
the community or to assist in recruitment and training.
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Figure 2.4
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What are the main reasons for using these services?
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Responses to the first section of this question were grouped into three categories;
Health & Safety, Resource Efficiency and Environmental Management. The most
responses were received in the Environmental Management category and the least
in Health & Safety. This supports the findings to the earlier question relating to the
reasons for using ENWORKS; where legislative compliance, improvement of
environmental performance and reduced risk of unseen incidents were all high on
the list of reasons.
Environmental Awareness training received the most responses, with 12 of the 17
(70%) respondents having attended this type of training. Training related to
developing an environmental policy and waste minimisation were also popular
responses. The least number of responses (3) were received for Manual Handling
training and training related to reducing water and waste disposal costs.
Respondents were also asked to rate the quality of the training against the
following scale.
1

2

3

4

Poor

Adequate

Good

Excellent

Very positive responses were received with 57% scoring it as a 3 (good) and 43%
scoring it as excellent.
A number of positive comments were also received supporting the findings above,
but a couple of issues were also raised in relation to the frequency of the courses
and that more support should be provided to help business comply with legislation.

2.2

Section 2 - Opinion of Services

The following elements were assessed and the findings are presented in the section
below;
¡

Professionalism

¡

Practicality of Advice

¡

Quality of written reports/training materials

¡

Overall Rating

Businesses were asked to rate the quality of the services they had received on the
following 1-4 scale.
1

2

3

4

Poor

Adequate

Good

Excellent

Unfortunately only 16 complete responses were received in this section of the
questionnaire.
2.2.1

Professionalism

All responses were positive (i.e. Good or Excellent) with 62% believing levels of
professionalism to be excellent and the remaining 38% deeming it as good.
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2.2.2

Practicality of Advice

Fifty percent of respondents felt that the practicality of the advice they had received
was excellent and 44% believed it to be good. Only one respondent (6%) felt that
the advice was adequate. Practicality of advice is obviously very important,
particularly in the SME sector where in-house resources to deal with environmental
matters are often scarce. 50% of the respondents described the practicality of
advice as excellent and over 40% as good, with only one company describing it as
negative, but not poor.
2.2.3

Quality of Written Reports/Training Materials

The results for this element are also very good, with 62% of respondents describing
the quality of written materials as good, and the remaining 38% as excellent. A high
level of quality in relation to written material is required to ensure that businesses
regard environmental consultancy services as professional in a similar way to other
professional services such as accountancy or legal services.
2.2.4

Overall Rating

Businesses gave a very positive overall rating, with 62% of respondents giving a
‘good’ rating, and the remaining 38% as ‘excellent’. These responses are very
positive and provide evidence that businesses are supportive and appreciative of
the services they receive through the ENWORKS Delivery Partners.
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Figure 2.5

Opinion of ENWORKS Services

Professionalism
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38%
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38%
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Overall Rating

38%

62%
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2.2.5

The 3 top benefits of working with your local Environmental Business
Services Team

Businesses were asked to select the top three benefits of working with the
ENWORKS Delivery Partners and Figure 2.6 shows the range of responses.
Figure 2.6

Top 3 Benefits of working with ENWORKS
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Increased legislative compliance (selected 15 times) is regarded as the greatest
benefit of working with the ENWORKS Delivery Partners, with an increased level of
legislative understanding coming a close second (selected 14 times). Indeed, only
two of the sixteen respondents (12.5%) did not select both these benefits.
Therefore, these two benefits are regarded well ahead of the other benefits listed;
with the third greatest benefit, ‘ability to anticipate problems in advance’, only being
selected 6 times.
The least beneficial elements include ‘Increased Productivity’, ‘The ability to use up
to date and easy to access services’ and ‘Reduced running costs’. These findings
support the evidence presented in Section 2.1.3, where legislative compliance was
given by all respondents as the main reason for using the ENWORKS services.

2.3

Section 3 - Future Service Requirements

Businesses were asked about what services would benefit them in the future. A
wide selection of services was listed, including both environmental and health &
safety orientated offerings.
However, only ten of the seventeen businesses completed this section of the
questionnaire. Therefore, it is difficult to determine valid conclusions from this small
dataset.
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2.3.1

My Company would benefit from receiving services in the following
areas:

Services related to Health & Safety at Work was the most popular choice, being
selected five times and ‘Reducing Energy Bills’ was the second most popular future
service. Interestingly, three of the ten businesses who have already received some
Health & Safety advice selected Health & Safety at Work as a beneficial future
service.
Risk assessment, Environmental Management Systems (EMS) and Resource
Efficiency/Waste Awareness were also selected multiple times. The least beneficial
service was ‘Developing an Environmental Policy’ with only one business selecting
this option.
Figure 2.7

Future services of interest to Businesses
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1

Introduction

The Business Needs and Customer Perception Survey was returned by seventeen
businesses from across the region. This represents a response rate of 2.7%, and
whilst the dataset is small the information does provide some useful information.
However, all the findings presented in the report need to be taken in context.
Firstly, it must be remembered that all respondents had received business support
services in the past and therefore the services they wish to receive in the future will
be different from those businesses who have received no support through
ENWORKS. Secondly, the sample size is such that whilst it provides a good
overview it does not allow the findings to be extrapolated with any strong degree of
confidence.

3.2

Conclusions

3.2.1

Section 1 - Services Received

Press releases, flyers and leaflets were cited by the majority of respondents as the
mechanism by which they had found out about the services offered by the
ENWORKS Delivery Partners.
The most popular services (i.e. those received by the largest proportion of
respondents) were the Initial Visits and Bulletins/Newsletter, with 85% of
respondents having accessed these services. In excess of 60% of the respondents
had received five or more different services over the past two years. Only two
businesses had only accessed a single service.
The principal reason for using the services was to improve legislative compliance,
with all respondents citing this as a reason for using the services. Over threequarters of the respondents also wanted to improve their environmental
performance. Direct fiscal measures such as; identifying cost savings, increasing
productivity and profit were among the least popular reasons for using the
ENWORKS services.
‘Environmental Management’ training was the most popular type of training
provided by the ENWORKS Delivery Partners, with 70% of the respondents having
attended a course in this category. Few of the respondents has attended training
related to reducing waste disposal and water consumption costs.
All respondents gave positive feedback about the training courses they had
attended, with 57% and 43% of respondents stating that was good or excellent
respectively.
3.2.2

Section 2 - Opinion of Services

Positive feedback on all aspects of the services provided by the ENWORKS
Delivery Partners was received. Levels of professionalism, the practicality of advice
given and the quality of written reports/materials was assessed and in almost all
instances was deemed to be good or excellent. In terms of an overall rating; 62%
rated the services as good and 38% as excellent.
Businesses were also asked to select the top three benefits of working with
ENWORKS and two clear benefits were highlighted by the responses that were
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received. These were ‘Increased legislative compliance’ and ‘Increased legislative
understanding’. The least beneficial aspects included ‘Increased Productivity’, ‘The
ability to use up to date and easy to access services’ and ‘Reduced running costs’.
These findings support the evidence presented in Section 2.1.3, where legislative
compliance was given by all respondents as the main reason for using the
ENWORKS services.
3.2.3

Section 3 - Future Services

Health & Safety services were selected by the majority of respondents as the
services that would be of the greatest benefit in the future. In addition, services that
have a direct financial benefit (i.e. reducing energy costs) and other similar
services (e.g. resource efficiency services) were also popular.
Considering the type of services that have been received this would appear logical.
In the first instance businesses are concerned with achieving legislative compliance
and once this has been attained, or is being managed, then attention can be
focussed on other issues primarily reducing costs and hence increasing profitability.

3.3

Recommendations

Whilst the sample size of this survey is small, the findings still provide useful
guidance as to the type of services that businesses value and that they would like
to receive in the future.
¡

The use of flyers, leaflets and other printed materials to promote services
should be continued as a key mechanism for reaching target companies.

¡

Current services need to have a strong focus on legislative compliance issues,
environmental performance and risk reduction via initial visits, as well as regular
newsletters.

¡

The current, well received, approach to training should be maintained, with
training programmes continuing to focus on waste minimisation and on
environmental management (including environmental awareness, environmental
policy and environmental management systems).

¡

Apparently less popular courses (such as ‘Reducing Waste Disposal Costs’ and
‘Reducing Water Consumption Costs’) should be reviewed with a view to
possible replacement or re-packaging to come within the remit of some of the
more popular subject areas (e.g. included as part of the resource efficiency
training).

¡

Future service offerings should consider including advice in the areas of:
‘Reducing Energy Bills’ and ‘Health & Safety’. However, more research may be
required to ascertain the exact nature of the service needs. This could be
facilitated through Business Advisors conducting close-out meetings with
companies and asking about what future services they require. Such a meeting
would also provide an opportunity to gather feedback on the opinion of the
services they have received.

¡

Whilst ‘Increased Productivity’ was the least popular reason for wanting to
engage with ENWORKS, this may present an opportunity to re-focus some of
the promotional material to emphasise more strongly this benefit which can go
hand in hand with legal compliance, waste minimisation and good environmental
management.
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General Recommendations
Over 20% of the e-mail contact details provided for this survey were incorrect,
although all 800 had, apparently, received ENWORKS services in the past 3 years.
Although not directly related to business needs or to customer perception, there is
a requirement that accurate business contact details are entered and maintained on
the ENWORKS database. Delivery Partners should have a mechanism whereby
contact details, including staff names and e-mail addresses, are checked at each
support visit or other regular opportunity.
This survey has shown some interesting and potentially useful results. However, it
was a very small (and statistically insignificant sample) and there maybe merit in
repeating the survey within the next evaluation year. A better and more meaningful
return rate may be obtained if the survey questionnaire was issued at a local level
by the Delivery Partners that are known to the businesses concerned.

ENWORKS
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APPENDICES
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1.

BUSINESS NEEDS & CUSTOMER PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE

ENWORKS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
Ref:
Contact Name
Company Name
Local Business Advisor’s Name (If Known)
Please indicate which industry
sector your company is in:

Manufacturing

Services

Other

SECTION 1 – SERVICES RECEIVED
1.1

How did you find out about the services provided by your local Environmental Business
Service?
Seminar/workshop

Internet search

Press releases/flyers/leaflets

Word of mouth/recommendation from
other businesses

Cold call by local Business Advisor

Cold visit by local Business Advisor

Other
1.2

What services have you received through your local Environmental Business Service?
Helpline (telephone/email/internet)

Bulletin/newsletters

Search and Send articles

Initial visit (e.g. scoping audit,
“environmental health check”, “Green
Start review”)

Health & Safety advice/training

Energy advice/training

Water Management advice/training

Waste brokerage service

Other services
1.3

What were the main reasons for using these services?
To reduce costs

To increase productivity and profits

To improve efficiency

To reduce risk of unforeseen incidents

To maintain legislative compliance

To improve security and the physical
environment

To improve environmental performance

To improve links with the local community

To assist with recruitment and training

Other

ENWORKS

SECTION 1 – SERVICES RECEIVED CONTINUED…
1.4

Which areas has your company received training in?
Health & Safety

Manual handling
Risk Assessment
Health & Safety at Work
First Aid

Resource Efficiency

Waste awareness/minimisation
Reducing energy bills
Reducing water bills
Reducing waste disposal costs

Environmental Management

Environmental awareness
Environmental Management Systems
Developing an environmental policy
Other

1.5

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 4 (excellent) how would you rate the quality of the training
provided by your local Environmental Business Service?
Poor
1

Comments on training:

ENWORKS

Excellent
2

3

4

SECTION 2 – OPINION OF SERVICES
2.1

On a scale of 1 (poor) to 4 (excellent) how would you rate the quality of the services
provided by your local Environmental Business Service in the areas listed?
Poor
1

Excellent
2

3

Professionalism
Practicality of Advice
Written Reports /
Training Materials
Overall rating
2.2

Please select the top 3 benefits of working with your local Environmental Business
Services Team.
Increase in productivity

Reduction in running costs

Increased understanding of
applicable legislation

Increased compliance with legislation

Increased confidence when dealing
with regulators and authorities

Ability to anticipate problems in advance

Opportunity to take advantage of
relevant training events and
seminars

Opportunity to network with trade and
other companies and suppliers in your
area

Availability of specialised support for
your business sector

Ability to take advantage of relevant, up to
date and easy to access services

Other (please describe below)

ENWORKS
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SECTION 3 – FUTURE SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
3.1

My company would benefit from receiving services in the following areas:
Health & Safety at Work

Manual Handling

First Aid

Risk Assessment

Environmental Awareness

Developing an Environmental Policy

Environmental Management Systems

Resource Efficiency/Waste Awareness

Reducing Energy Bills

Reducing Water Bills

Reducing Waste Disposal Costs

Other (please describe below)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this
questionnaire.

Please return completed questionnaires to
survey@enviros.com by the 11 th October 2004
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
1.1

Introduction

An assessment of the current management practices and pertinent issues across
the ENWORKS BEAs and GBPs has been conducted. The assessment provides
useful information that allows other evaluation data to be put into a management
context as well as establishing how the ENWORKS Delivery Partners relate to their
stakeholders. Issues such as, engagement with businesses and other partners,
marketing, human resources and support from the Central Management team are
all assessed.
A full set of responses has been provided in matrix format alongside copies of the
completed questionnaires to the ENWORKS Regional Manager.
Chapter 2 of this report presents a summary of the assessment findings, with
conclusions and recommendations given in Chapter 3. A full copy of the
questionnaire is provided as Appendix 1.
In some instances the views and opinions expressed in this report concern the
ENWORKS Programme, including both the original SRB6 funded element and also
the separately funded ENWORKS Resource Efficiency Programme. The evaluation
project is primarily concerned with the SRB6 funded element but it was deemed
impracticable to ask stakeholders about only this element or to disaggregate the
responses once they were received. Direct quotes, where it is clear the respondent
is referring the non-SRB6 elements of the Programme have not been included in
this report.
This report should be read in conjunction with the other Evaluation Reports for Year
4 (2003/04):
¡

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis

¡

Business Needs and Customer Perception Assessment

¡

ENWORKS Stakeholder Assessment

1.2

Methodology

The management assessment element of the ENWORKS Evaluation Project has
been conducted in the same manner as previous years. A detailed questionnaire
was issued to each of the ENWORKS BEA and GBP Managers to obtain information
relating to the management structure, staffing, engagement and relations with the
local Business Link’s and the support from the Central ENWORKS Management
Team.
The number of respondents has increased since the Baseline Assessment and
hence data has been presented, where appropriate, in percentage terms to allow
direct comparisons to be made.
Responses were received from all respondents surveyed, although in a small
number of cases not all datasets were complete. Where critical to the assessment
this information has been sourced separately through telephone/e-mail requests.

ENWORKS
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2.

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
2.1

Business Environment Associations (BEA) and Green Business
Parks (GBP)

2.1.1

BEA Engagement with organisations

At the end of October 2004, approximately 1,598 organisations were members 1 of
an ENWORKS BEA, down from 1,608 at the same time in 2003. This represents a
fall of less than 1% over the year, whilst there has been an increase of 64% since
2002 (the baseline year). Figure 2.1, illustrates the growth of the ENWORKS BEAs
since 2002.
As with previous years the largest BEAs are North Manchester and Lancashire.
Since 2003 the number of organisations in the Merseyside BEA has fallen by 166,
or 42% (although it is difficult to determine how accurate this figure is as there is no
membership scheme in place in the BEA). The Cheshire BEA has grown
considerably since the start of the Programme. It appears that the Cumbria BEA
has also grown considerably over the past two years, although with no membership
scheme it is difficult to determine how accurate the figures are.
Figure 2.1

ENWORKS BEAs - Number of Member Businesses (2004)

1800
16081598

Number of BEA Member Companies

1600

1400

1200
973

1000

800

600
454 461
400

318

355

400

384 400

244

200
200
15

50 75

360

85

80

120 100

78

0
Cheshire BEA

Cumbria BEA

Number of Member Businesses - 2002

Lancashire BEA

Manchester BEA

Merseyside BEA

Number of Member Businesses - 2003

North Manchester
BEA

TOTAL

Number of Member Businesses - 2004

Membership renewal rates are monitored in all BEAs with the exception of Cumbria
and Merseyside, which do not operate membership schemes. The average renewal
rate is 85%, the range being between 80% and 89%. Renewal rates in previous
years have been similar and no significant changes have been recorded for any of
the BEAs where renewals are monitored.
1 Note: BEA Membership schemes are not operated in the Merseyside or Cumbria BEAs.
ENWORKS
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2.1.2

Business Membership - Recruitment and Contact

Delivery Partners use a variety of techniques to recruit businesses into their
respective BEA/GBPs. The most popular techniques are targeted mailouts and
direct marketing. There is also widespread use of advertising and promotional
materials, and a number of the Delivery Partners also use cold-calling (telephone
and face-to-face) to recruit businesses. Networking events and seminars/training
courses are frequently used recruitment mechanisms. A wide range of other
techniques are also used including; using the internet, producing press releases
and using the supply-chain to promote the benefits of environmental improvement.
All the BEAs, with the exception of the Lancashire BEA, monitor the success of
their marketing activities, although in most instances this is conducted on an ad-hoc
basis. As reported last year the Lancashire BEA has moved away from ‘traditional’
marketing approaches and now recruits the majority of new members through their
links with other partner organisations, such as Business Link. Referrals from these
other partners are monitored by the Lancashire BEA and are discussed in more
detail at Section 2.2 of this report.
All the BEA/GBPs keep in regular contact with their member businesses, principally
through paper-based newsletters, personal visits and ‘customer care’ telephone
calls. The Delivery Partner for the Manchester BEA commented that they had not
had as much contact with member businesses as they would have liked. The
reasons for this were not provided.
2.1.3

Services offered to BEA Member Businesses

The support services offered to member businesses have not altered significantly
since the 2002 Baseline Assessment. Although there are some differences in the
actual services offered in each of the BEAs a core set, listed below, is provided by
each of the Delivery Partners.
¡

Telephone Helpline

¡

E-mail Helpline

¡

Newsletters

¡

Initial Visit/Scoping Study/Green Start Review

¡

On-going support (covering a wide range of environmental business support)

In addition, workshops, seminars and training courses are provided by the majority
of the BEAs although nominal charges (all less than £250 and usually less than
£100) are charged for delegates from member businesses who attend these
courses.

ENWORKS
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2.1.4

GBP Engagement with organisations

The following eight GBPs were included this year’s management assessment, with
both Aintree and Pimhole being included in the assessment for the first time.
♦

Aintree - Merseyside

♦

Pimhole - North Manchester

♦

Calder Park - Lancashire

♦

Sharston - Manchester

♦

Winsford 1-5 - Cheshire

♦

Wardley - Manchester

♦

Risehow and Glasson - Cumbria

♦

Portland Basin - Manchester

There is considerable variation in the size and nature of each GBP, with Figure 2.2
showing the current size of each GBP. The smallest GBP is Pimhole (30
businesses) and the largest GBP is Aintree (188 businesses).
Figure 2.2

Size (Number of Businesses) of each ENWORKS GBP (2004)

Winsford 1-5 GBP
100

Aintree GBP
188

Wardley GBP
60

Sharston GBP
83
Risehow & Glasson GBP
35

Portland Basin GBP
100

Calder Park GBP
80
Pimhole GBP
30

The level of active engagement (i.e. businesses on the park that regularly receive
services, take an active role in the development of the GBP or that sit on the GBP
steering group) was also assessed. The levels of active engagement on each of the
GBPs during 2004 is given in Table 2.1 below, with the changes in active
engagement since the baseline year (2002) provided in Table 2.2. The smallest
GBP (Pimhole), interestingly, has the third highest level of active engagement
(77%). The largest GBP (Aintree) has the lowest level of active engagement at
22%.
Statistically there is no correlation between the size of the GBP and level of active
engagement. However, logic suggests that the level of engagement will be partly
dependent upon the size of the GBP alongside a host of other externalities such as,
number of business advisors, maturity (age) of the GBP and the type of businesses
on the GBP.
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For example, a factor that must be considered when looking at the Pimhole GBP is
that this GBP has been established to assist a group of business who operate in the
same industrial sector (scrap metal and car breaking) and as such there is
considerable ‘common ground’ amongst those GBP businesses who are actively
engaged.
Table 2.1

Number of Businesses and Number of Actively Engaged Businesses per GBP
(2004)

Number of
Businesses on
the GBPs

No. of
Businesses
actively engaged

% Engagement

188

41

22%

Calder Park GBP

80

40

50%

Pimhole GBP

30

23

77%

100

26

26%

Risehow & Glasson GBP

35

30

86%

Sharston GBP

83

35

42%

Wardley GBP

60

24

40%

Winsford 1-5 GBP

100

80

80%

Totals

676

299

-

GBP
Aintree GBP

Portland Basin GBP

The average level of engagement (across all GBPs) in each year is also shown in
Table 2.2 and whilst this has risen considerably since the 2002 Baseline it has
fallen slightly over the past year. However, it is perhaps more important to identify
why there is such variability in the level of engagement across the GBPs and to
highlight what factors, controllable by the Delivery Partners, play a part in
increasing engagement. These can then be used by other GBPs to help increase
their levels of engagement and hence improve the success of the Programme.
Table 2.2

Number of Actively Engaged Businesses per GBP (2002-04)

GBP

Percentage of Businesses Actively Engaged
2002

2003

2004

-

-

22%

35%

78%

50%

-

-

77%

Portland Basin GBP

15%

28%

26%

Risehow & Glasson GBP

40%

75%

86%

Sharston GBP

37%

47%

42%

43%

40%

Aintree GBP
Calder Park GBP
Pimhole GBP

Wardley GBP

a)
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Winsford 1-5 GBP

22%

48%

80%

Average Level of
Engagement

27%

49%

44%

Data for Wardley GBP combined with Sharston GBP
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2.2

Engagement and Relationships with Business Link

2.2.1

Levels of Engagement

The levels of engagement between the Delivery Partners and Business Links are an
important indicator of a cohesive, seamless and extensive environmental business
support network which is a Strategic Objective of ENWORKS.
BEA/GBP managers were asked about their perception of the current levels of
engagement (Table 2.3) and relationships (Table 2.4) between their organisations
and Business Link.
Table 2.3

BEA/GBP perceived level of engagement between Business Link and themselves
(2002-04)

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your BEA/GBP and Business Link?

2002
(%)

2003
(%)

2004
(%)

We have close interaction with Business Link with our
services complementing each other

54

43

56

We work with Business Link but both our services need
further development before they fully complement each
other.

15

43

25

We have limited interaction with Business Link, our level of
engagement needs improvement.

31

14

19

100

100

100

Total (%)

There has been some minor changes in the perceived levels of engagement with
the percentage of BEA/GBP managers believing that their services complement
those of Business Link increasing from 43% (2003) to 56% (2004). However, this is
only slightly up (2%) on the responses received during the Baseline. Nineteen
percent of BEA/GBPs managers felt that they had limited interaction with Business
Link. Whilst this is a slight increase since last year it remains considerably lower
than the 2002 Baseline. Interestingly, of this 19% all were GBP managers and
whilst there are good relationships between the BEA and Business Link internal
communication within the Delivery Partnership may have an impact on perceived
levels of engagement between the GBP and Business Link.
Similar patterns are also evident when considering how the BEA/GBPs view their
relationships with Business Link (Table 2.4). In this case a significant majority
(79%) feel that they have a positive relationship with the local Business Link, a
slight decrease since last year, but again considerably higher than during the
baseline year.
Table 2.4

Relationships between BEA/GBP and Business Link (2002-04)

How would you describe your relationship with your
local Business Link?

2002
(%)

2003
(%)

2004
(%)

We have a positive relationship with Business Link.

64

82

79

Our relationship with Business Link needs improvement.

36

18

21

100

100

100

Total (%)

The mechanisms for engagement and developing relationships include both formal
and informal techniques such as; joint meetings/seminars, reviews of service
provision, business referrals and increased personal contact.
ENWORKS
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2.2.2

Changes in Relationships with Business Link

BEA/GBP managers were also asked about how they felt relationships with
Business Link had changed since the start of the Programme (Table 2.5). Again
positive results were obtained with over three-quarters of the BEA/GBPs managers
believing that relationships had been improved. Only one respondent felt that
relationships with Business Link had deteriorated.
Table 2.5

Perceived change in relationships between BEA/GBP and Business Link (2004)

How would you say your relationship with Business Link has changed
since the start of the ENWORKS Programme?

2004
(%)

Our relationship has improved

77

Our relationship hasn’t changed

15

Our relationship has deteriorated

8
Total (%)

100

Increasing opportunities for BEA/GBP business advisors to meet with Business Link
advisors (e.g. through common training/information sessions) and by developing
more services/projects in collaboration with partners were identified by the
BEA/GBP managers as effective ways to develop relationships and further crossworking with Business Link.
2.2.3

Summary

In summary, engagement and relationships with Business Link remain positive and
are significantly higher than during the baseline year. Formal (written) and informal
partnership agreements have been established between many of the BEA/GBPs
and Business Links which helps to strengthen relationships at all levels. However,
at a local level some GBPs have highlighted issues with external partner
organisations, including Business Link, that need attention and further
development. The Central ENWORKS Management Team are aware of these
issues and continue to support initiatives designed to improve relationships.

2.3

Staffing and Resources

During the 2004 Management Assessment each of the BEA/GBP Managers were
asked extensive questions about their staffing and resource issues. Information in
this area has not been assessed in depth in past evaluation reports and as a result
comparisons against the baseline and previous reports cannot be made for all
parameters.
2.3.1

Staffing and staffing levels

The total number of staff employed by Deliver Partners on the ENWORKS
Programme at October 2004 was 94 (Full Time Equivalent).
Figure 2.3 shows the number of staff in each of the BEA/GBPs. The largest
BEA/GBP, in terms of staff, is the North Manchester BEA/GBP with 28 staff, and the
smallest is Cumbria BEA/GBP with five. It should be noted that in previous years
the management assessment only counted business advisors as staff, whereas in
2004 all staff have been included.

ENWORKS
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Figure 2.3

BEA/GBP Staffing (2002-04)
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Deliver Partners were also asked to group staff into three different levels listed
below, based upon experience in the environmental support sector.
¡

Junior (less than 2 years experience)

¡

Middle (2 – 5 years experience)

¡

Senior/Manager (more than 5 years experience)

Figure 2.4 illustrates the variation between each of the BEA/GBPs in terms of
differing staffing profiles.
There is considerable variation in the staffing profiles of some of the BEA/GBPs.
Cumbria and Manchester follow a typical pyramidal management hierarchical
structure with the smallest proportion of staff being made up of senior managers, a
moderate number of middle managers and the largest proportion of staff being a
junior grade.
However, Cheshire, Lancashire, Merseyside and North Manchester don’t fit into this
structure and in these BEA/GBPs the largest proportion of staff are found in the
middle level with between two and five years experience.
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Figure 2.4

Staffing Profiles for BEA/GBPs (2004)
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Business Advisor changes over the past 12 months

Staff turnover amongst the Delivery Partners has been examined during this
assessment as the Central Management Team believe that a high level of Business
Advisor turnover has adversely affected Programme delivery.
Each BEA/GBP manager was asked to quantify Business Advisor gains
(recruitment) and losses at each level of experience. This data is summarised in
Table 2.6 below. None of the BEA/GBPs had a net loss of staff.
The Manchester BEA/GBPs had the highest level of Business Advisor turnover but
managed to replace all staff; although not directly as some middle level staff have
been replaced by staff recruited at junior grades. The North Manchester BEA/GBP
lost the second highest number of Business Advisors but unlike in the Manchester
BEA/GBP managed to directly replace all staff lost and actually managed to recruit
more middle level staff than were lost.
Importantly all BEA/GBPs which lost senior members of staff (Manchester,
Merseyside and North Manchester) have recruited replacements and therefore
there has been no overall change in the number of staff at this level.
The lowest levels of Business Advisor losses were reported in the Cheshire and
Lancashire BEA/GBPs.
The Cheshire BEA/GBP has seen the biggest overall gain in Business Advisor
numbers (2.5 FTE) whilst there has been no overall change in either Lancashire or
Manchester.
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In the final section of Table 2.6 the overall changes at each of the three levels is
presented. There appears to be a ‘healthy’ influx of new junior Business Advisors
and whilst there has been a slight decrease in the number of middle level Business
Advisors this is not likely to be significant.
Table 2.6

Business Advisor Turnover (October 2004)

BUSINESS ADVISOR LOSSES (2004)
Cheshire
BEA &
GBP

Cumbria
BEA &
GBPs

Lancashire
BEA &
GBP

Manchester
BEA &
GBPs

Merseyside
BEA &
GBP

North
Manchester
BEA & GBP

Junior

1

2

0

5

2

2

Middle

1

1

2

3

2

3.5

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

1

1

1

Total

2

3

2

9

5

6.5

BUSINESS ADVISOR RECRUITMENT (2004)
Junior

3.5

5

1

7

4

2

Middle

1

0

1

1

2

5.5

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

1

1

1

4.5

5

2

9

7

8.5

Total

OVERALL NET CHANGE (2004)
Junior

2.5

3

1

2

2

0

Middle

0

-1

-1

-2

0

2

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.5

2

0

0

2

2

Total

In addition to quantifying staff turnover the BEA/GBP managers were also asked to
identify where new staff had been recruited from. A summary of the findings are
presented in Figure 2.5.
At Junior level the vast majority (45%) of new staff were graduate recruits, although
a relatively large proportion also came from the private and public sectors (29% and
18% respectively).
At the Middle level the largest proportion, approximately one-third, of new staff
came from the private sector, but the percentage of recruits from the public sector
was only slightly less at 29%. About a fifth of new staff came from other ENWORKS
Partnerships and an equal number came from other unknown sources.
Of the three new staff recruited at Senior/Manager level an equal proportion came
from other ENWORKS Partnerships, the private sector and from other unknown
sources. It is understood that at this level the ‘other’ source was the internal
promotion of a senior business advisor to manager level in one of the Delivery
Partnerships. The senior manager recruited from another ENWORKS partnership is
the recruitment of the new manager at the Manchester BEA/GBP from the
Merseyside BEA/GBP. No further information is available for the remaining Senior
manager recruited from the private sector.

ENWORKS
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Figure 2.5

Source of new staff (October 2004)
Other ENWORKS
Partnerships
4%

Other
4%

Private Sector
29%

Junior
Recent Graduate
45%

Public Sector
18%

Other ENWORKS Partnerships
19%

Other
19%
Recent Graduate
0%

Middle

Public Sector
29%

Private Sector
33%

Other
33%

Other ENWORKS Partnerships
34%

Senior

Private Sector
33%

Impact of Staff Turnover on Programme Delivery
BEA/GBPs managers were asked whether they believed staff changes had affected
their ability to deliver their planned programmes against budget. Over 80% (9 out of
the 11 respondents) felt that staff turnover would have a negative affect on their
ability to deliver planned programmes, whilst the remaining two believed that it
would not hamper them.

ENWORKS
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Those respondents who felt that staff turnover would negatively affect them were
asked to specify how the significant the impact would be against four categories;
the responses to this are given in Table 2.7 below.
Table 2.7

Perceived Impact of Staff Turnover on Programme Delivery (2004)

Severity of Impact
Short term impact – we do not think that there will be an overall impact

%
11

Short term impact – will cause us a problem but we think we will be able to
deliver the programme/s as planned

67

Medium term impact – will cause us difficulty but we will be able to deliver the
programme/s although not as planned

11

Significant impact – we do not think that we will be able to deliver on specific
programmes

11

The vast majority believed that the impact would be short-term and minor. However,
one Delivery Partner felt that staff turnover had had such an effect that the ability to
deliver against the programme would be compromised. Another Delivery Partner
believed that the impact would mean that the planned programme of delivery would
need to be altered.
2.3.3

Impact of Staff Turnover on level of service provided

BEA/GBPs managers were asked to comment on the impact of staff turnover on the
level of service provided to business. Similarly to the findings presented above,
over 80% (9 out of the 11 respondents) felt that staff turnover had a negative affect
on the level of service provided. Interestingly, the two respondents who felt it would
not have an impact on the level of service were not the same two respondents who
felt that turnover would affect programme delivery.
A wide range of comments were received from the BEA/GBP managers about staff
turnover. The overriding message is that whilst staff turnover can have negative
impacts in terms of increasing downtime, increasing management costs
(recruitment) and, most importantly, losing skills and knowledge there are some
positive aspects allowing new skills to be brought in enhancing the level and type of
services offered. In addition, new staff, particularly those from outside the
public/NGO sector, bring in differing ideas and ways of working.
2.3.4

Impact of Staff Turnover on Relationships with Stakeholders

The impact of staff turnover on stakeholder relationships was assessed and a
mixed set of responses were received. A small majority of BEA/GBPs managers felt
that staff turnover had had a positive impact on relationships with other Delivery
Partners and Funding Bodies but that it had had a negative impact on relationships
with the businesses they worked with.
However, some BEA/GBP managers believed that staff turnover had the opposite
affect on relationships with businesses, with one respondent commenting that the
change in Business Advisors had led to the redistribution of companies across the
team engaging some companies who were not using the service to it full potential.

ENWORKS
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2.4

Support from ENWORKS Central Management Team

The BEA/GBP managers were asked about the support they had received from the
Central ENWORKS Management Team. Firstly in relation to whether the support
was useful and, secondly, why it was useful.
All respondents unanimously agreed that the support was useful and allowed them
to contribute fully to the Programme. Numerous quotes were received as to why it
was useful but an overriding theme was in relation to funding, in terms of
assistance with understanding output and funding requirements, generating better
links with funders and strategic organisations (Business Link, NWDA) and providing
financial assistance.
The Central Management Team were also given praise for the development and
provision of guidance documents for projects, development of new regional projects
and associated promotional material and helping to disseminate best-practice
across the Region.
As with previous years the BEA/GBP managers at each of the Delivery Partners
were asked to comment on the quality of the support and their responses are given
in Table 2.8. None of the BEA/GBP managers felt that they didn’t receive enough
support (2004) and the proportion of respondents who felt that the support was very
good has increased by 18% since last year and some 8% since the baseline year of
2002.
Table 2.8

Support from the Central ENWORKS Management Team

Do you feel that appropriate support is
provided by the core management team?

% of Responses
2002

2003

2004

The support provided by the central
management team is very good

50

40

58

The support provided by the central
management team is adequate

40

60

42

We don’t receive enough support from the
central management team and this needs
improvement

10

0

0

100

100

100

TOTAL

The respondents were asked about how support could be improved and were also
asked for their comments and opinions, which are presented in Table 2.9 below.

ENWORKS
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Table 2.9

ENWORKS

Comments and Suggestions on Support from the Central Management Team

Respondent

Comments and Suggestions

Cheshire BEA/GBP

With the growth in the size of the central team, our work load
has increased in responding to demands from a wider range of
people. At the start of ENWORKS there were just two staff
members, but now requests for information and the like can
come from any of the five members of staff. This can result in
a barrage of e-mails at times. If greater consideration could be
given by the Central Team as to how and when they
communicate this would be appreciated.

Cumbria BEA/GBP

No comments

Lancashire BEA/GBP

No comments

Manchester BEA/GBP

It would be appreciated if the Central Team could check things
thoroughly before requesting us to expend time providing them
with information they already have. For example, ensuring that
queries on finance that come to us to deal with actually do
relate to our programme and our claims.

Merseyside BEA/GBP

A periodic programmed sit down with senior managers at each
BEA would facilitate better communication, though it must be
said that I have never been refused an opportunity to talk.
ENWORKS appears to be very rigidly administrated. It is not
clear whether this is a result of the conditions under which it is
set up or whether it actually represents a typical level of
control from SRB. Either way, Delivery Partners appear to be
frustrated.
As ENWORKS runs its course towards 2006/7, it would benefit
the programme to step up positive communication and thus
not lose the loyalty of its delivery partnership. For this to
happen would be disappointing and unproductive, and would
not properly reflect or reward the hard work of all concerned.
There are not may business support projects of any colour
that can match the achievements of ENWORKS.

North Manchester
BEA/GBP
(Responses from
several Delivery
Partners)

The level of bureaucracy involved with the claim process with
regards to output monitoring is overwhelming and takes up a
considerable amount of advisor time which is taking them
away from actual delivery work. I know this is due to the
requirements of the funders rather than ENWORKS, but any
effort to consolidate/reduce bureaucracy would be much
appreciate and free advisor time to deliver services and real
improvements to businesses.
As a new manager further support with funding issues would
be a great help. This could be an extension of the workshop
programme already delivered by ENWORKS. We have had
considerable problems with the use of the ENWORKS data
base and it's compatibility with the systems we were already
operating within the team, this has been an expensive
exercise in terms of money and advisor time trying to sort out
issues with the database.
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Opinions on enhancing support varied, reflecting the differing circumstances faced
by each of the Delivery Partners. A number of the Delivery Partners felt that more
personal contact would be beneficial whilst other wished to know more about the
strategic direction of the Programme. Increased collaborative support would also be
welcomed. However, the single biggest suggestion for enhanced support was in
relation to project administration and communication.
The amount of administration, the complexity of the claim process and difficulties
with communication are all areas which cause the Delivery Partners concern.
Whether these issues are significant is difficult to assess but the Central
Management Team should consider the arguments/comments put forward and
determine what, if any, action should or can be taken.

ENWORKS
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1

Conclusions

3.1.1

Services, Marketing and Stakeholder Relationships

The number of businesses who are members of the ENWORKS BEA has increased
in the past year to 1,598. All BEAs, with the exception of Merseyside, have seen
the number of member businesses increase. Renewal rates are monitored across
the regions and the average renewal rate continues to remain high at around 85%.
The services offered to the member businesses have not changed considerably
since last year, or since the 2002 baseline. Increasing levels of resource efficiency
(waste minimisation) support are being provided as a direct result of the ENWORKS
Resource Efficiency Programme.
Marketing activity in the BEA/GBPs has not altered significantly since last year with
the Delivery Partners predominantly using mailouts and direct marketing. There is
also widespread use of advertising and promotional materials, and a number of the
Delivery Partners also use cold-calling (telephone and face-to-face) to recruit
businesses.
The ENWORKS GBPs continue to expand, with the Pimhole and Aintree GBPs
being included in the evaluation project for the first time this year. Levels of
engagement with businesses on each of the GBPs varies considerably, ranging
from 22% through to 86%. The average level of engagement is 53% which has not
altered since last year. The reasons for the large variation in engagement levels are
not known and no study into this has been conducted.
Relationships and engagement between the ENWORKS BEA/GBPs and local
Business Links remain strong. However, there are some anomalies in parts of the
Region with two Delivery Partners believing that relationships have deteriorated
slightly since last year.
3.1.2

Staffing

BEA/GBP staffing levels have increased and there has been an increase in the
numbers of Business Advisors in all the BEA/GBPs with the exception of Lancashire
and Manchester where numbers have not changed.
Staff turnover of Business Advisors has been highest in the Manchester and North
Manchester BEA respectively. The lowest levels of staff turnover were reported in
the Cheshire and Lancashire BEA/GBPs.
Recruitment, to replace those staff lost, was also assessed. The largest proportion
of ‘new’ staff across the Region has been at the Junior level (i.e. those with less
than two years experience). Staff lost at the Senior/Manager level have been
replaced by new recruits with similar levels of experience. However, there appears
to have been difficultly in directly replacing middle level staff with a net deficit of
two Business Advisors at this level across the region.

ENWORKS
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New staff have been recruited from a wide variety of sources which differ
depending upon the level/grade of staff being recruited. At junior level the majority
of new staff were recent graduates. The private and public sector were the
predominant source of staff at middle level/grade, although around a fifth of staff
were recruited from other ENWORKS Delivery Partnerships. At senior level the
three new staff were recruited; one from the private sector, one from another
Delivery Partnership and the other from a source which hasn’t been disclosed.
Eighty percent of the Delivery Partners reported that staff turnover has had a
negative impact on their ability to deliver planned programmes, although of this
majority only one Delivery Partners believed the impact would be such that that the
ability to deliver against the programme would be compromised. However, another
Delivery Partner believed that the planned programme of delivery would need to be
altered. Significantly both these Delivery Partners are part of the North Manchester
BEA.
Staff turnover also affects relationships with the businesses being supported
through the Programme and other partners. The scale of this impact is seen by
most to be relatively minor, and whilst there are numerous negative aspects to staff
turnover there are also benefits.
In summary, staff turnover should not cause any long term impact to the overall
Programme. However, investigation and remedial action may need to be taken to
ensure that the two Delivery Partners who have identified long-term impacts are
given the assistance to overcome the problems caused by staff turnover, especially
since both are located in the same sub-regional BEA.
3.1.3

Central Management Team - Support

Support from the Central Management Team continues to be seen as useful and
valuable by all BEA/GBPs managers. The development of guidance documents,
new regional projects and promotional material were all singled out for praise.
However, concerns were raised by the majority of BEA/GBPs managers about an
apparent increase in project administration and bureaucracy. A number of
respondents also felt that communication from the Central Management Team could
be improved.

3.2

Recommendations

¡

Consider examining the reasons for the variation in engagement levels at the
various GBPs. This could take the form of a formal study or this issue could be
discussed at ENWORKS GBP Manager forums/meetings. This second approach
would have the added benefit of allowing GBP managers to actively discuss
how engagement can be improved.

¡

The Central Management Team should continue to work closely, supported by
other BEA/GBP managers where appropriate, with those Delivery Partnerships
where relationships with Business Link have deteriorated.

¡

As above the Central Management team should also establish what action
needs to be taken to ensure that the levels of staff turnover don’t inhibit
programme delivery at the two Delivery Partnerships where this has been
highlighted as an issue. Consideration should be given to how extra staff
resources can be leveraged, perhaps from the other Delivery Partnerships in
the BEA.

ENWORKS
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¡

Project administration requirements should be reviewed with the aim of
streamlining the information that is required. Where appropriate, action should
be taken to reduce the level of bureaucracy, whilst still meeting the
requirements of funders.

¡

Consideration should also be given to communication issues and, at the midpoint of the Programme, it is appropriate to review the existing communication
structure and systems. The development of an ENWORKS intranet, or the
extension of the ‘Advisors Site’ on the ENWORKS website, available to
Business Advisors and other interested parties could be considered as a
mechanism for disseminating some information.

ENWORKS
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1.

COPY OF MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

ENWORKS

ENWORKS EVALUATION PROJECT
MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
– AUTUMN 2004
Enviros has been commissioned to undertake the evaluation of the ENWORKS
programme. The aim of the Evaluation Project is to measure the impact of the
services provided by the ENWORKS Programme and its Delivery Partners
throughout the Programme’s duration. An annual performance report will highlight
ENWORKS’ successes, but will also draw attention to areas/aspects that could be
improved.
An important element of the evaluation project is the assessment of how the
Programme is managed across the region We examine the techniques that Business
Advisors use to recruit businesses, the type of training they provide to SMEs, along
with obtaining their opinions on the overall management of the ENWORKS
programme. This will provide valuable information for all involved in the programme,
allowing best-practice to be shared and will also allow the environmental
performance improvements to be put into a management context.
This questionnaire provides the basis for the management appraisal for period April
2003 – April 2004 and has been emailed to all BEA and/or GBP Managers across the
Region.
The questionnaire has been designed to allow you to complete it electronically, using
Microsoft Word, and return it via e-mail. Completed questionnaires should be
returned by the Monday 11 October 2004 by e-mail to tracey.poole@enviros.com
If you have any queries about this questionnaire, please contact either Tracey Poole
on Tel: 01743 284 845 or at the above e-mail address.
Thank you for your time
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IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A BEA, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTIONS 1, 2 & 4
ONWARDS

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A GBP, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 3 ONWARDS

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BOTH A BEA AND A GBP PLEASE COMPLETE ALL
SECTIONS

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
Contact Name
Organisation (e.g. Groundwork Bury)
e-mail
Date questionnaire completed
ENWORKS BEA and/or GBP Name2

Cumbria BEA

Aintree

Cheshire BEA

Calder Park

Lancashire BEA

Pimhole

Manchester BEA

Portland Basin

Merseyside BEA

Risehow & Glasson

North Manchester BEA

Sharston
Wardley
Winsford 1-5

2 Where your operations fit in respect to the overall ENWORKS programme – for example Groundwork Oldham &
Rochdale’s BEA is part of the ENWORKS North Manchester BEA
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SECTION 2 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BEA COMPANIES
2.1

Please indicate the number of active member
companies in your local BEA? 3

2.2

Do you monitor BEA membership renewal
rates? (i.e. the % of companies that renew
their membership year on year)

Yes

No

Yes

No

(Please
go to 2.5)

If yes, how do you go about this?

2.3

If you monitor renewal rates what have they
been for the period April 2003 – April 2004
(Please express as a % if possible)

2.4

Do you follow up on non-renewals?
If yes, how do you go about this?

2.5

What marketing activities have you conducted
to recruit companies to the BEA?

Please list activities below, if none please
leave blank

2.6

Do you monitor the success of your
marketing/recruitment operations?

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…

3 i.e. the number of companies who have stated that they want to be members
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SECTION 2 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BEA COMPANIES
2.7

How do you keep in regular contact with
companies within your BEA?

Members newsletter (paper-based)
Members newsletter (e-mail based)
‘Customer Care’ phone calls
Personal visits
Other (please describe below)

2.8

Do you assess your level of engagement with
BEA member companies?

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A BEA, PLEASE GO TO SECTION 4
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SECTION 3 – ENGAGEMENT WITH GBP COMPANIES
3.1

What is the size of the GBP? (Number of
companies within the park)

3.2

How many of the companies are actively
engaged in the GBP programme (i.e. are
members of a BEA or have received services
from yourself in the period April 2003– April
2004)

3.3

Do you monitor GBP membership renewal
rates? (i.e. the % of companies that renew
their membership year on year)

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

3.4

If you have previously monitored renewal rates
what were they for the period April 2003 – April
2004? (Please express as a % if possible)

3.5

Do you follow up on non-renewals?
If yes, how do you go about this?

3.6

What marketing activities have you conducted
to recruit companies to the GBP?

Please list activities below, if none please
leave blank

3.7

How do you keep in regular contact with
companies within your GBP?

Members newsletter (paperbased)
Members newsletter (e-mail
based)
Courtesy phone calls
Personal visits
Other (please describe below)

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 3 – ENGAGEMENT WITH GBP COMPANIES
3.8

Do you assess or intend to assess your level
of engagement with GBP member companies?

Yes

If yes, how do you/will you go about this?
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No

SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
We wish to monitor your level of engagement with Business Link with respect to both Business
Environment Associations (BEAs) and also Green Business Parks (GBPs). Please answer the
following questions and feel free to add any additional comments.
4.1

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Business Environment
Association (BEA) and Business Link.

We have close interaction with
Business Link with our services
complementing each other.
We work with Business Link but
both our services need further
development before they fully
complement each other.
We have limited interaction with
Business Link, our level of
engagement needs improvement.

Comments:

4.2

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Green Business Park (GBP) and
Business Link.

We have close interaction with
Business Link with our services
complementing each other.
We work with Business Link but
both our services need further
development before they fully
complement each other.
We have limited interaction with
Business Link our level of
engagement needs improvement.

Comments:

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BEAS & GBPS
4.3

How would you describe your relationship with
your local Business Link?

We have a positive relationship
with Business Link.
Our relationship with Business
Link needs improvement.

4.4

How would you say your relationship with
Business Link has changed since the start of the
ENWORKS Programme?

Our relationship has improved
Our relationship hasn’t changed
Our relationship has deteriorated

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
4.5

How could your relationship with Business Link be
improved?

By increasing the opportunities for
BEA/GBP environmental advisors
to meet with Business Link
advisors (e.g. through common
training/information sessions).
By providing formal training for
Business Link advisors on the
activities of our BEA/GBP.
By developing more
services/projects in collaboration
with Business Link.
By nominating senior managers
within both organisations to act as
main liaison points.
Other (please describe below)

4.6

How do you engage with your local Business
Link?

Regular meetings
Formal reports
Telephone/email contact
On an ad-hoc basis
Other (please describe below)

4.7

No

Does Business Link refer clients to you?
Yes

4.8

If yes how do they do this?

(Please
go to
4.11)

Using a formal procedure
On an ad-hoc basis
Personal contact with
Business Advisor

4.9

Do you monitor referrals from Business Link?

4.10

If yes; how do you monitor referrals and how effective is this?

Yes

No

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
4.11

Do you have a service agreement or contract
with Business Link?

4.12

Please add any other comments on how relationships with Business Link could be improved

Page 9 of 12

Yes

No

SECTION 5 – STAFFING & RESOURCES
5.1

How many full time staff do you currently
employ?
What is the existing structure of your team (i.e.
number of junior, middle and senior
management).
Please enter the numbers of staff at each level

5.2

How many members of staff have been lost
over the last 12 months?

5.3

Please indicate the number of staff lost at each
level within the organisation during the last 12
months.

Junior (less than 2
years experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager
(more than 5 years
experience)

Junior (less than 2
years experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager
(more than 5 years
experience)

5.4

How many staff have you recruited within the
last 12 months? (total)

5.5

Please indicate the number of staff recruited at each level within the organisation and their
previous employment.
Other
ENWORKS
Partnerships

Private
Sector

Public
Sector

Recent
Graduate

Other

Junior (less than 2 years
experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager (more than 5
years experience)

5.6

Have staff changes affected your ability to
deliver any of your planned programmes
against budget?

No
Yes

(please go
to question
5.8)

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 5 – STAFFING & RESOURCES
5.7

Please specify to what level
your ability to deliver some of
your planned programmes has
been affected by staff changes.

Current Programmes

Past Programmes

Short term impact – we
do not think that there
will be an overall impact

Short term impact –
there has not been
an overall impact

Short term impact – will
cause us a problem but
we think we will be able
to deliver the
programme/s as planned

Short term impact –
staff changes
caused us a problem
but we were able to
deliver the
programme/s as
planned

Significant impact – we
do not think that we will
be able to deliver on
specific programmes

Significant impact –
we were unable to
deliver on specific
programmes

Other (Please describe
below)

5.8

Have staff changes impacted on your
relationship with:

Partners
Funders
Businesses you support
Community groups
Other (please describe below)

5.9

Do you think that staff changes have affected
the level of service being provided?

Yes

Please explain below
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No

SECTION 7 – SUPPORT FROM CENTRAL ENWORKS
MANAGEMENT TEAM
7.1

Do you feel that the support provided by the
central ENWORKS management team is
important in enabling you to contribute fully to
the ENWORKS Programme?

Yes
(Please
see
question
7.2)

7.2

In what way has the support provided by the central ENWORKS management team been
useful?

7.3

Do you feel that appropriate support is
provided by the core management team.

No
(Please
explain
why
below)

The support provided by the central
management team is very good.
The support provided by the central
management team is adequate.
We don’t receive enough support
from the central management team
and this needs improvement.
(Please see question 7.4)

7.4

In what ways do you think that support from
the Central Management team could be
improved?

Increased personal contact
Relaying greater information on the
strategic direction of the programme
Increased collaborative support
Other (please describe below)

7.5

Comments and suggestions for enhanced support

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire
Please return to tracey.poole@enviros.com by 11th October 2004
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
1.1

Introduction

An assessment of the current management practices and pertinent issues across
the ENWORKS BEAs and GBPs has been conducted. The assessment provides
useful information that allows other evaluation data to be put into a management
context as well as establishing how the ENWORKS Delivery Partners relate to their
stakeholders. Issues such as, engagement with businesses and other partners,
marketing, human resources and support from the Central Management team are
all assessed.
A full set of responses has been provided in matrix format alongside copies of the
completed questionnaires to the ENWORKS Regional Manager.
Chapter 2 of this report presents a summary of the assessment findings, with
conclusions and recommendations given in Chapter 3. A full copy of the
questionnaire is provided as Appendix 1.
In some instances the views and opinions expressed in this report concern the
ENWORKS Programme, including both the original SRB6 funded element and also
the separately funded ENWORKS Resource Efficiency Programme. The evaluation
project is primarily concerned with the SRB6 funded element but it was deemed
impracticable to ask stakeholders about only this element or to disaggregate the
responses once they were received. Direct quotes, where it is clear the respondent
is referring the non-SRB6 elements of the Programme have not been included in
this report.
This report should be read in conjunction with the other Evaluation Reports for Year
4 (2003/04):
¡

Annual Financial and KPI Analysis

¡

Business Needs and Customer Perception Assessment

¡

ENWORKS Stakeholder Assessment

1.2

Methodology

The management assessment element of the ENWORKS Evaluation Project has
been conducted in the same manner as previous years. A detailed questionnaire
was issued to each of the ENWORKS BEA and GBP Managers to obtain information
relating to the management structure, staffing, engagement and relations with the
local Business Link’s and the support from the Central ENWORKS Management
Team.
The number of respondents has increased since the Baseline Assessment and
hence data has been presented, where appropriate, in percentage terms to allow
direct comparisons to be made.
Responses were received from all respondents surveyed, although in a small
number of cases not all datasets were complete. Where critical to the assessment
this information has been sourced separately through telephone/e-mail requests.
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2.

MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT FINDINGS
2.1

Business Environment Associations (BEA) and Green Business
Parks (GBP)

2.1.1

BEA Engagement with organisations

At the end of October 2004, approximately 1,598 organisations were members 1 of
an ENWORKS BEA, down from 1,608 at the same time in 2003. This represents a
fall of less than 1% over the year, whilst there has been an increase of 64% since
2002 (the baseline year). Figure 2.1, illustrates the growth of the ENWORKS BEAs
since 2002.
As with previous years the largest BEAs are North Manchester and Lancashire.
Since 2003 the number of organisations in the Merseyside BEA has fallen by 166,
or 42% (although it is difficult to determine how accurate this figure is as there is no
membership scheme in place in the BEA). The Cheshire BEA has grown
considerably since the start of the Programme. It appears that the Cumbria BEA
has also grown considerably over the past two years, although with no membership
scheme it is difficult to determine how accurate the figures are.
Figure 2.1

ENWORKS BEAs - Number of Member Businesses (2004)

1800
16081598

Number of BEA Member Companies

1600

1400

1200
973

1000

800

600
454 461
400
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355

400

384 400

244

200
200
15

50 75

360

85

80

120 100

78

0
Cheshire BEA

Cumbria BEA

Number of Member Businesses - 2002

Lancashire BEA

Manchester BEA

Merseyside BEA

Number of Member Businesses - 2003

North Manchester
BEA

TOTAL

Number of Member Businesses - 2004

Membership renewal rates are monitored in all BEAs with the exception of Cumbria
and Merseyside, which do not operate membership schemes. The average renewal
rate is 85%, the range being between 80% and 89%. Renewal rates in previous
years have been similar and no significant changes have been recorded for any of
the BEAs where renewals are monitored.
1 Note: BEA Membership schemes are not operated in the Merseyside or Cumbria BEAs.
ENWORKS
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2.1.2

Business Membership - Recruitment and Contact

Delivery Partners use a variety of techniques to recruit businesses into their
respective BEA/GBPs. The most popular techniques are targeted mailouts and
direct marketing. There is also widespread use of advertising and promotional
materials, and a number of the Delivery Partners also use cold-calling (telephone
and face-to-face) to recruit businesses. Networking events and seminars/training
courses are frequently used recruitment mechanisms. A wide range of other
techniques are also used including; using the internet, producing press releases
and using the supply-chain to promote the benefits of environmental improvement.
All the BEAs, with the exception of the Lancashire BEA, monitor the success of
their marketing activities, although in most instances this is conducted on an ad-hoc
basis. As reported last year the Lancashire BEA has moved away from ‘traditional’
marketing approaches and now recruits the majority of new members through their
links with other partner organisations, such as Business Link. Referrals from these
other partners are monitored by the Lancashire BEA and are discussed in more
detail at Section 2.2 of this report.
All the BEA/GBPs keep in regular contact with their member businesses, principally
through paper-based newsletters, personal visits and ‘customer care’ telephone
calls. The Delivery Partner for the Manchester BEA commented that they had not
had as much contact with member businesses as they would have liked. The
reasons for this were not provided.
2.1.3

Services offered to BEA Member Businesses

The support services offered to member businesses have not altered significantly
since the 2002 Baseline Assessment. Although there are some differences in the
actual services offered in each of the BEAs a core set, listed below, is provided by
each of the Delivery Partners.
¡

Telephone Helpline

¡

E-mail Helpline

¡

Newsletters

¡

Initial Visit/Scoping Study/Green Start Review

¡

On-going support (covering a wide range of environmental business support)

In addition, workshops, seminars and training courses are provided by the majority
of the BEAs although nominal charges (all less than £250 and usually less than
£100) are charged for delegates from member businesses who attend these
courses.

ENWORKS
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2.1.4

GBP Engagement with organisations

The following eight GBPs were included this year’s management assessment, with
both Aintree and Pimhole being included in the assessment for the first time.
♦

Aintree - Merseyside

♦

Pimhole - North Manchester

♦

Calder Park - Lancashire

♦

Sharston - Manchester

♦

Winsford 1-5 - Cheshire

♦

Wardley - Manchester

♦

Risehow and Glasson - Cumbria

♦

Portland Basin - Manchester

There is considerable variation in the size and nature of each GBP, with Figure 2.2
showing the current size of each GBP. The smallest GBP is Pimhole (30
businesses) and the largest GBP is Aintree (188 businesses).
Figure 2.2

Size (Number of Businesses) of each ENWORKS GBP (2004)

Winsford 1-5 GBP
100

Aintree GBP
188

Wardley GBP
60

Sharston GBP
83
Risehow & Glasson GBP
35

Portland Basin GBP
100

Calder Park GBP
80
Pimhole GBP
30

The level of active engagement (i.e. businesses on the park that regularly receive
services, take an active role in the development of the GBP or that sit on the GBP
steering group) was also assessed. The levels of active engagement on each of the
GBPs during 2004 is given in Table 2.1 below, with the changes in active
engagement since the baseline year (2002) provided in Table 2.2. The smallest
GBP (Pimhole), interestingly, has the third highest level of active engagement
(77%). The largest GBP (Aintree) has the lowest level of active engagement at
22%.
Statistically there is no correlation between the size of the GBP and level of active
engagement. However, logic suggests that the level of engagement will be partly
dependent upon the size of the GBP alongside a host of other externalities such as,
number of business advisors, maturity (age) of the GBP and the type of businesses
on the GBP.

ENWORKS
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For example, a factor that must be considered when looking at the Pimhole GBP is
that this GBP has been established to assist a group of business who operate in the
same industrial sector (scrap metal and car breaking) and as such there is
considerable ‘common ground’ amongst those GBP businesses who are actively
engaged.
Table 2.1

Number of Businesses and Number of Actively Engaged Businesses per GBP
(2004)

Number of
Businesses on
the GBPs

No. of
Businesses
actively engaged

% Engagement

188

41

22%

Calder Park GBP

80

40

50%

Pimhole GBP

30

23

77%

100

26

26%

Risehow & Glasson GBP

35

30

86%

Sharston GBP

83

35

42%

Wardley GBP

60

24

40%

Winsford 1-5 GBP

100

80

80%

Totals

676

299

-

GBP
Aintree GBP

Portland Basin GBP

The average level of engagement (across all GBPs) in each year is also shown in
Table 2.2 and whilst this has risen considerably since the 2002 Baseline it has
fallen slightly over the past year. However, it is perhaps more important to identify
why there is such variability in the level of engagement across the GBPs and to
highlight what factors, controllable by the Delivery Partners, play a part in
increasing engagement. These can then be used by other GBPs to help increase
their levels of engagement and hence improve the success of the Programme.
Table 2.2

Number of Actively Engaged Businesses per GBP (2002-04)

GBP

Percentage of Businesses Actively Engaged
2002

2003

2004

-

-

22%

35%

78%

50%

-

-

77%

Portland Basin GBP

15%

28%

26%

Risehow & Glasson GBP

40%

75%

86%

Sharston GBP

37%

47%

42%

43%

40%

Aintree GBP
Calder Park GBP
Pimhole GBP

Wardley GBP

a)

ENWORKS
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Winsford 1-5 GBP

22%

48%

80%

Average Level of
Engagement

27%

49%

44%

Data for Wardley GBP combined with Sharston GBP
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2.2

Engagement and Relationships with Business Link

2.2.1

Levels of Engagement

The levels of engagement between the Delivery Partners and Business Links are an
important indicator of a cohesive, seamless and extensive environmental business
support network which is a Strategic Objective of ENWORKS.
BEA/GBP managers were asked about their perception of the current levels of
engagement (Table 2.3) and relationships (Table 2.4) between their organisations
and Business Link.
Table 2.3

BEA/GBP perceived level of engagement between Business Link and themselves
(2002-04)

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your BEA/GBP and Business Link?

2002
(%)

2003
(%)

2004
(%)

We have close interaction with Business Link with our
services complementing each other

54

43

56

We work with Business Link but both our services need
further development before they fully complement each
other.

15

43

25

We have limited interaction with Business Link, our level of
engagement needs improvement.

31

14

19

100

100

100

Total (%)

There has been some minor changes in the perceived levels of engagement with
the percentage of BEA/GBP managers believing that their services complement
those of Business Link increasing from 43% (2003) to 56% (2004). However, this is
only slightly up (2%) on the responses received during the Baseline. Nineteen
percent of BEA/GBPs managers felt that they had limited interaction with Business
Link. Whilst this is a slight increase since last year it remains considerably lower
than the 2002 Baseline. Interestingly, of this 19% all were GBP managers and
whilst there are good relationships between the BEA and Business Link internal
communication within the Delivery Partnership may have an impact on perceived
levels of engagement between the GBP and Business Link.
Similar patterns are also evident when considering how the BEA/GBPs view their
relationships with Business Link (Table 2.4). In this case a significant majority
(79%) feel that they have a positive relationship with the local Business Link, a
slight decrease since last year, but again considerably higher than during the
baseline year.
Table 2.4

Relationships between BEA/GBP and Business Link (2002-04)

How would you describe your relationship with your
local Business Link?

2002
(%)

2003
(%)

2004
(%)

We have a positive relationship with Business Link.

64

82

79

Our relationship with Business Link needs improvement.

36

18

21

100

100

100

Total (%)

The mechanisms for engagement and developing relationships include both formal
and informal techniques such as; joint meetings/seminars, reviews of service
provision, business referrals and increased personal contact.
ENWORKS
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2.2.2

Changes in Relationships with Business Link

BEA/GBP managers were also asked about how they felt relationships with
Business Link had changed since the start of the Programme (Table 2.5). Again
positive results were obtained with over three-quarters of the BEA/GBPs managers
believing that relationships had been improved. Only one respondent felt that
relationships with Business Link had deteriorated.
Table 2.5

Perceived change in relationships between BEA/GBP and Business Link (2004)

How would you say your relationship with Business Link has changed
since the start of the ENWORKS Programme?

2004
(%)

Our relationship has improved

77

Our relationship hasn’t changed

15

Our relationship has deteriorated

8
Total (%)

100

Increasing opportunities for BEA/GBP business advisors to meet with Business Link
advisors (e.g. through common training/information sessions) and by developing
more services/projects in collaboration with partners were identified by the
BEA/GBP managers as effective ways to develop relationships and further crossworking with Business Link.
2.2.3

Summary

In summary, engagement and relationships with Business Link remain positive and
are significantly higher than during the baseline year. Formal (written) and informal
partnership agreements have been established between many of the BEA/GBPs
and Business Links which helps to strengthen relationships at all levels. However,
at a local level some GBPs have highlighted issues with external partner
organisations, including Business Link, that need attention and further
development. The Central ENWORKS Management Team are aware of these
issues and continue to support initiatives designed to improve relationships.

2.3

Staffing and Resources

During the 2004 Management Assessment each of the BEA/GBP Managers were
asked extensive questions about their staffing and resource issues. Information in
this area has not been assessed in depth in past evaluation reports and as a result
comparisons against the baseline and previous reports cannot be made for all
parameters.
2.3.1

Staffing and staffing levels

The total number of staff employed by Deliver Partners on the ENWORKS
Programme at October 2004 was 94 (Full Time Equivalent).
Figure 2.3 shows the number of staff in each of the BEA/GBPs. The largest
BEA/GBP, in terms of staff, is the North Manchester BEA/GBP with 28 staff, and the
smallest is Cumbria BEA/GBP with five. It should be noted that in previous years
the management assessment only counted business advisors as staff, whereas in
2004 all staff have been included.

ENWORKS
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Figure 2.3

BEA/GBP Staffing (2002-04)
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Deliver Partners were also asked to group staff into three different levels listed
below, based upon experience in the environmental support sector.
¡

Junior (less than 2 years experience)

¡

Middle (2 – 5 years experience)

¡

Senior/Manager (more than 5 years experience)

Figure 2.4 illustrates the variation between each of the BEA/GBPs in terms of
differing staffing profiles.
There is considerable variation in the staffing profiles of some of the BEA/GBPs.
Cumbria and Manchester follow a typical pyramidal management hierarchical
structure with the smallest proportion of staff being made up of senior managers, a
moderate number of middle managers and the largest proportion of staff being a
junior grade.
However, Cheshire, Lancashire, Merseyside and North Manchester don’t fit into this
structure and in these BEA/GBPs the largest proportion of staff are found in the
middle level with between two and five years experience.

ENWORKS
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Figure 2.4

Staffing Profiles for BEA/GBPs (2004)
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Business Advisor changes over the past 12 months

Staff turnover amongst the Delivery Partners has been examined during this
assessment as the Central Management Team believe that a high level of Business
Advisor turnover has adversely affected Programme delivery.
Each BEA/GBP manager was asked to quantify Business Advisor gains
(recruitment) and losses at each level of experience. This data is summarised in
Table 2.6 below. None of the BEA/GBPs had a net loss of staff.
The Manchester BEA/GBPs had the highest level of Business Advisor turnover but
managed to replace all staff; although not directly as some middle level staff have
been replaced by staff recruited at junior grades. The North Manchester BEA/GBP
lost the second highest number of Business Advisors but unlike in the Manchester
BEA/GBP managed to directly replace all staff lost and actually managed to recruit
more middle level staff than were lost.
Importantly all BEA/GBPs which lost senior members of staff (Manchester,
Merseyside and North Manchester) have recruited replacements and therefore
there has been no overall change in the number of staff at this level.
The lowest levels of Business Advisor losses were reported in the Cheshire and
Lancashire BEA/GBPs.
The Cheshire BEA/GBP has seen the biggest overall gain in Business Advisor
numbers (2.5 FTE) whilst there has been no overall change in either Lancashire or
Manchester.

ENWORKS
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In the final section of Table 2.6 the overall changes at each of the three levels is
presented. There appears to be a ‘healthy’ influx of new junior Business Advisors
and whilst there has been a slight decrease in the number of middle level Business
Advisors this is not likely to be significant.
Table 2.6

Business Advisor Turnover (October 2004)

BUSINESS ADVISOR LOSSES (2004)
Cheshire
BEA &
GBP

Cumbria
BEA &
GBPs

Lancashire
BEA &
GBP

Manchester
BEA &
GBPs

Merseyside
BEA &
GBP

North
Manchester
BEA & GBP

Junior

1

2

0

5

2

2

Middle

1

1

2

3

2

3.5

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

1

1

1

Total

2

3

2

9

5

6.5

BUSINESS ADVISOR RECRUITMENT (2004)
Junior

3.5

5

1

7

4

2

Middle

1

0

1

1

2

5.5

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

1

1

1

4.5

5

2

9

7

8.5

Total

OVERALL NET CHANGE (2004)
Junior

2.5

3

1

2

2

0

Middle

0

-1

-1

-2

0

2

Senior/Manager

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.5

2

0

0

2

2

Total

In addition to quantifying staff turnover the BEA/GBP managers were also asked to
identify where new staff had been recruited from. A summary of the findings are
presented in Figure 2.5.
At Junior level the vast majority (45%) of new staff were graduate recruits, although
a relatively large proportion also came from the private and public sectors (29% and
18% respectively).
At the Middle level the largest proportion, approximately one-third, of new staff
came from the private sector, but the percentage of recruits from the public sector
was only slightly less at 29%. About a fifth of new staff came from other ENWORKS
Partnerships and an equal number came from other unknown sources.
Of the three new staff recruited at Senior/Manager level an equal proportion came
from other ENWORKS Partnerships, the private sector and from other unknown
sources. It is understood that at this level the ‘other’ source was the internal
promotion of a senior business advisor to manager level in one of the Delivery
Partnerships. The senior manager recruited from another ENWORKS partnership is
the recruitment of the new manager at the Manchester BEA/GBP from the
Merseyside BEA/GBP. No further information is available for the remaining Senior
manager recruited from the private sector.

ENWORKS
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Figure 2.5

Source of new staff (October 2004)
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Impact of Staff Turnover on Programme Delivery
BEA/GBPs managers were asked whether they believed staff changes had affected
their ability to deliver their planned programmes against budget. Over 80% (9 out of
the 11 respondents) felt that staff turnover would have a negative affect on their
ability to deliver planned programmes, whilst the remaining two believed that it
would not hamper them.

ENWORKS
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Those respondents who felt that staff turnover would negatively affect them were
asked to specify how the significant the impact would be against four categories;
the responses to this are given in Table 2.7 below.
Table 2.7

Perceived Impact of Staff Turnover on Programme Delivery (2004)

Severity of Impact
Short term impact – we do not think that there will be an overall impact

%
11

Short term impact – will cause us a problem but we think we will be able to
deliver the programme/s as planned

67

Medium term impact – will cause us difficulty but we will be able to deliver the
programme/s although not as planned

11

Significant impact – we do not think that we will be able to deliver on specific
programmes

11

The vast majority believed that the impact would be short-term and minor. However,
one Delivery Partner felt that staff turnover had had such an effect that the ability to
deliver against the programme would be compromised. Another Delivery Partner
believed that the impact would mean that the planned programme of delivery would
need to be altered.
2.3.3

Impact of Staff Turnover on level of service provided

BEA/GBPs managers were asked to comment on the impact of staff turnover on the
level of service provided to business. Similarly to the findings presented above,
over 80% (9 out of the 11 respondents) felt that staff turnover had a negative affect
on the level of service provided. Interestingly, the two respondents who felt it would
not have an impact on the level of service were not the same two respondents who
felt that turnover would affect programme delivery.
A wide range of comments were received from the BEA/GBP managers about staff
turnover. The overriding message is that whilst staff turnover can have negative
impacts in terms of increasing downtime, increasing management costs
(recruitment) and, most importantly, losing skills and knowledge there are some
positive aspects allowing new skills to be brought in enhancing the level and type of
services offered. In addition, new staff, particularly those from outside the
public/NGO sector, bring in differing ideas and ways of working.
2.3.4

Impact of Staff Turnover on Relationships with Stakeholders

The impact of staff turnover on stakeholder relationships was assessed and a
mixed set of responses were received. A small majority of BEA/GBPs managers felt
that staff turnover had had a positive impact on relationships with other Delivery
Partners and Funding Bodies but that it had had a negative impact on relationships
with the businesses they worked with.
However, some BEA/GBP managers believed that staff turnover had the opposite
affect on relationships with businesses, with one respondent commenting that the
change in Business Advisors had led to the redistribution of companies across the
team engaging some companies who were not using the service to it full potential.

ENWORKS
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2.4

Support from ENWORKS Central Management Team

The BEA/GBP managers were asked about the support they had received from the
Central ENWORKS Management Team. Firstly in relation to whether the support
was useful and, secondly, why it was useful.
All respondents unanimously agreed that the support was useful and allowed them
to contribute fully to the Programme. Numerous quotes were received as to why it
was useful but an overriding theme was in relation to funding, in terms of
assistance with understanding output and funding requirements, generating better
links with funders and strategic organisations (Business Link, NWDA) and providing
financial assistance.
The Central Management Team were also given praise for the development and
provision of guidance documents for projects, development of new regional projects
and associated promotional material and helping to disseminate best-practice
across the Region.
As with previous years the BEA/GBP managers at each of the Delivery Partners
were asked to comment on the quality of the support and their responses are given
in Table 2.8. None of the BEA/GBP managers felt that they didn’t receive enough
support (2004) and the proportion of respondents who felt that the support was very
good has increased by 18% since last year and some 8% since the baseline year of
2002.
Table 2.8

Support from the Central ENWORKS Management Team

Do you feel that appropriate support is
provided by the core management team?

% of Responses
2002

2003

2004

The support provided by the central
management team is very good

50

40

58

The support provided by the central
management team is adequate

40

60

42

We don’t receive enough support from the
central management team and this needs
improvement

10

0

0

100

100

100

TOTAL

The respondents were asked about how support could be improved and were also
asked for their comments and opinions, which are presented in Table 2.9 below.

ENWORKS
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Table 2.9

ENWORKS

Comments and Suggestions on Support from the Central Management Team

Respondent

Comments and Suggestions

Cheshire BEA/GBP

With the growth in the size of the central team, our work load
has increased in responding to demands from a wider range of
people. At the start of ENWORKS there were just two staff
members, but now requests for information and the like can
come from any of the five members of staff. This can result in
a barrage of e-mails at times. If greater consideration could be
given by the Central Team as to how and when they
communicate this would be appreciated.

Cumbria BEA/GBP

No comments

Lancashire BEA/GBP

No comments

Manchester BEA/GBP

It would be appreciated if the Central Team could check things
thoroughly before requesting us to expend time providing them
with information they already have. For example, ensuring that
queries on finance that come to us to deal with actually do
relate to our programme and our claims.

Merseyside BEA/GBP

A periodic programmed sit down with senior managers at each
BEA would facilitate better communication, though it must be
said that I have never been refused an opportunity to talk.
ENWORKS appears to be very rigidly administrated. It is not
clear whether this is a result of the conditions under which it is
set up or whether it actually represents a typical level of
control from SRB. Either way, Delivery Partners appear to be
frustrated.
As ENWORKS runs its course towards 2006/7, it would benefit
the programme to step up positive communication and thus
not lose the loyalty of its delivery partnership. For this to
happen would be disappointing and unproductive, and would
not properly reflect or reward the hard work of all concerned.
There are not may business support projects of any colour
that can match the achievements of ENWORKS.

North Manchester
BEA/GBP
(Responses from
several Delivery
Partners)

The level of bureaucracy involved with the claim process with
regards to output monitoring is overwhelming and takes up a
considerable amount of advisor time which is taking them
away from actual delivery work. I know this is due to the
requirements of the funders rather than ENWORKS, but any
effort to consolidate/reduce bureaucracy would be much
appreciate and free advisor time to deliver services and real
improvements to businesses.
As a new manager further support with funding issues would
be a great help. This could be an extension of the workshop
programme already delivered by ENWORKS. We have had
considerable problems with the use of the ENWORKS data
base and it's compatibility with the systems we were already
operating within the team, this has been an expensive
exercise in terms of money and advisor time trying to sort out
issues with the database.
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Opinions on enhancing support varied, reflecting the differing circumstances faced
by each of the Delivery Partners. A number of the Delivery Partners felt that more
personal contact would be beneficial whilst other wished to know more about the
strategic direction of the Programme. Increased collaborative support would also be
welcomed. However, the single biggest suggestion for enhanced support was in
relation to project administration and communication.
The amount of administration, the complexity of the claim process and difficulties
with communication are all areas which cause the Delivery Partners concern.
Whether these issues are significant is difficult to assess but the Central
Management Team should consider the arguments/comments put forward and
determine what, if any, action should or can be taken.
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1

Conclusions

3.1.1

Services, Marketing and Stakeholder Relationships

The number of businesses who are members of the ENWORKS BEA has increased
in the past year to 1,598. All BEAs, with the exception of Merseyside, have seen
the number of member businesses increase. Renewal rates are monitored across
the regions and the average renewal rate continues to remain high at around 85%.
The services offered to the member businesses have not changed considerably
since last year, or since the 2002 baseline. Increasing levels of resource efficiency
(waste minimisation) support are being provided as a direct result of the ENWORKS
Resource Efficiency Programme.
Marketing activity in the BEA/GBPs has not altered significantly since last year with
the Delivery Partners predominantly using mailouts and direct marketing. There is
also widespread use of advertising and promotional materials, and a number of the
Delivery Partners also use cold-calling (telephone and face-to-face) to recruit
businesses.
The ENWORKS GBPs continue to expand, with the Pimhole and Aintree GBPs
being included in the evaluation project for the first time this year. Levels of
engagement with businesses on each of the GBPs varies considerably, ranging
from 22% through to 86%. The average level of engagement is 53% which has not
altered since last year. The reasons for the large variation in engagement levels are
not known and no study into this has been conducted.
Relationships and engagement between the ENWORKS BEA/GBPs and local
Business Links remain strong. However, there are some anomalies in parts of the
Region with two Delivery Partners believing that relationships have deteriorated
slightly since last year.
3.1.2

Staffing

BEA/GBP staffing levels have increased and there has been an increase in the
numbers of Business Advisors in all the BEA/GBPs with the exception of Lancashire
and Manchester where numbers have not changed.
Staff turnover of Business Advisors has been highest in the Manchester and North
Manchester BEA respectively. The lowest levels of staff turnover were reported in
the Cheshire and Lancashire BEA/GBPs.
Recruitment, to replace those staff lost, was also assessed. The largest proportion
of ‘new’ staff across the Region has been at the Junior level (i.e. those with less
than two years experience). Staff lost at the Senior/Manager level have been
replaced by new recruits with similar levels of experience. However, there appears
to have been difficultly in directly replacing middle level staff with a net deficit of
two Business Advisors at this level across the region.
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New staff have been recruited from a wide variety of sources which differ
depending upon the level/grade of staff being recruited. At junior level the majority
of new staff were recent graduates. The private and public sector were the
predominant source of staff at middle level/grade, although around a fifth of staff
were recruited from other ENWORKS Delivery Partnerships. At senior level the
three new staff were recruited; one from the private sector, one from another
Delivery Partnership and the other from a source which hasn’t been disclosed.
Eighty percent of the Delivery Partners reported that staff turnover has had a
negative impact on their ability to deliver planned programmes, although of this
majority only one Delivery Partners believed the impact would be such that that the
ability to deliver against the programme would be compromised. However, another
Delivery Partner believed that the planned programme of delivery would need to be
altered. Significantly both these Delivery Partners are part of the North Manchester
BEA.
Staff turnover also affects relationships with the businesses being supported
through the Programme and other partners. The scale of this impact is seen by
most to be relatively minor, and whilst there are numerous negative aspects to staff
turnover there are also benefits.
In summary, staff turnover should not cause any long term impact to the overall
Programme. However, investigation and remedial action may need to be taken to
ensure that the two Delivery Partners who have identified long-term impacts are
given the assistance to overcome the problems caused by staff turnover, especially
since both are located in the same sub-regional BEA.
3.1.3

Central Management Team - Support

Support from the Central Management Team continues to be seen as useful and
valuable by all BEA/GBPs managers. The development of guidance documents,
new regional projects and promotional material were all singled out for praise.
However, concerns were raised by the majority of BEA/GBPs managers about an
apparent increase in project administration and bureaucracy. A number of
respondents also felt that communication from the Central Management Team could
be improved.

3.2

Recommendations

¡

Consider examining the reasons for the variation in engagement levels at the
various GBPs. This could take the form of a formal study or this issue could be
discussed at ENWORKS GBP Manager forums/meetings. This second approach
would have the added benefit of allowing GBP managers to actively discuss
how engagement can be improved.

¡

The Central Management Team should continue to work closely, supported by
other BEA/GBP managers where appropriate, with those Delivery Partnerships
where relationships with Business Link have deteriorated.

¡

As above the Central Management team should also establish what action
needs to be taken to ensure that the levels of staff turnover don’t inhibit
programme delivery at the two Delivery Partnerships where this has been
highlighted as an issue. Consideration should be given to how extra staff
resources can be leveraged, perhaps from the other Delivery Partnerships in
the BEA.
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¡

Project administration requirements should be reviewed with the aim of
streamlining the information that is required. Where appropriate, action should
be taken to reduce the level of bureaucracy, whilst still meeting the
requirements of funders.

¡

Consideration should also be given to communication issues and, at the midpoint of the Programme, it is appropriate to review the existing communication
structure and systems. The development of an ENWORKS intranet, or the
extension of the ‘Advisors Site’ on the ENWORKS website, available to
Business Advisors and other interested parties could be considered as a
mechanism for disseminating some information.
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1.

COPY OF MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

ENWORKS

ENWORKS EVALUATION PROJECT
MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
– AUTUMN 2004
Enviros has been commissioned to undertake the evaluation of the ENWORKS
programme. The aim of the Evaluation Project is to measure the impact of the
services provided by the ENWORKS Programme and its Delivery Partners
throughout the Programme’s duration. An annual performance report will highlight
ENWORKS’ successes, but will also draw attention to areas/aspects that could be
improved.
An important element of the evaluation project is the assessment of how the
Programme is managed across the region We examine the techniques that Business
Advisors use to recruit businesses, the type of training they provide to SMEs, along
with obtaining their opinions on the overall management of the ENWORKS
programme. This will provide valuable information for all involved in the programme,
allowing best-practice to be shared and will also allow the environmental
performance improvements to be put into a management context.
This questionnaire provides the basis for the management appraisal for period April
2003 – April 2004 and has been emailed to all BEA and/or GBP Managers across the
Region.
The questionnaire has been designed to allow you to complete it electronically, using
Microsoft Word, and return it via e-mail. Completed questionnaires should be
returned by the Monday 11 October 2004 by e-mail to tracey.poole@enviros.com
If you have any queries about this questionnaire, please contact either Tracey Poole
on Tel: 01743 284 845 or at the above e-mail address.
Thank you for your time
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IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A BEA, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTIONS 1, 2 & 4
ONWARDS

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A GBP, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION 3 ONWARDS

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BOTH A BEA AND A GBP PLEASE COMPLETE ALL
SECTIONS

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
Contact Name
Organisation (e.g. Groundwork Bury)
e-mail
Date questionnaire completed
ENWORKS BEA and/or GBP Name2

Cumbria BEA

Aintree

Cheshire BEA

Calder Park

Lancashire BEA

Pimhole

Manchester BEA

Portland Basin

Merseyside BEA

Risehow & Glasson

North Manchester BEA

Sharston
Wardley
Winsford 1-5

2 Where your operations fit in respect to the overall ENWORKS programme – for example Groundwork Oldham &
Rochdale’s BEA is part of the ENWORKS North Manchester BEA
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SECTION 2 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BEA COMPANIES
2.1

Please indicate the number of active member
companies in your local BEA? 3

2.2

Do you monitor BEA membership renewal
rates? (i.e. the % of companies that renew
their membership year on year)

Yes

No

Yes

No

(Please
go to 2.5)

If yes, how do you go about this?

2.3

If you monitor renewal rates what have they
been for the period April 2003 – April 2004
(Please express as a % if possible)

2.4

Do you follow up on non-renewals?
If yes, how do you go about this?

2.5

What marketing activities have you conducted
to recruit companies to the BEA?

Please list activities below, if none please
leave blank

2.6

Do you monitor the success of your
marketing/recruitment operations?

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…

3 i.e. the number of companies who have stated that they want to be members
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SECTION 2 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BEA COMPANIES
2.7

How do you keep in regular contact with
companies within your BEA?

Members newsletter (paper-based)
Members newsletter (e-mail based)
‘Customer Care’ phone calls
Personal visits
Other (please describe below)

2.8

Do you assess your level of engagement with
BEA member companies?

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

IF YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A BEA, PLEASE GO TO SECTION 4
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SECTION 3 – ENGAGEMENT WITH GBP COMPANIES
3.1

What is the size of the GBP? (Number of
companies within the park)

3.2

How many of the companies are actively
engaged in the GBP programme (i.e. are
members of a BEA or have received services
from yourself in the period April 2003– April
2004)

3.3

Do you monitor GBP membership renewal
rates? (i.e. the % of companies that renew
their membership year on year)

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes, how do you go about this?

3.4

If you have previously monitored renewal rates
what were they for the period April 2003 – April
2004? (Please express as a % if possible)

3.5

Do you follow up on non-renewals?
If yes, how do you go about this?

3.6

What marketing activities have you conducted
to recruit companies to the GBP?

Please list activities below, if none please
leave blank

3.7

How do you keep in regular contact with
companies within your GBP?

Members newsletter (paperbased)
Members newsletter (e-mail
based)
Courtesy phone calls
Personal visits
Other (please describe below)

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 3 – ENGAGEMENT WITH GBP COMPANIES
3.8

Do you assess or intend to assess your level
of engagement with GBP member companies?

Yes

If yes, how do you/will you go about this?
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No

SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
We wish to monitor your level of engagement with Business Link with respect to both Business
Environment Associations (BEAs) and also Green Business Parks (GBPs). Please answer the
following questions and feel free to add any additional comments.
4.1

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Business Environment
Association (BEA) and Business Link.

We have close interaction with
Business Link with our services
complementing each other.
We work with Business Link but
both our services need further
development before they fully
complement each other.
We have limited interaction with
Business Link, our level of
engagement needs improvement.

Comments:

4.2

How would you describe the level of engagement
between your Green Business Park (GBP) and
Business Link.

We have close interaction with
Business Link with our services
complementing each other.
We work with Business Link but
both our services need further
development before they fully
complement each other.
We have limited interaction with
Business Link our level of
engagement needs improvement.

Comments:

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS APPLY TO BOTH BEAS & GBPS
4.3

How would you describe your relationship with
your local Business Link?

We have a positive relationship
with Business Link.
Our relationship with Business
Link needs improvement.

4.4

How would you say your relationship with
Business Link has changed since the start of the
ENWORKS Programme?

Our relationship has improved
Our relationship hasn’t changed
Our relationship has deteriorated

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
4.5

How could your relationship with Business Link be
improved?

By increasing the opportunities for
BEA/GBP environmental advisors
to meet with Business Link
advisors (e.g. through common
training/information sessions).
By providing formal training for
Business Link advisors on the
activities of our BEA/GBP.
By developing more
services/projects in collaboration
with Business Link.
By nominating senior managers
within both organisations to act as
main liaison points.
Other (please describe below)

4.6

How do you engage with your local Business
Link?

Regular meetings
Formal reports
Telephone/email contact
On an ad-hoc basis
Other (please describe below)

4.7

No

Does Business Link refer clients to you?
Yes

4.8

If yes how do they do this?

(Please
go to
4.11)

Using a formal procedure
On an ad-hoc basis
Personal contact with
Business Advisor

4.9

Do you monitor referrals from Business Link?

4.10

If yes; how do you monitor referrals and how effective is this?

Yes

No

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 4 – ENGAGEMENT WITH BUSINESS LINK
4.11

Do you have a service agreement or contract
with Business Link?

4.12

Please add any other comments on how relationships with Business Link could be improved
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Yes

No

SECTION 5 – STAFFING & RESOURCES
5.1

How many full time staff do you currently
employ?
What is the existing structure of your team (i.e.
number of junior, middle and senior
management).
Please enter the numbers of staff at each level

5.2

How many members of staff have been lost
over the last 12 months?

5.3

Please indicate the number of staff lost at each
level within the organisation during the last 12
months.

Junior (less than 2
years experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager
(more than 5 years
experience)

Junior (less than 2
years experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager
(more than 5 years
experience)

5.4

How many staff have you recruited within the
last 12 months? (total)

5.5

Please indicate the number of staff recruited at each level within the organisation and their
previous employment.
Other
ENWORKS
Partnerships

Private
Sector

Public
Sector

Recent
Graduate

Other

Junior (less than 2 years
experience)
Middle (2 – 5 years
experience)
Senior/Manager (more than 5
years experience)

5.6

Have staff changes affected your ability to
deliver any of your planned programmes
against budget?

No
Yes

(please go
to question
5.8)

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…
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SECTION 5 – STAFFING & RESOURCES
5.7

Please specify to what level
your ability to deliver some of
your planned programmes has
been affected by staff changes.

Current Programmes

Past Programmes

Short term impact – we
do not think that there
will be an overall impact

Short term impact –
there has not been
an overall impact

Short term impact – will
cause us a problem but
we think we will be able
to deliver the
programme/s as planned

Short term impact –
staff changes
caused us a problem
but we were able to
deliver the
programme/s as
planned

Significant impact – we
do not think that we will
be able to deliver on
specific programmes

Significant impact –
we were unable to
deliver on specific
programmes

Other (Please describe
below)

5.8

Have staff changes impacted on your
relationship with:

Partners
Funders
Businesses you support
Community groups
Other (please describe below)

5.9

Do you think that staff changes have affected
the level of service being provided?

Yes

Please explain below
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No

SECTION 7 – SUPPORT FROM CENTRAL ENWORKS
MANAGEMENT TEAM
7.1

Do you feel that the support provided by the
central ENWORKS management team is
important in enabling you to contribute fully to
the ENWORKS Programme?

Yes
(Please
see
question
7.2)

7.2

In what way has the support provided by the central ENWORKS management team been
useful?

7.3

Do you feel that appropriate support is
provided by the core management team.

No
(Please
explain
why
below)

The support provided by the central
management team is very good.
The support provided by the central
management team is adequate.
We don’t receive enough support
from the central management team
and this needs improvement.
(Please see question 7.4)

7.4

In what ways do you think that support from
the Central Management team could be
improved?

Increased personal contact
Relaying greater information on the
strategic direction of the programme
Increased collaborative support
Other (please describe below)

7.5

Comments and suggestions for enhanced support

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire
Please return to tracey.poole@enviros.com by 11th October 2004
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
The ENWORKS programme continues to use a variety of quantifiable scheme
outputs (SRB Outputs) in the following areas of activity:
¡

Financial;

¡

Jobs and Businesses;

¡

Environment;

¡

Regeneration; and

¡

Capacity Building (input to the social economy).

As in previous years, the ENWORKS Delivery Partners report their achievements
quarterly against each SRB output. This evaluation report summarises the
programme’s progress against these SRB outputs for the year 2004/05 and
compares this to the forecasted figures. The individual performance of Delivery
Partners has not been assessed.
This report is a standalone report and an assessment of the qualitative aspects of
the Programme will be conducted in late 2005/early 2006.
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2.

ENWORKS PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE
2.1

Overview of Performance

In general, the performance of the Programme against forecasted outputs continues
to be very good, with exceptional performance in the ‘Jobs and Business’ category.
Cumulative performance in the ‘Regeneration’ category is very good but
performance for the financial year 2004/2005 is behind profile. The remaining
categories of ‘Environment’ and ‘Capacity Building’ are experiencing mixed levels of
performance. Many of the targets in both categories have been achieved for the
project lifetime but they have under-achieved for 2004/05 - this can be attributed to
a shift in delivery focus to outputs that have been under-performing.
In common with the last financial year (2003/04), the poor performance recorded by
a number of the environmental outputs is due, in part, to the outputs being linked to
the implementation of advice provided to companies by Delivery Partners.
However, the actual implementation is outside the direct control of Delivery
Partners who can only attempt to persuade a company to implement their advice.

2.2

Financial

Target outputs for SRB capital, SRB Revenue and total SRB Spend exceeded
forecasted target figures by between 5 and 10% with Capital, Revenue and Total
SRB spend now 5%, 1% and 2% respectively behind programme targets. There was
also a 33% increase on last financial year’s (2003/04) Total Public Spend whilst
Total Private Sector Leverage was 637% above target for the 2004/05 financial year
at £2,395,329.
The overall scheme target for total private sector leverage was actually exceeded in
Year 3, ahead of schedule. Performance against the other financial targets remains
on track during Year 5. Figure 1 below illustrates the cumulative ‘Financial’
performance for the programme to date.
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Figure 1 – Financial Performance against Year 5 Cumulative Performance

9A(iii) - Total Private Sector Leverage

£8,662,620

9A(ii) - Total Other Public Spend

£5,878,519

9A(i) - Total SRB Spend

£2,781,020

SRB Revenue

£2,080,354

£1,705,660

£1,985,810

£2,218,980

£1,692,322

£700,666 £526,658
SRB Capital

£0
Cumulative Performance - Yr5

2.3

£2,000,000

£4,000,000

Revised Scheme Target Achieved

£6,000,000

£8,000,000

Ahead of Revised Scheme Target - Yr5

£10,000,000

£12,000,000

Remaining Against Scheme Target

Jobs and Businesses

All outputs in this category exceeded Year 5 targets continuing the trend of Years 3
and 4. The number of businesses receiving advice was 689, and although this
represents a 50% reduction on the number assisted in Year 4, it is still a 20%
increase above the forecasted Year 5 target. Large increases in the number of jobs
safeguarded (120%) and created (439%), training weeks completed (93%) and
qualifications gained (74%), suggests that the ENWORKS Delivery Partners
achieved a sustained period of engagement with their respective companies in Year
5.
The final target in this category ‘area of business / commercial floor space
improved’ exceeded its target by 41% with 24, 993 metres 2 of land improved as
opposed to 17, 685 forecast. Figure 2 below illustrates the cumulative ‘Jobs &
Business’ outputs for the programme to date with Figure 3 showing the outputs for
‘Area of improved business / commercial space’.
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Figure 2 – Jobs & Business performance against Year 5 Cumulative Performance

1E(i) - No training weeks completed.

136

1,177

1C(I) - No people in target area who
obtain qualifications from formal
training.

258

967

1A(II) - FT equivalent permanent jobs
safeguarded.

1,400

1A(i) - FT equivalent permanent jobs
created.

246

749

301

2D(i) - No of businesses receiving
advice.

0
Cumulative Performance - Yr5

347

2,698

500

1000

Revised Scheme Target Achieved

1500

2000

Ahead of Revised Scheme Target - Yr5

2500

3000

3500

Remaining Against Scheme Target

Figure 3 – Area of improved business / commercial floor space against Year 5 Cumulative
Performance

2B(ii) - Area of improved
business/commercial floor space (m2).

52,500
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10,000

20,000
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2.4

Environment

SRB outputs relate to environmental policies & action plans, environmental
management systems (EMS) initiated, water & waste initiatives and waste
management recycling schemes.
Performance in the Environment category was behind forecast in five out of the six
outputs. However, of the five outputs in the category, ‘Number of Waste
Management / Recycling Schemes’, has already reached its lifetime programme
target although it was behind its Year 5 target by -14%, whilst three others are
within -1% and 7% the cumulative programme target forecast for the end of Year 5.
Only the ‘Waste Initiative’ output remains a problem in terms of achievement.
During Year 5, 30 Environmental Management Systems (EMS) were initiated, which
is 63% below the Year 5 target; however the output is only three (-1%) behind the
cumulative programme target of 251. 561 environmental policies and action plans
were developed in Year 5 but this performance is 21% behind forecast target but
4% behind for the cumulative programme forecast.
‘Number of Water Initiatives’ was the only output to exceed its Year 5 target with
408 although it remains behind the cumulative programme target. However there
appears to have been some excellent catch up as this output was 14% behind
target at the end of Year 3. 243 waste initiatives were implemented in Year 5, 29%
behind target. A cumulative programme total of 729 waste initiatives have been
achieved by the end of Year 5 which is still 43% behind the cumulative programme
target. Figure 4 below illustrates the cumulative ‘Environment’ outputs to date with
Figure 5 illustrating the ‘Waste Management / Recycling Scheme’ output’.
Figure 4 – Environmental Performance against Year 5 Cumulative Performance

19(iv) - 1500 waste initiatives (re-use,
reduce, recycle of resources & wastes)

1,014

486

18(iv) - No of Water Initiatives

729

771
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12(i) - No Env. Policies & Action Plans

0
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Cumulative Performance Y5
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Figure 5 – Waste Management / Recycling Scheme Performance against Cumulative Year 5
Performance

6F(i) - No Waste management /
recycling schemes

21

0

33
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Ahead of revised scheme target - Yr5

Regeneration

Outputs in the regeneration category relate to the upgrade of building security,
buildings being upgraded or brought back into use and land being reclaimed and
upgraded for development. All three of the outputs in this section have achieved
their lifetime targets. However for Year 5, only ‘Number of Commercial Buildings
where Security is upgraded’ achieved its yearly target (95 achieved compared to 24
forecast), exceeding it by 296%. ‘Area of land improved’ and ‘number of buildings
improved’ were 81% and 76% behind their yearly forecasts respectively. It is highly
likely however that these outputs are not the prime focus of the Delivery Partners
due to the excellent achievement so far. Figure 6 illustrates the Year 5 cumulative
performance for the ‘Regeneration’ outputs.
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Figure 6 – Regeneration Performance against Year 5 Cumulative Performance

6C(i) - No of Buildings
improved/brought back into use.

190

6B(i) - Area of Land
Improved/reclaimed/ Serviced for
development (Ha)

7

17

5B(ii) - No of commercial buildings
where security is upgraded.

70

0
Cumulative Performance Y5
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Capacity Building

7

250

Remaining against scheme target

SRB outputs in this category relate to voluntary organisations supported, local
employee volunteering schemes and capacity building initiatives. Two of the
outputs have achieved their lifetime targets: ‘Number of Voluntary organisations
Supported’ and ‘Number of Capacity Building Initiatives’ although neither achieved
their Year 5 forecasted profile being 25% and 50% behind respectively. ‘Number of
Local Employee Volunteering Schemes’ narrowly failed to meet its yearly profile by
8% and also remains behind the Year 5 cumulative programme target by 42%.
Figure 7 illustrates the Year 5 cumulative performance for the ‘Capacity Building’
outputs.
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Figure 7 – Capacity Building Performance against Year 5 Cumulative Performance
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The ENWORKS Programme continues to perform well against its forecasted targets
with many outputs meeting programme lifetime targets ahead of schedule and the
remainder being within 10% of their respective cumulative performance targets.
Some of the cumulative or programme targets have been increased to reflect the
programme’s success and another review of current performance against targets is
recommended.
The Financial performance of the ENWORKS Programme has been excellent with
all the financial outputs achieving their yearly target. Two met their cumulative and
lifetime programme values (‘Total Other Public Spend’ and ‘Total Private Sector
Leverage’) whilst the remaining three were within 6% of the cumulative programme
total and therefore likely to achieve the lifetime programme targets.
The outputs in the ‘Jobs & Business’ category have again performed exceptionally
with all six outputs exceeding their yearly targets. Of the six outputs in the
category, only ‘Number of people in target area obtain qualifications from formal
training’ hasn’t met its lifetime target, which that the remaining five over achieved
and met their respective targets ahead of schedule. It is reasonable to expect that
all outputs in this category will achieve their lifetime targets.
The Environment category appears to have had a mixed year in terms of
performance with only one output ‘Number of Water Initiatives’ achieving the Year 5
target, suggesting significant catch-up from previous years. The remainder of the
outputs were greater than 10% behind their respective targets.
However,
cumulatively, one output, ‘Number of Waste Management / Recycling Schemes’ has
achieved its lifetime target ahead of schedule whilst another three are within 10% of
their respective cumulative targets.
The ‘Waste Initiative’ output remains
significantly behind target. Hopefully continued work with companies through the
BEA and REP programme will help to achieve this target.
Of the three outputs in the regeneration category, only one achieved its Year 5
target, the other being significantly behind profile. However, only the output
‘Number of Buildings Improved’ hasn’t met its programme lifetime target being only
2 away from this milestone. In the final category, ‘Capacity Building’, no outputs
achieved their Year 5 targets although ‘Employee Volunteering Schemes’ was
within 10%. However, this output is significantly behind and will require prolonged
working relationships with companies to achieve. The remaining two, despite their
Year 5 under-achievement, have both achieved their programme lifetime targets.
There are two outputs that are significantly under-achieving; ‘Waste Initiatives’ and
‘Local Employee Volunteering Schemes’. The reasons for this need to be examined
so that this trend can be reversed and the programme outputs achieved.

ENWORKS
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Enviros was approached by ENWORKS, as part of its overall evaluation
programme, to carry out an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Green Business
Parks (GBP) Programme. The scope of the work was to identify which aspects of
the individual GBPs had worked well and should be repeated should ENWORKS or
another organisation develop a similar programme, and to identify the key lessons
that can be learnt.
This guide is intended to inform the reader, around best practice based on the
successes and experiences of the ENWORKS GBPs. A summary of the key tips for
success is given at the back of this guide.
Three distinct groups of stakeholders were consulted as part of the process
including:
¡

The Delivery Partners - those organisations responsible for delivering business
support services and managing the GBPs.

¡

GBP Stakeholders - groups / individuals involved in the GBP including local
Business Links, Local Authorities, Police.

¡

GBP Businesses - those businesses supported through the GBPs, in order to
gain their views various aspects of the GBPs.

The focus areas of the consultation exercise were around understanding how each
of the GBPs was established, how and what services were delivered and the key
successes and areas of difficulty for each. From this information, we have
developed this guide that outlines the key elements that are required to manage a
successful GBP.
This guide is split into four key sections (shown in blue below), based on the three
elements that are required to develop and manage a successful GBP (policy,
people and processes), and the cross-cutting themes around communication /
marketing.

ENWORKS
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2.

THE ENWORKS’ GREEN BUSINESS PARKS (GBP)
2.1

The ENWORKS Programme

ENWORKS is a unique environmental business support programme charged with
improving business competitiveness and environmental performance throughout the
North West.
Through ENWORKS, a total investment of over £30 million (over six years) has
been made to ensure all North West companies have access to high quality,
relevant and affordable business support services.

2.2

The ENWORKS’ Green Business Parks (GBPs)

An integral element of ENWORKS has been the development of seven beacon
GBPs across the North West, demonstrating how industrial areas can be
regenerated to support business growth and attract inward investment through the
adoption of holistic environmental measures.
The concept of a ‘Green Business Park’ is the creation of a partnership of resident
businesses and stakeholders who, together, address environmental issues and
enhance the competitiveness of the area, be it a business park or industrial estate.
This partnership approach encourages collective action by resident businesses to
increase environmental performance, improve the area’s image, encourage
investment and improve security.
ENWORKS has provided funding for partnerships in the form of capital and revenue
grants, alongside providing support and advice for the individual Delivery Partners
running the Green Business Parks.
The Programme aimed to deliver a suite of services to meet local needs including:
¡

Participation in business support networks for local firms, residents and support
agencies.

¡

Advice on safety and site security.

¡

Grants and advice on image enhancement for the whole business park.

¡

Advice and support to address common environmental and waste management
problems with the opportunity to achieve cost savings through implementation
of environmental good practice.

¡

Access to improved communications within the estate leading to opportunity for
inter-trading and local sourcing.

¡

Advice and support leading to the improvement and reclamation of disused
premises.

ENWORKS
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3.

DEVELOPING AND MANAGING A SUCCESSFUL GBP - THE KEY
ELEMENTS
3.1

Introduction - The Key Elements

A wide variety of elements and issues need to be addressed and brought together
when developing and managing a successful GBP. These can be grouped into
three categories; Policy, People, and Process / Procedures, alongside the common
themes around communication / marketing. The relative importance of each and
the work required will vary between every GBP and no ‘one size fits all’
recommendations can be made. However, the recommendations presented are
based on good practice and the outcomes of the ENWORKS GBPs and should be
considered as starting points.

Successful GBPs need to be strong in all three elements and there is significant
cross-over and interdependence between each. None of the elements should be
considered in isolation and, like all business support programmes, there are no
magic formulae to guarantee success. This guide is intended to inform the reader,
around best practice based on the successes and experiences of the ENWORKS
GBPs. Evidence has been taken from the Delivery Partner GBP Managers, wider
stakeholders engaged with the GBPs and businesses themselves.
The next sections of this guide provide further information and best practice
examples around these key elements for success.

ENWORKS
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4.

POLICY - DEVELOPING CLEAR OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORTING
STRATEGIES
4.1

Developing Clear Aims and Objectives

Any programme, project or initiative requires a series of clear aims and objectives
to be developed and a GBP is no different. The aims and objectives need to be
developed to address the key issues on the GBP but must also fit, and be aligned,
with wider programmes and initiatives at national, regional or local levels. Ensuring
that GBP aims and objectives fit with wider programmes has several benefits
including:
¡

Helping to support regional and national sustainability and business support
objectives.

¡

Develops improved stakeholder relationships and engagement, through linkages
to other programmes including cross-referrals between stakeholders.

¡

Assists with securing additional or future funding as GBP activities fit with wider
initiatives.

However, it is vital that the aims and objectives also meet the needs of the
businesses located on the GBP and a crucial first step is to undertake a feasibility
study to ascertain what these are.
4.1.1

Feasibility Studies

Where possible a feasibility study should be conducted prior to securing funding for
a GBP and may be a requirement for inclusion in a bid document. Feasibility
studies have various stages:
1. Identification of the problem or opportunity - e.g. crime rates and building
aesthetics resulting in businesses vacating premises on the industrial estate.
2. Identification of possible solutions - e.g. initiate a crime awareness campaign,
provide grant support for physical security enhancements.
3. Understand solution requirements - e.g. funding available for two years only and
funders’ output requirements need to be met.
4. Options to deliver the solutions - e.g. the different approaches that can be taken
5. Feasibility assessment - assessing which of the different options is most likely
to achieve the desired results whilst meeting the solution requirements.
The first stage (Identification of the problem / opportunity) is the stage where a
‘Needs Assessment’ can be conducted. A ‘Needs Assessment’ involves liaising
with the businesses on the estate and wider stakeholders to ascertain what the key
issues and needs are, and what possible solutions can be developed.
Contacting and engaging with businesses from the start of the process is vital but
this can also be very difficult. Several successful approaches that were used
during the feasibility studies for the ENWORKS GBPs include:
¡

ENWORKS

Door-knocking (i.e. visiting all the businesses in person to ‘sell’ the idea of the
GBP and to begin to understand their needs).
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¡

Cold-calling on the telephone; again to ‘sell’ the idea of the GBP and to begin to
understand their needs.

¡

Sending flyers about the GBP idea and business needs surveys, with a followup phone calls to improve response rates.

Other stakeholders (such as Local Authority, Business Link, Regional Development
Agency etc..) should also be consulted to ascertain any specific aims and
objectives that they would like to see included or to identify working synergies
between programmes that could enhance the GBP. However, when developing
aims and objectives the needs of businesses and those of other stakeholders,
including funders, need to be balanced. No individual stakeholders should
overly influence the aim and objective setting process and the feasibility study
should remain as independent as possible, avoiding pre-conceived ideas and
conflicts of interest creeping into the assessment process.
4.1.2

Determining Aims and Objectives

Once the feasibility assessment has been completed a set of clear aims and
objectives can be developed. The number of aims (i.e. overall strategic goals)
should be kept to a minimum, with a broader series of objectives developed for
each. Where possible each objective should have targets associated with it, be
these requirements of funders (i.e. number of businesses supported) or unique
targets developed solely for the purposes of the specific GBP.
The box below outlines the principle of SMART Objectives and Targets and these
should be applied when developing GBP objectives.
Setting SMART Objectives & Targets

S

Specific

Objectives and targets should be specific and clear. Everyone should
be able to understand and hence contribute to achieving the objective.

M

Measurable

Develop objectives than can be easily measured using indicators, this
allows progress to be easily tracked and reported.

A

Achievable

Ensure objectives and targets are achievable and not fixed due to
funding requirements. Targets can be increased easily if progress
exceeds expectations, but reducing them is often more complicated.

R

Relevant

Balance business needs and funding requirements to ensure objectives
are relevant and fit with the overall aims of the Programme.

T

Timely

Ensure dates for completion of objectives are clearly laid out, consider
introducing milestones that should be met as the Programme develops.

Example Aims, Objectives and Targets could be as follows:

ENWORKS

Aim:

Reduce contribution to carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions in the Region

Objective

Work with businesses to identify carbon reduction opportunities

Targets

Outcome Based -

¡

CO 2 emissions reduced by Y% (per £,000 turnover)
from 2006 baseline until 2010.

Activity Based -

¡

X number of referrals to Carbon Trust

¡

X number of businesses on GBP implementing energy
efficiency measures
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Aim:

Encourage businesses to remain on GBP and attract inward investment.

Objective

Reduction in crime on the GBP

Targets

Outcome Based -

¡

Reported crimes reduced by 50% over 3-year period.

Activity Based -

¡

X number of security initiatives implemented

4.2

Developing a Delivery Strategy

Once the overall aims and objectives for the GBP have been established, based on
the needs and wants of businesses and other stakeholders, the next challenge is to
determine how these will be met. Much of the thinking around this should have
been considered during the feasibility and bidding stage and through consultation
with stakeholders.
There is no ‘off-the-shelf’ delivery strategy that can be applied across all GBPs, but
there are common issues around communication, ongoing business engagement
and the overall management approach that were highlighted by our research. As a
minimum, the strategy needs to outline the following:
¡

The roles and responsibilities of stakeholders.

¡

Development of GBP Steering Group and associated terms of reference.

¡

Support / Services to be provided to businesses - this might be phased with
awareness raising in the first instance followed by in-depth support as the levels
of awareness increase.

¡

Approaches to communication and marketing - both to businesses and wider
stakeholders.

¡

Operational management issues - delivery approaches and advisor training,
client management and satisfaction, referrals to other support organisations.

¡

The monitoring and assessment criteria and an appropriate system to monitor
progress against outputs and outcomes against which progress can be
measured.

What is important is the ability to alter the strategy as the GBP develops and
evolves. The appropriateness of the delivery strategy needs to be assessed
on a regular and ongoing basis throughout the lifetime of the GBP. It needs to
be able to respond to changing business needs, the demands of funders and
wider stakeholders. The use of key performance indicators, linked to clear
objectives and targets allows the GBP managers and steering group to make
informed decisions about the delivery strategy, altering it as required. Section 4.4
outlines the monitoring and evaluation elements that should be considered.

4.3

Developing an Exit Strategy

Funding to establish and manage a GBP Programme is usually fixed for a limited
amount of time, and prior to the end of the funding period plans need to be made
for the future of the GBP and an exit strategy should be developed. Whilst thinking
about and developing an exit strategy at the start of a GBP programme may seem
premature it is the ideal time to begin the process. Considering the exit strategy at

ENWORKS
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this early stage helps to ensure alignment with the strategic objectives and
outcomes for the GBP; and helps to smooth the transition from a funded GBP to
non-funded GBP.

CASE STUDY - BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (BID)
The Winsford 1-5 Industrial Estate was one of the Beacon Green Business Parks supported
through ENWORKS. During 2005 an intensive consultation process took place prior to the
development of a Business Improvement District (BID) proposal. The consultation exercise
included surveys of employees and businesses on the GBP alongside a focused
consultation on the draft business plan for the BID proposal. The GBP Steering group
played a major role in this exercise helping to ensure the business plan met the needs of
the businesses on the estate. Throughout the summer of 2005 the business plan was
drawn up and agreed and the final BID voting ballot was made in November, with 89% of
businesses supporting the proposal to make the estate a BID, the first non-retail BID in the
UK . The estate is now funded until 2011 through an agreed levy that is charged through
business rates and the local Authority are one of the key stakeholders represented on the
GBP Steering Group. Further information on the Winsford 1-5 BID can be found on their
website: http://www.1-5bid.co.uk

The final exit strategy doesn’t need to be fully developed at this early stage but it is
useful to have considered what stage the GBP will be at and how it will continue to
develop at the end of the funding period. Future funding through initiatives such as
the Government’s Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) should be considered at
an early stage. Further guidance on BIDs can be obtained from the National BIDs
Advisory Service (http://www.ukbids.org), including detailed guidance and BID
specific advice.
It is vital to consult with the businesses and wider stakeholders throughout the
course of the GBP to ascertain their views and opinions on the exit strategy and to
adjust it based upon feedback.
The ENWORKS GBPs addressed exit strategy development in different ways, but
the most successful GBPs considered the future at an early stage in the GBP
development process.

4.4

Monitoring and Evaluation

As discussed earlier in this chapter it is important to monitor and track performance
of the GBP on an ongoing basis throughout its duration. A solid baseline (i.e. the
starting position) needs to be known, against which progress can be measured.
This information is best collected at the feasibility stage when the needs of
businesses and the requirements of wider stakeholders are being assessed.
Once a baseline is established and appropriate objectives and targets have been
developed, progress towards these needs to be monitored. GBP management
teams should use key performance indicators (KPIs) to help monitor and track
performance. Performance needs to be feed back to funders, any GBP steering
group and businesses, highlighting not only where good progress is being made but
also areas where performance improvements are required. Where possible regular
six-monthly or annual reviews of progress should be conducted. However, it is
important that changes are given sufficient time to ‘bed-in’ and make an impact
before being assessed.
Typically, the ENWORKS GBPs focussed performance tracking on the outputs and
deliverables they were required to meet by funders. Whilst this is a good starting
point, progress against ‘softer’ outcome-related targets should also be measured to
ENWORKS
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get a good understanding of the impact that the GBP is having on the local
environment.
A useful approach to this is to use a two-tier system with top-level ‘outcome’
indicators and lower-level ‘activity’ indicators / targets which will contribute to the
outcomes. The higher-level outcomes need to be related to the overall aims and
objectives of the GBP. Overall outcome targets are met through the actions of the
delivery partners and these need to be tied back to their specific roles and delivery
agreements. However, care needs to be taken around apportioning contributions to
the overall strategic aims, as it is important to recognise each partner’s work.
The results of monitoring and evaluation should then be used to revise, if required,
the GBP delivery strategy. Taking this approach is important if the GBP is to reach
its maximum potential. However, it is important to ensure that efforts around
monitoring and evaluation are proportionate to the activities taking place. It is best
practice to consider what monitoring is required and how this will be conducted,
early in the development phase to minimise the burden on GBP Co-ordinators /
Managers.

POLICY - KEY ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESS
Develop clear aims and objectives based upon the needs of businesses and wider GBP
stakeholders. Conduct a feasibility study to determine what options are available and
suitable for the GBP and to understand the ‘baseline’ or starting position.
Develop a delivery strategy that will enable the GBP to meet its objectives, consider the
exit strategy early on in the process. Engage with stakeholders to ensure all are clear on
how they feed into the strategy and its ongoing development.
Monitor and track performance both against ‘output’ and ‘outcome’ targets. Use KPIs
where appropriate and adjust the delivery strategy based on findings. Communicate
successes and areas of weaknesses to stakeholders to continue their engagement.

ENWORKS
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5.

PEOPLE - STAKEHOLDERS: THE KEY TO A SUCCESSFUL GBP?
Having a set of key objectives, supported by a comprehensive delivery strategy and
systems to monitor and track performance, is only one aspect of successful GBP
delivery.
By far the most crucial aspect in any GBP are the people and
organisations they represent.
This chapter discusses in detail the role of
stakeholders in a GBP in terms of the businesses being supported and wider
stakeholder groups including the Local Authority, Environment Agency, Business
Link etc.

5.1

Introduction - Who Are GBP Stakeholders?

GBP stakeholders can comprise individuals or organisations who are affected by or
who can have an impact on a GBP. The illustration below shows the typical
stakeholders involved with the ENWORKS GBP, and whilst not exhaustive does
cover the main stakeholders likely to be encountered in a typical GBP.

The stakeholder groups shown above have been split into two categories. The
businesses located on the GBP are shown in red, and in blue a number of ‘wider’ or
indirect stakeholders whose role will vary depending upon the individual GBP and
the needs and wants of the businesses.
It is vital to develop relationships with all relevant stakeholders from an early stage
of the GBP, but knowing who to talk to and understanding what contribution they
can make to the GBP is challenging. The following sections outline the steps that
help engage with a range of stakeholders, starting with the businesses themselves.
Further guidance around communication and marketing is given in Section 7.

5.2

The Businesses on the GBP

The businesses on the GBP are one of the most important groups of stakeholders
and are the group that have most to benefit from the GBP initiative. The initial
engagement is likely to be at the feasibility stage, when first establishing the
concept of the GBP and trying to build support from the businesses. It is vital
ENWORKS
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therefore that a good first impression is made and that businesses view the
initiative as valuable. An important aspect in this process is being able to
understand what the businesses’ needs are and being able to differentiate business
needs from business wants. For example, a business needs to ensure compliance
with legislation (a need) but may wish to reduce waste disposal costs (a want). For
the purposes of a GBP the businesses’ ‘needs’ should be addressed first with the
businesses’ ‘wants’ highlighted for future action and support. Importantly business
wants can become needs over time as circumstances change and hence it is
important to liaise with businesses to ascertain their needs and wants as the GBP
evolves.
The feasibility study is the opportunity to assess the business needs and begin to
understand the issues that need to be addressed. However, at this stage GBP
Delivery Partners need to be clear in their message and ensure that business
expectations are not inflated beyond what is practicable and feasible given
budgetary constraints and the overall aims and objectives of the GBP. Section 7
covers communication and outlines the key issues to consider when ‘selling’ the
concept of the GBP.
As with any business support programme, businesses on a GBP will vary in terms
of their level of support and engagement and this will alter throughout the lifetime of
the project. When possible use those businesses that are proactive to help drive
ongoing development of the GBP and to recruit new businesses. Setting up a
steering group that includes businesses on the GBP is a key step and is discussed
later in this section.
Negativity and an unwillingness to participate will undoubtedly be met; in some
cases based on previous experiences and in other cases for no perceivable
reasons. The message from the ENWORKS GBPs was that ‘actions speak
louder than words’, involve and cajole businesses whenever possible,
communicate successes, ensure that any promises made are delivered on and
where these have not been met explain why and planned next steps. A
common negative attitude from businesses that was encountered in many of the
ENWORKS GBPs was the perception that the initiative wouldn’t achieve anything.
Quotes included ‘talk to me when you have managed to get the council to cut the
grass round here’ and ‘what is the catch, what am I signing up to?’
Surmounting these perceptions takes continual perseverance, clear communication
and a commitment from the GBP Delivery Partner to ensure that the project doesn’t
flounder.
It is also important to continually assess and monitor the work being
undertaken with businesses, checking levels of satisfaction, ascertaining
future needs and building personal relationships that businesses value.
These actions help to ensure that the GBP initiative continues to evolve and
leaves a lasting positive legacy.

5.3

Wider Stakeholders and Partners

In addition to the businesses themselves, the wider group of stakeholders have a
significant role to play in the success of a GBP. Stakeholders will play different
roles dependent upon the nature of the GBP and its aims and objectives, and their
role may alter during the course of the project. Therefore, it is imperative that
communication and liaison with the differing stakeholder groups is
maintained throughout the lifetime of the project.

ENWORKS
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Stakeholders will have their own differing objectives and goals that need to be
carefully balanced to ensure that the overall aims of the GBP are met. It is
inevitable that, in some instances, stakeholder views will differ and may lead to
internal conflicts between parties. When this occurs, it is vital that this doesn’t
impact on the day-to-day operation of the GBP and the support and services being
offered to businesses. Again the importance of communicating with stakeholders
from an early stage of the project and ensuring objectives are aligned from the start
comes to fore as a key step to help reduce the impact of differing stakeholder
objectives.

5.4

Establishing Steering Groups

The establishment of a GBP steering group or committee is a key mechanism
to help build relationships between stakeholders and to manage the GBP. The
steering group/committee should be developed as early in the GBP process as
possible, involving the key stakeholders during the setup and feasibility stages is
important as described earlier.
Typical GBP steering group members might include, but not be limited to the
following:
Stakeholder Group

Typical Representative

Lead Delivery Partner

GBP Coordinator or Manager

GBP Businesses

Senior Managers / Directors from a number of businesses
(numbers vary depending upon size of GBP)

Police Force

Local Community Beat Officer

Local Authority

Environmental Health, Planning, Highways or Economic
Development Officer/s - ideally at senior level

Business Link

Senior Business Advisor

Environment Agency

Local Inspector

Local Community Groups

Organisations working in the regeneration field and those
working with disadvantaged sections of the community

It is crucial to have the right people (representatives) from the different stakeholder
groups. On GBPs where physical infrastructure improvements are of key concern
the link to Local Authority planning and highways departments is vital as these
individuals can to help streamline applications and provide up front guidance on
what actions can be taken. Having senior level representatives from the Local
Authorities is also a distinct advantage as they often have greater influence over
other departments and can lever additional support.
Likewise on GBPs where business crime is an issue the links between the GBP and
the local police force need to be maximised through involving community beat
officers. Links to wider business support organisations (i.e. Business Link) are also
important, as it is highly likely that businesses on the GBP would benefit from
general business advisory services.
When establishing the steering group it is important to ensure that roles and
responsibilities are defined.
Establish ‘Terms of Reference’ or agree a
‘Memorandum of Understanding’ between the lead delivery partner (GBP
Managing Agent) and the various key stakeholders. These should set out the
stakeholders’ role in the GBP and what is expected of them in terms of attending
steering group meetings, providing guidance and contributing to the strategic
ENWORKS
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direction of the GBP. However, it is also important not to define a stakeholder’s
role for them, ascertain their views and opinions on the role they wish to adopt in
the GBP.
A steering group needs a strong and charismatic chair, consider asking an
individual from the private sector to hold this role. Regular steering group meetings
have been highlighted as a key communication channel and were deemed
extremely valuable in many of the ENWORKS GBPs. Having a strong steering
group is also particularly important if the long-term aim of the GBP is to establish
the area as a BID; as having a management board is pre-requisite for a BID.

PEOPLE - KEY ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESS
Get businesses on board as soon as possible, listen to views and opinions and build
relationships through continual support and communication.
Identify relevant wider stakeholders early in the GBP process, consult to determine
possible roles (that fit with overall GBP aims and objectives) and develop ‘Terms of
Reference’ or ‘Memorandum of Understanding’
Establish a strong steering group which represents both wider stakeholders and the
businesses on the GBP and is able to meet regularly (quarterly)

ENWORKS
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6.

PROCESS / PROCEDURES - THE OPERATION OF A GBP
This chapter provides outline guidance on the key issues to consider during the
operational phase of a GBP including the skills and competences needed for the
GBP Co-ordinator or Manager role, tips and approaches to recruit and retain
business support and suggested actions and support than can be provided. Whilst
the findings from our research with the ENWORKS GBPs have been incorporated
into this section we have not provided detailed guidance as circumstances between
GBPs will vary widely.

6.1

GBP Management Team

Managing and running a successful GBP is a difficult task involving extensive
liaison with a range of stakeholders, coordinating an array of activities and support
whilst ensuring the objectives and aims of the GBP remain on track. Feedback
from the ENWORKS GBP Co-ordinators and Managers, alongside that provided by
wider stakeholders and businesses on the GBPs has enabled an ‘ideal’ GBP Coordinators job profile to be developed, and this is a useful starting point when
thinking about the person/s to lead the GBP.

Single Point of Contact

One Co-ordinator / Manager supported, where required, by a
small team

Experienced / Multidisciplinary

Knowledgeable on a range of environmental / sustainability /
regeneration issues and importantly able to understand how
these fit with business support, particularly in the SME arena.

Excellent
Communicator

Vital to be able to communicate with a range of stakeholders,
with a persuasive nature and able to influence both
stakeholders and businesses alike. Able to take complex
issues and break these down into key points.

Flexible

Able to accept change as a matter of course, and able to
influence others to do the same.

Organised

Able to manage multi-tiered support programme, liaison with
stakeholders and businesses and manage the financial
elements of the GBP

Whilst this is a ‘theoretical’ job profile, it is important that the person/s appointed to
manage the GBP has experience and skills in these core areas.

6.2

Project Management

Good project management is a prerequisite for a successful GBP. Various
approaches can be taken and each GBP will be different in terms of the issues that
need addressing, the type of businesses involved and the wider stakeholders
supporting the project. However, it is important to ensure that whatever system is
developed it contains some formal system to track and record information about the
businesses being supported and the initiatives / services that have been provided.
Without gathering this basic data it is impossible to conduct any meaningful
monitoring and evaluation of the success of the GBP. Systems do not need to be
complicated but as a minimum should enable the following information to be
captured.
¡

ENWORKS

Business Contact Details (including e-mail addresses)
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¡

Type of services provided to Businesses

¡

Referrals to / from other organisations

¡

Outline of client contact history - communications log

¡

Feedback on services

¡

Output related information - cost savings, jobs created / safeguarded etc…

More detailed systems can be used if appropriate but it is important not to have an
overly complicated system that is unwieldy and difficult to use. Information that has
been captured can be used to support marketing and communications to
stakeholders, provides evidence to funders and can be used in future funding bids
particularly BID proposals.

6.3

Tips to Recruit and Retain Businesses

Engaging with and supporting businesses, particularly SMEs, is difficult and GBPs
are no different. Business apathy, the perception that environmental / sustainability
issues don’t affect them and lack of resources (time, money, or personnel) are the
common reasons for businesses not engaging in GBP activities. These challenges
need to be overcome if the GBP is to be successful, and feedback from the
ENWORKS GBP managers / coordinators around how this can be done is
summarised below:
¡

Use direct ‘face-to-face’ contact, approach businesses in-person, but accept
that persistence in calling / knocking on doors is required. Use other
communication channels and marketing approaches wisely (see Section 7).

¡

Businesses tend to see any form of authority either as a threat or linked to
costs. An informal approach, using persistent personal contact is a good
method to develop relationships and trust.

¡

Convince businesses that the GBP is just a way to “get the estate back on it’s
feet”.

¡

Adopt a demand led approach (i.e. not limiting support/services to a set and
fixed agenda) but responding to whatever the businesses concerns and needs
are - signposting and referring to partners when required.

¡

However, remember that ‘businesses do not know, what they do not know’ hence there is often latent demand for services (such as Resource Efficiency)
that needs awakening. This awareness raising is an important role of the GBP
Manager, and links to the overall marketing / communication strategy that
should be developed.

¡

Work with other stakeholders to ‘piggy-back’ off their existing contacts and
initiatives.

¡

Hold ‘Business Breakfasts’ or ‘Summer BBQs’ as networking events, minimise
the amount of training being given at these events and use the event to
communicate what is being done. Subsequent focussed events / seminars can
be held once businesses are engaged.

ENWORKS
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¡

Keep things fresh, demonstrate enthusiasm and accept that there will always be
a proportion of businesses that will never become engaged.

6.4

Ideas and Suggestions for GBP Activities

The ENWORKS GBPs were managed in different ways and provided a wide range
of support and services to Businesses. Not all these activities were as successful
as hoped and when asked GBP Co-ordinators and Managers highlighted a number
of ideas that they would consider carefully before adopting again, alongside those
that they considered an important service. The key pitfalls to avoid, and to some
degree the important services to include, were dependent upon the GBP in question
but a selection are given below;

PITFALLS
Not establishing a strong steering group, with agreed roles and responsibilities.
Not having a cohesive message and identity.
Being tied to output focussed targets that limited flexibility in terms of services and
support.
Impacts created though staff turnover, creating long gaps in on-site GBP support.

IMPORTANT SERVICES
Provision of grant support to businesses
Physical improvements (inc. signage and landscaping)
Crime reduction / security enhancements
Environmental Training

6.4.1

Typical Support / Service Offerings

The illustration below summaries the typical support / service offerings that were
made available through the ENWORKS GBPs. This is not exhaustive list but does
highlight the most common initiatives that could be adopted on most GBPs.

ENWORKS
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In addition to these typical support / service offerings, many of the GBPs started
initiatives based around their unique needs and business demands as shown in the
two case studies below.

CASE STUDY - LINKING UP WITH DISADVANTAGED GROUPS
One of the GBPs linked up with disadvantaged groups in the area working with the local
Young Offenders programme, engaging young people who have caused problems on or
near the GBP, getting them involved in GBP related activities. Support was also accessed
through the Princes Trust scheme, working with volunteer teams to carryout physical
improvements to the GBP including redecorating a community room and constructing a
garden and seating area.

CASE STUDY - REDUCING CARBON EMISSIONS AND TRANSPORT IMPACTS
Several schemes have been initiated on the Winsford GBP with the aim of reducing
transport impacts and associated carbon emissions from businesses on the GBP.
Improved public transport links have been provided through liaison with the local bus
company and a new post box has been installed which is able to take franked mail. This
simple initiative has eliminated the need for businesses on the estate to travel to the
nearest post office saving an estimated 30,000 miles per year; equivalent to a CO 2
reduction of around 11 tonnes/year.

These services and support offerings are suggestions and many further ideas and
initiatives can be developed. It is important to work with the steering group and
businesses on the GBP to ascertain the type of services and support that is
needed, remembering that ‘businesses do not know, what they do not know’
leading to awareness raising initiatives often being a required first step.

PROCESS / PROCEDURES (THE OPERATION OF A GBP) - KEY ELEMENTS FOR
SUCCESS
GBP Co-ordinators / Managers need to be experienced and familiar with supporting
businesses, possessing excellent communication and motivational skills.
Have a management system in place to help manage GBP activities, track business
engagement and monitor progress.
Consider carefully the services / support that are offered, if possible presenting a
combination of ‘standard’ services and ‘demand led’ (i.e. requested by businesses) and
‘latent’ (those that arise from other drivers such as forthcoming legislation) services /
support.

ENWORKS
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7.

COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING
The single key message from our research applicable across all GBPs and
stakeholders was that good communication is vital to the success of a GBP.
Clear communication is required from the initiation stage of a GBP right through to
the final exit from the GBP and in many cases following the end of formal support.
This section outlines the communication tools and marketing approaches that can
be adopted.

7.1

Understanding your Audience

Understanding your audience and providing relevant information are key elements
of a successful GBP campaign. Different stakeholders need to receive different
messages; businesses are unlikely to be concerned about programme performance
against its output targets but more concerned with knowing what support and
activities they can access. In contrast, funders do not need details of the all the
activities that are taking place (although many are keen to hear about these).
Different messages will also need to be communicated through the lifetime of the
programme, ranging from awareness raising at the start, disseminating
achievements during the course of the GBP and providing information about the
post-funded activities / support that can be accessed.

7.2

Communication with Stakeholders

Communication with wider stakeholders (i.e. not businesses) begins at the
consultation and feasibility stage. Building relationships with these stakeholders is
important and can greatly influence the success of the GBP. Research from the
ENWORKS GBPs suggests that regular quarterly communication bulletins (e-mail or
letters) supplemented by involvement in the GBP steering groups is a good way to
keep all stakeholders involved and informed of progress.
This approach can be supplemented with informal and more frequent
communication with key stakeholders such as Business Link or the Local Authority
as particular issues arise. However, it is important to supplement these bulletins
with face-to-face contact whenever feasible. Holding meetings to discuss key
activities or campaigns with relevant stakeholders is important. Several of the
ENWORKS GBP held open days inviting stakeholders to visit the GBP to see the
results on the ground. Some of the most successful elements of the GBPs came
about through high levels of personal contact between GBP Co-ordinators /
Managers and other contacts with stakeholder organisations.
Use GBP steering group meetings as an opportunity to discuss communication
issues, be it dialogue and feedback about a planned promotional campaign to the
businesses, or feedback on the communication methods used for steering group
members. Responses from our consultation work indicated that most of the
ENWORKS GBPs stakeholders would have liked to receive more communication
throughout the duration of the GBP, including those who weren’t actively involved in
the GBP steering groups.

7.3

Communication with Businesses

Accessing and engaging with SMEs is notoriously difficult and has been discussed
briefly in the previous section of this guide. However, good communication is vital
to ensure the highest levels of engagement. The following section outlines the key
points gathered from our consultation exercise with GBP businesses.
ENWORKS
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¡

Businesses like (and need) to have a clear and concise message

¡

A single point of contact and ongoing personal contact is valued as this
demonstrates commitment to the businesses

¡

Communications need to be clear on what will happen, how businesses can be
involved and when it will happen.

¡

Continue to communicate with all GBP businesses not just those who are
engaged. If possible, speak to those who aren’t engaged to ascertain what
would make them change their opinions and become involved.

During face-to-face meetings with businesses it is likely that Advisors will face
negativity and reluctance to become involved in the GBP. Preparation is the key to
responding to this. Through understanding the underlying reasons and common
reactions Advisors can respond to negativity, offering practical solutions and advice
that may convince the business to change their perceptions. The following
illustration summarises the most common reactions that may be encountered along
with some possible responses.

Business Responses

Advisor Responses

I’m too busy

Lets get you some help

We don’t have the skills

Let us provide training and support you

We tried that and it didn’t work

When, how and why not?

Our processes are different

Really, what changes can be made?

Its not financially viable

Are there any benefits you have missed or
aren’t considering? We can look into grant
or other support

I can’t get management support

Have you developed a business case?

7.4

Communication Barriers

Communication barriers can come about through poor planning or through poor use
of language and not ‘selling’ the GBP to businesses. The box below shows
example barriers that arise from poor planning.
Example Barriers to Successful GBP Communication
¡

Unclear objectives, arising from lack of clarity around audience ‘needs’

¡

Poor targeting with regard to the awareness/needs of the chosen audience/s;

¡

Unclear or mixed messages

¡

Poorly designed communication material – unprofessional, confused branding?

¡

Overloading – too much information at one time

¡

Sporadic communication - not enough information on a frequent and regular basis

¡

Poor choice/use of the available communication channels;

¡

Lack of follow through – highlighting issues and services but not supporting these (e.g.
asking for service / business support suggestions but then not delivering on them)

ENWORKS
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Using the right language is also important both in face-to-face meetings and
in written documents such as newsletters etc. Avoid unnecessary jargon,
break the key messages into digestible chunks and focus on the highlights
and successes. Use case-studies to provide demonstrable evidence that
getting involved in the GBP is a good thing to do and will result in benefits for
the business.
Several of the ENWORKS GBPs produced GBP Newsletters that provided an
update on progress, highlighted success stories and presented relevant casestudies of businesses benefiting through the GBP and listed items for consultation
and forthcoming events. This communication tool and others are described in detail
below

7.5

Communication Tools and Marketing Approaches

Choosing the right combination of communication tools (and it is nearly always a
combination rather than just one method) can be a difficult task. The following
tables describe the common communications tools that were used successfully on
the ENWORKS GBPs, highlighting useful tips and the pros and cons of each tool.

Communication
Tool

Leaflets and Newsletters

Description

Passive communication methods such as leaflets and newsletters were
widely used by the ENWORKS GBPs. The problem is that people are
not especially good at remembering what they read, even if it captures
their attention in the first place. That said as they are relatively cheap to
produce and circulate.
Information in this form has to be given in simple terms using common,
plain language without the use of jargon and without making the
message obscure. This has to be done with care, however, without
being patronising. People may be ignorant (of the issues/facts) but they
are (mostly) not stupid! Getting the tone right is all-important.

Tips

¡
¡
¡
¡

¡

Pros

¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Cons

ENWORKS

¡

Content should be consistently relevant and interesting
More effective when timely, linked to current events and/or specific
personalities in the community
Use appropriate language, not jargon.
Important to identify target audience, message and distribution
methods before designing leaflets as these factors influence design
specifications
Take steps to distinguish from ‘junk mail’
Use newsletters to provide reinforcing information and to feedback
on progress.
Effective as support for advertising and general media relations
Valuable information and further details on proposed new facilities or
policies can be communicated.
Newsletters are an appropriate vehicle for feedback at all stages in
the process from strategy development through to on-site operations
Continuous resource – enables messages to be adjusted, updated,
change over time.
Can get lost or regarded as junk mail.
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Communication
Tool

Web Sites

Description

Web sites are of course only of use to those that are seeking
information and have internet access. The number of hits on web sites
is often disappointing and you have to consider whether a website
necessary for a small individual GBP campaign.
Web sites are of most use for providing instruction, clarification and
reinforcement. That said web sites should contain all relevant
information including:
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Motivational information – why become involved
Instructional information – what to do to become involved
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) – this helps reduce the load on
helplines etc.
Contact information (e-mail and telephone)
Links to other web sites with useful information.

A basic web site can be constructed commercially for around £2,000
and hence is a relatively cheap way of providing information. Web sites
obviously have to be easy to navigate so that people can obtain the
information they need easily. Where possible web sites should also
allow users to e-mail questions and comments, sign up to events etc.
Tips

¡
¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

¡
¡

Pros

¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Cons

¡
¡

ENWORKS

Ensure that the site is designed to meet the needs of the target
audience and different levels of information are available
Make it quick to load, attractive, logical and easily navigable
Invite feedback from users and act upon this information when
improving the site
Promote the web address in other publicity and register with
directories to maximise hits
Make the web address memorable
Capture user data so that this can be analysed and possibly used for
future campaigns, but be aware of the Data Protection Act when
doing so
Keep site up to date
Provide details of other contact methods, e.g. telephone number or
postal address.
Easily updated as required
Low operational costs once established, but there will be on-going
maintenance/updating costs
Can provide comprehensive information about waste strategies and
facilities
Users have the flexibility to select specific areas of interest to them
Interest in the website can be gauged by monitoring the number of
hits to the site.
Is a website necessary for a small individual GBP campaign?
Penetration of messages is dependent on quality of search engines
and publicity of address.
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Communication
Tool

Public Meetings and Events

Description

Interactive dissemination of GBP information through attendance and
participation of audience. These can be networking events, seminars
or training courses.

Tips

¡
¡
¡
¡
¡

Pros

¡
¡

Cons

¡
¡

Plan well in advance and publicise to ensure good attendance
Plan the details for the event and try to anticipate any problems,
e.g. technical
Begin with an interesting introduction, followed by a presentation
and conclude with a summary of messages
Use presenters who are confident, can explain ‘jargon’, engage and
maintain interest
Anticipate questions (especially hostile) which might arise and
prepare answers.
Gives the opportunity to present information first hand and gather
instant feedback
Allows for detailed explanation of issues and messages
There can be a risk of hostility from opponents to the GBP.
Limited audience - those who aren’t interested don’t attend and
don’t hear the messages

Communication
Tool

Press Releases

Description

¡
¡
¡

Tips

¡

Printed or recorded statements supplied to media for editorial
coverage (free of charge).
General public and/or specific audience depending on the profile of
publications and programmes.
Simple, straightforward, high-impact and accompanied by strong
pictures (for print media).
Think about what a journalist NEEDS

-

Now (journalists need news, not old information)

-

Deadline (always provide a journalist with the story for their
deadline)

-

Capture the story in the headline

-

Use quotes and possibly get third party endorsement

-

Target the distribution of your news release to specific journalist
on target titles.

Exciting (you need to be able to grab the journalists’ attention)
Exclusivity (try to give journalists angles and tailor your story to
different media)

Summarise the story in the opening paragraph – Who? What?
When? Where? How?
Use simple language and avoid jargon – length should not
exceed two pages of double-spaced A4

Pros

¡

Editorial coverage results in powerful third party endorsement.

Cons

¡

You do not have control over the resulting article but a well-written
release containing all your key messages should minimise this risk.

ENWORKS
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7.6

Communication Key Tips

Use communication tools such as flyers, newsletters, websites and press releases
but remember that people are far more likely to remember what they say and do
(conversations and activities/events) than what they read or hear. In addition,
human interaction allows an opportunity to voice opinions and air grievances. This
is important and ‘interactive’ communication, such as networking events and door
knocking can be very effective communication mechanisms.
Ultimately, the key message is to be seen, to visit and talk regularly, but to
listen to business needs and requests; use this to inform and improve your
delivery strategy.

ENWORKS
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8.

SUMMARY - KEY ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL GBP DELIVERY
AND MANAGEMENT
KEY ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL GBP DELIVERY AND MANAGEMENT
¡

Develop clear aims and objectives based upon the needs of businesses and wider GBP
stakeholders. Conduct a feasibility study to determine what options are available and
suitable for the GBP and to understand the ‘baseline’ or starting position.

¡

Develop a delivery strategy that will enable the GBP to meet its objectives, consider the
exit strategy early on in the process.

¡

Identify relevant wider stakeholders early in the GBP process, consult to determine
possible roles (that fit with overall GBP aims and objectives). Engage with stakeholders
to ensure all are clear on how they can feed into the strategy and its ongoing
development.

¡

Establish a strong steering group which represents both wider stakeholders and the
businesses on the GBP and is able to meet regularly (quarterly) and develop ‘Terms of
Reference’ or ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ for stakeholder groups.

¡

Monitor and track performance both against ‘output’ and ‘outcome’ targets. Use KPIs
where appropriate and adjust the delivery strategy based on findings. Communicate
successes and areas of weaknesses to stakeholders to continue their engagement.

¡

Don’t be afraid to alter the delivery strategy based on feedback and ongoing monitoring,
BUT allow sufficient time for initiatives to ‘bed-in’

¡

Appoint a GBP Co-ordinator / Manager who is experienced and familiar with supporting
businesses and who possesses excellent communication and motivational skills.

¡

Have a management system in place to help manage GBP activities, track business
engagement and monitor progress.

¡

Consider carefully the services / support that are offered, if possible presenting a
combination of ‘standard’ services and ‘demand led’ (i.e. requested by businesses) and
‘latent’ (those that arise from other drivers such as forthcoming legislation) services /
support.

¡

Provide a signposting and brokerage service for businesses when the support they
require doesn’t fit within the ‘core’ support being offered through the GBP

¡

Use communication tools such as flyers, newsletters, websites and press releases but
remember that people are far more likely to remember what they say and do
(conversations and activities/events) than what they read or hear.

¡

Ultimately, the key message is to be seen, to visit and talk regularly, but to listen to
business needs and requests; use this to inform and improve your delivery strategy.
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3.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – DATA COLLECTION FORM
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4.

STAKEHOLDER AND BEA MANAGER CONSULTEES, 2006
Table 3

Stakeholders Involved in the October 2006 Consultation Exercise

Stakeholder Consultees
Organisation

Name

Business Link Cheshire & Warrington

Les Kipping

Business Link North Manchester / Greater
Manchester

Chris Greenhalgh

Business Link West Lancashire

Clive Memmot

Envirolink Northwest

Jackie Seddon

Federation of Small Businesses

Paul Henly

Government Office Northwest (GONW)

Paul Stowers

Northwest Regional Development Agency (NWDA)

Mark Atherton

Table 4

BEA Staff Involved in the October 2006 Consultation Process

BEA Sub-Region

5

5

Consultees

Lancashire

Jamie Bearman and Mick Smith

Cheshire

Greville Kelly

Merseyside

Keith Lloyd and Stephen Sykes

North Manchester

Angela Johnson

South Manchester

Martin Andrews

The Cumbria BEA was omitted from the consultation process due to the fact that the original
delivery organisation ceased to operate within ENWORKS after 2005. The Cumbria Rural
Enterprise Agency then took over the delivery role.
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5.

STAKEHOLDERS AND BEA MANAGER CONSULTATION, 2006
Areas of Questioning for Stakeholders
1. How was your organisation involved with ENWORKS? Would you like to have
had a different role or relationship with the programme? Were there any
specific areas where you could have provided useful assistance (please give
examples)?
2. If you were involved as an ENWORKS Board member, how effective was the
Board’s role in steering the Programme and dealing with difficulties?
3. How would you describe your current relationship with ENWORKS? Has this
relationship changed throughout the 7 years of the programme?
4. The ENWORKS’ services: Does overlap with other business support
organisations still exist (examples)? Are there any services which have been
omitted? Do you think there is still any variability on the quality of service
offered across the region (examples)?
5. What did you think of the ENWORKS marketing campaign and materials?
6. How well would you rate the current levels of communication and signposting
between ENWORKS and other programmes and/or business support
organisations (both to and from ENWORKS)?
7. Are there any business support organisations which should have had a stronger
relationship with ENWORKS to increase its effectiveness?
8. Has ENWORKS provided a useful role for the sharing of ‘best-practice’ across
the region?
9. Do you think ENWORKS has achieved what it set out to achieve during its
lifetime?
10. What do you think were the major Outcomes arising from the ENWORKS
Programme? Outcomes for the Northwest? Outcomes for your organisation?
Outcomes for other organisations?
11. What do you particularly like about ENWORKS? What were its most notable
successes?
12. Were there any weaknesses in the ENWORKS Programme? How would you
change ENWORKS in any future strategy? What recommendations would you
give to anyone else considering starting a similar programme?
13. ENWORKS is SRB-funded until the end of March 2007. How would you like to
see ENWORKS evolve after this date, both at a strategic and local level?
Areas of Questioning for BEA Managers
1. Have you enjoyed being part of the ENWORKS Programme? Please provide
details to support your answer.
2. How well has the central management team undertaken its role?
have been improved and if so how?
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3. Has the central management team provided useful information to promote the
sharing of ‘best-practice’ across the region? What information was most
useful?
4. How has the training provided under the ENWORKS programme benefited your
staff / the services offered by your BEA? Which training was particularly good?
Which training could be improved? Are there any outstanding training needs
which were not addressed during ENWORKS? How well organised was the
training? Was the delivery of the training appropriate?
5. Thinking back to how you managed your services prior to ENWORKS, how has
the programme impacted on this aspect of your work?
6. Has the ENWORKS database been a valuable tool to assist you in the day-today management of your services? Were any concerns you might have had
about the database adequately dealt with? Are there any outstanding concerns
about the ENWORKS database?
Are there any further development
requirements?
7. What is the current referrals process between your BEA and Business Link?
How would you describe your current relationship with Business Link? How has
this relationship changed throughout the life of ENWORKS?
8. How strong has been the influence of output-chasing on the services which you
offered to companies?
9. What do you think were the major Outcomes arising from the ENWORKS
Programme? Outcomes for the Northwest? Outcomes for your BEA? Other
outcomes?
10. What do you particularly like about ENWORKS? What were its most notable
successes?
11. Were there any weaknesses in the ENWORKS Programme? How would you
avoid these weaknesses in any future strategy?
12. ENWORKS is SRB-funded until the end of March 2007. How would you like to
see ENWORKS evolve after this date, both at a strategic and local level?
13. What do you think of the approach taken by Enviros in the ENWORKS
evaluation process (interviews, questionnaires, etc)?
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6.

ENWORKS BOARD MEMBERSHIP (MARCH 2007)

Named Board Members

Organisation

Position

Mark Atherton

NWDA

Director of Sustainable
Development and Climate
Change

Bob Clark

Cumbria Rural Enterprise Agency

Executive Director

Tony Dean

Environment Agency

Regional Director

Michael Damms

NW Chamber of Commerce Ltd.

Managing Director

Katrina Delargy

Institute of Directors

Training & Education

Steve Barwick

Northwest Regional Assembly

Director of Strategy,
Scrutiny, Europe and
Sustainability

Paul Henly

Federation of Small Businesses

Policy Officer

Alexis Holden **

Northwest Universities Association

Research and Commercial
Projects Co-ordinator

Ian MacArthur

Groundwork NW (Accountable Body)

Regional Director

Northwest Business Links

Chief Executive

Jackie Seddon

Envirolink

Chief Executive

Paul Stowers

GONW

Business Environment
Officer

Dan Walmsley

United Utilities

NW Corporate Responsibility
manager

Clive Memmott

*

* Clive Memmott is CEO of Business Link Lancashire and represents the 5 NW Business Links.
** Alexis Holden is the Commercial Projects Co-ordinator for the University of Central Lancashire
and represents all NW Universities.
Advisors to the Board

Organisation

Dave Forster

Environment Agency

Paul Stowers

Government Office Northwest

Finance and Audit Group

Organisation

Steve Dolphin

Finance Director Federation of Groundwork Trusts

Todd Holden
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Andrew Darron

Groundwork Northwest

Technical Advisory
Group

Organisation

Michael Damms

NW Chamber Ltd.

Todd Holden
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Dave Forster

Environment Agency
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7.

GREEN BUSINESS PARK CONSULTATION, 2005/06: SUMMARY OF
RESPONSES
GBP set-up
¡

Typically the GBPs took between 18 months and two years to set-up but the
absolute ranges are 6 months to 10 years.

¡

No data on set-up / planning costs

¡

Few feasibility studies (Portland Basin and Calder Park) but consultations with
stakeholders

¡

Additional funding was secured from a variety of partners / funders

¡

Some GBPs gave the stakeholders specific roles others didn’t

¡

Range of stakeholders involved across all the GBPs

¡

No barriers to GBP development were encountered

Marketing / operation
¡

Range of marketing services / approaches used to recruit businesses /
stakeholders

¡

Two dedicated GBP web sites used – one general one to advertise jobs /
vacant units

¡

Gaps in knowledge regarding number of businesses on the GBPs and those
accessing the services

¡

Appears no market research undertaken to identify business needs – almost all
GBPs cite lack of interest from businesses or services weren’t suitable

¡

Physical improvements appeared to be popular but not ranked as the most
important aspect of the GBP if the programme was repeated by delivery
partners.

¡

Each GBP experienced difficulty delivering certain aspects of the services on
their GBP, the causes for this varied

¡

Mixture of staffing on each GBP varied between two full time and one part time
member of staff

¡

Wide variation between annual running costs – cost effectiveness therefore
varies

¡

Only one evaluation of GBP effectiveness has been undertake (winsford)

Successful aspects
¡

Grants

¡

Training

¡

Physical improvements

¡

Reduction of crime

ENWORKS
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3 areas GBP would repeat (most innovative)
¡

Recycling round

¡

Complementary services

¡

General estate manager

¡

Private sector chair

Unsuccessful aspects
¡

Monitoring and reporting

¡

Negative outcome to BIDs decision (Calder Park)

¡

Lack of steering group

¡

Unable to create cohesive identity

3 areas GBP would change / re consider before repeating
¡

Targets / outputs

¡

Web site

¡

More detailed evaluation of company needs at beginning of project

¡

Methods of stakeholder engagement

Involvement of Stakeholders
¡

A wide range of stakeholders involved in all GBPs, some more than others!

¡

Most stakeholders had specific roles but all had steering groups

¡

All steering groups had consistent attendance

¡

A mixture of relationship with the stakeholders, for instance one GBP had good
links with Business Link whilst another felt that these could be improved so
quite widespread regional variation.

¡

Sharston reported that relationships with all stakeholders could have been
improved

¡

One local authority became more committed to the GBP once the programme
commenced and benefits became visible

¡

Three GBPs claim to have changed the opinions of some stakeholders

Staffing
¡

Only two GBPs appear to have suffered from staffing issues. There is no data
available for the remainder of the GBPs

Exit strategy
¡

ENWORKS

The majority of GBPs had / have an exit strategy
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¡

At least one GBP did not plan an exit strategy

¡

Most considered BIDS as an exit strategy

¡

50% of GBPs planned an exit strategy at the inception stage
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